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Abstract
Identifying lexical semantic relations in the text has been a long-
standing dream of artificial intelligence and the target of many
researchers’ attention over the past years. This thesis addresses
the problem of identifying antonymy relations, such as (hot/cold)
in an automatic method. This work presents three key points in
capturing antonymy word pairs: extracting word pairs examples
from a textual corpus, representing antonymy in a pair vector
space model, and using a machine learning classifier to predict
the antonymy relation.
Researchers have found that discriminating antonymy from syn-
onymy is a non-trivial task. Both relations show similar semantic
distributions as they are found in similar contexts. This issue
affects many similarity-based applications by displaying opposite
words instead of synonyms. Moreover, both traditional and mod-
ern vector space models such as Bag-of-Words and Word Embed-
dings models show poor discrimination between antonymy and
synonymy words. Therefore, this work proposed antonymy pair
vector representation based on symmetric classified patterns ex-
tracted from a corpus. Besides, we are motivated by extracting
novel antonymy and opposites relations between word pairs. This
research aims to capture and predict antonymy pairs generated
by a textual corpus to make computers able to understand and
capture opposition relation in the text.
Our research proposes the Antonymy Classifier which combines
two approaches: the pattern-based approach and a machine learn-
ing classifier. We use the pattern-based approach to extract word
pairs and patterns. We also propose using distant supervision
learning to label the extracted pairs automatically. Distant su-
pervision uses an external knowledge base (the Open Multilin-
gual WordNet) to generate positive and negative antonymy in-
stances. It also extracts every sentence from a corpus which shows
both canonical antonymy pairs such as (national/international)
and non-canonical antonymy or opposites pairs such as (inter-
nal/international) that might provide statistical evidence for an
antonymy relation.
In addition, this work presents a pattern classifier model which
automatically extracts and classifies antonymy patterns by com-
puting the average co-occurrence association between positive
(antonymy) and negative (non-antonymy) instances in the train-
ing set. A part of these patterns such as (between X and Y, both
X and Y, from X to Y ) were found in related linguistic studies
on manual patterns extraction and analysis. We also found some
novel textual patterns that are highly associated with antonymy
pairs such as (however X or Y, what is X and what is Y) and
more.
This work also shows experiments in extracting and predicting
antonymy on the English BNC and SkELL corpora and the Ara-
bic ArTenTen corpus. The overall outcomes showed a positive
prediction improvement in distinguishing antonym pairs com-
pared to previous attempts. Also, we presented new antonymy
pairs that are not found in the English and Arabic WordNet. The
antonymy classifier model uses a machine learning algorithm to
extract and classify novel adjectival and noun antonymous pairs
such as (verbal/visual), (input/output), (life/death) and (mate-
rial/spiritual). Therefore, the work presented in this research
is a promising method for better extraction and classification of
antonymy pairs and patterns in a corpus.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Antonymy has become the target of many researchers’ attentions and inves-
tigations over the past years (Lobanova et al., 2010; Mohammad et al., 2008;
Turney, 2008). Researchers in the field of computing and artificial intelli-
gence are motivated to make computers able to understand human language
by understanding the semantics and lexical relations such as antonymy, oppo-
sition, incompatibility and other semantically opposite relations. In contrast,
linguists seek to determine a better definition of antonymy and opposition
relations (Jones, 2003; Justeson & Katz, 1991; Leech, 1974; Murphy, 2006)
Also, their work aims to detect the occurrence of antonymy in contexts and
textual corpora and answer questions such as: what are the differences be-
tween contrast, appositeness and antonymy relationships? Do opposition and
antonymy appear in certain frames, contexts or patterns in the corpus?.
The literature showed different understandings of antonymy relation defi-
nitions (Jackson, 1988; Justeson & Katz, 1991; Leech, 1974; Lehrer & Lehrer,
1982), but the overall consensus defined antonymy as the relation of lexi-
cal opposition of meaning between certain words, for example (hot/cold),
(big/small) and (upper/lower). While the relation of opposition has a wider
sense and describes the semantic opposition between words concepts or mean-
ings and not restricted to certain words, for example (warm/cold), (big/tiny)
and (upper/bottom). However, it is fundamental to understand the relation
of antonymy and opposition as it is reflected in computer classification per-
formance through the examples that are given to the classifier model.
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Sine the 1970s, several studies on Vector Space Models such as Salton
(1971), Mikolov et al. (2013) and Turney & Pantel (2010) proposed using
numerical vectors to represent the distribution of word co-occurrence fre-
quency for the purpose of capturing a similarity relation between words or
documents. Vector Space Models use distance measurement metrics such as
cosine and logDice similarity to compute the semantic distance between word
vectors and capture similar words based on their similarity scores. However,
using the word vector space model in modelling antonymy has several is-
sues. Studies on semantic representation (Santus et al., 2014a,b; Schwartz
et al., 2015) concluded lack of ability of the current Vector Space models (e.g.
Bag-of-Words and Word Embeddings) to distinguish between antonymy and
synonymy. This is because both antonymy and synonymy words are showing
similar semantic distributions as they are found in similar contexts. Thus,
this limitation has the greatest impact on similarity-based applications by
showing both opposite and similar results.
Overall, previous studies on antonymy computation aim to solve two main
problems. First, the problem of automating antonymy extraction and identi-
fication for the purpose of lexicon resources creation and augmentation. An
example of this is the work by Lobanova et al. (2010) which aimed to enrich
Dutch WordNet with new and novel antonym pairs extracted from Dutch
corpora. The second category of antonymy computation studies aimed to
construct a computational model to distinguish antonymy for a specific Nat-
ural Language Processing task. For example, similarity-based applications
suffer from the problem of the poor discrimination between the synonymy
and antonymy relations. Other applications such as plagiarism detection
systems use the semantic relation between words to obtain better matching
between similar sentences. In short, both problems of antonymy computation
suffer from several performance limitations and demand a better antonymy
representation.
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1.1 Research Motivation
Given the previous issues and limitations in capturing antonymy, this work
proposed a pair vector representation model to improve antonymy extraction.
The proposed model represents the co-occurrence frequency between a word
pair and a set of classified patterns extracted from the corpus, such as both
X and Y, however X or Y. In addition, the proposed model is related to the
distant supervision which uses an external knowledge base the Open Multilin-
gual WordNet OMW to generate positive and negative antonymy instances.
It also extracts every sentence from the corpus which either shows positive
pair or negative pair occurrences that might provide statistical evidence to
identify antonymy relations.
The proposed model combines three areas: the pattern-based approach,
a vector space representation, and a machine learning classifier. We aim to
use a pattern-based approach to extract frequent co-occurring pairs of the
same syntactic classes such as (adjective/adjective). In addition, we also use
the same approach to extract textual patterns surrounding the extracted
pairs. We aim to use a vector space model to represent the distributional
relations between word pairs and the extracted patterns. Finally, we feed the
pair vectors into a supervised machine learning model to build the antonymy
classifier which automatically extracts and classifies antonym pairs obtained
from the corpus.
1.2 Why is Antonymy Extraction and Pre-
diction Important?
Being able to capture and recognize antonym pairs among other semantically-
related pairs is useful for many applications. Besides the effectiveness of using
antonymy in language teaching (Murphy, 2006), extending antonymy exam-
ples in lexical resources such as the WordNet will impact the performance of
Natural Language Applications.
The English WordNet (Fellbaum, 1995) is the largest Open-Access lexical
database of English that has been created manually. The aim of WordNet
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construction is to provide a useful resource for computational linguistics and
natural language processing. WordNet has been criticised on its limited per-
formance regarding antonymy in two perspectives: First, in terms of type
of relation, WordNet presents lexical and semantic relations to link between
words and concepts respectively. The only relation that describes opposite-
ness between words in WordNet is antonymy. Other opposite-related rela-
tions such as opposite/contrasting and incompatibility are still not considered
yet in WordNet structure (Lobanova et al., 2010).
Second, WordNet has coverage limitation in terms of the number of en-
coded antonymy examples. Only 1834 examples of adjectival antonymy are
encoded in WordNet. However, it is believed that the English language
has more antonymy examples to be presented. For example, antonym pairs
such as (input/output), (life/death), (hardware/software) are not encoded
in WordNet (PWN3.0). Moreover, Mohammad et al. (2008) found that
the current WordNet antonymy examples failed to answer the Graduate
Record Examinations (GRE) antonymy questions and only 10% of the GRE
antonym pairs were found by the English WordNet (PWN). Therefore, ex-
tending the number of antonymy relation examples, as well as, adding more
types of opposition relations to infer non-canonical antonymy (e.g. (inter-
nal/international)) is needed today.
1.3 Research Objectives
This research aims to accomplish the following objectives:
• to present a vector representation modelling dedicated to recognising
the relation of antonymy between word pairs.
• to combine a pattern-based approach and a machine learning algorithm
in extracting and identifying antonym pairs in a text corpus.
• to minimize human intervention in capturing and classifying antonymy
word pairs.
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• to extract and predict novel antonym pairs that are not encoded yet in
WordNet (OMW).
• to utilize the corpus query tool Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2004)
in extracting word pairs and finding antonymy in English and Arabic
corpora.
1.4 Research Contributions
This thesis contributes in the following areas:
1. Finding novel antonym pairs:
This research contributes in finding antonymy examples from English
and Arabic corpora. To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous
attempts on finding antonym pairs occurring in English corpora such
as the British National Corpus (BNC) (Leech, 1992) and the SkELL
corpus (Baisa & Suchomel, 2014). Chapter 6 showed the classifier out-
put in a list of classified antonymy and opposite word pairs found in
the chosen corpus.
The proposed model is able to find novel antonym pairs that are
not found in the OMW such as (input/output), (ancient/modern),
(gay/straight). The results of analysing the SkELL corpus yielded 360
word pairs as antonyms. Among the antonymy list, 137 word pairs
are new and not represented in the OMW. Also, the BNC yielded 188
pairs as antonyms and 71 antonym pairs are not represented in the
OMW. The ArTenTen corpus (Jakub´ıcˇek et al., 2013) also yielded
325 word pairs as antonyms, only 52 pairs have been classified as
antonymy and 5 antonymy examples are represented in the OMW.
2. Discovering new antonymy patterns:
Chapter 5 demonstrated the research model in extracting and clas-
sifying textual patterns hosting antonymy and opposite pairs. The
pattern model succeeds in extracting textual patterns that have been
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previously discovered by a manual extraction approach (Jones, 2003).
In addition, it contributes to extracting novel antonymy patterns which
have not been discovered in previous studies such as (however X or Y,
minimizing X and maximizing Y, what is X and what is Y?).
3. Improving vector representation of antonyms:
The traditional word vector representation models failed to distinguish
antonym from synonym word pairs (Schwartz et al., 2015). In addition,
Turney (2011) propose a pair pattern vector representation to model
the semantic relations in word pairs using a static number of patterns.
In this research, we improved the pair pattern vector representation
by using an unsupervised classifier to evaluate every extracted pattern
according to its association with antonym and non-antonym instances.
4. Language-adaptive antonymy model
The proposed supervised Antonymy Classifier is a language-adaptive
model and can be both applied to high-resourced languages such as
English and to low-resourced languages such as Arabic. The model
contributes in enriching lexical resources in low-resourced languages
with antonymy examples that are captured from an unlabelled corpus
but under the distant supervision of the Open Multilingual WordNet.
1.5 Thesis Structure
In addition to this current chapter (introduction), this thesis consists of eight
main chapters:
• Chapter 2: Introducing Antonymy
Chapter 2 has two main parts. The first part defines antonymy and
presents a discussion on the theoretical definitions and classifications
of antonymy in the literature. We discuss antonymy from different
linguists’ theories including semantic components analysis, antonymy
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gradability, antonymy directionality and contextual opposition. In ad-
dition, the chapter presents a summary of the contrasting/opposition
levels based on two relation perspectives: the relation of directionality
and semantic gradability.
The second part of the chapter illustrates antonymy in English Word-
Net and discuses the relation representation and coverage. It also
presents applications of antonymy in Natural Language Processing.
• Chapter 3: Antonymy Extraction Methods
Chapter 3 presents a review of two areas: first, it reviews the vector rep-
resentation models and discuses their limitations in distinguishing be-
tween antonymy and synonymy. Second, it reviews the relation extrac-
tion approaches and discusses their limitations in capturing antonymy.
It also illustrates the distribution-based approach performance in rec-
ognizing antonymy relation in Sketch Engine tool including Automatic
Thesaurus tool and the Sketch Difference tool.
• Chapter 4: Semantic Representation of Antonymy
Chapter 4 has two main parts: first, it presents an overall process of
the proposed model framework and describes the proposed a pair vector
representation and the feature analysis and selection. Then, it demon-
strates the research dataset construction and labelling procedures. It
shows the pair extraction and labelling strategy on word pairs. We also
present the N-degree Opposition labelling algorithm which aims to la-
bel non-canonical antonym pairs such as (internal/international) found
in the corpus by using the represented antonymy relations between the
word’s synonymy as encoded in the WordNet.
• Chapter 5: Antonymy Patterns Extraction and Selection
Chapter 5 shows the proposed model for extracting and selecting pat-
terns to distinguish antonymy relations. We also investigate and com-
pare the different pattern selection strategies such as pattern frequency,
pattern Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) and precision and recall
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scores. This chapter presents a robust automatic extraction method in
distinguishing good patterns to get better antonymy prediction over a
massive patterns sets.
• Chapter 6: Antonymy Relation Prediction
Chapter 6 presents three parts: first, it describes the underlying as-
sumptions of classification algorithms and why these algorithm might
meet the research problem requirements. It also presents the process
of selecting classification algorithm and the selection criteria. We use
the classification outputs from two English corpora: the BNC and the
SkELL corpus, to make the decision of the most accurate algorithm.
Then, it presents the evaluation on related antonymy test sets which
are mainly designed for the purpose of distinguishing between English
antonymy and synonymy such as the TURN set (Turney, 2008) and the
LZQZ set (Lin et al., 2003). We compare our classification accuracy
results to the previous attempts (Lin et al., 2003; Mohammad et al.,
2008; Turney, 2008) as well as the WordNet baseline.
The third part presents the model outcomes in generating new or novel
antonym pairs extracted from the BNC and the SkELL corpus.
• Chapter 7: Model Application: Antonymy in Arabic Corpora
Chapter 7 shows the application of the antonymy classifier of the Ara-
bic corpus ArTenTen. It addresses many issues on Arabic WordNet
and suggests solutions to improve the antonymy representation. For
example, it uses a lemmatizer tool from MADAMIRA (Habash et al.,
2009) and diacritics remover to match between extracted pairs from
the corpus and WordNet’s antonym pairs. Then, it shows that the
majority of antonymy examples in the Open Multilingual WordNet
are non-canonical due to the poor relation representation. Thus, the
training set labelling was affected by WordNet’s poor classification of
antonyms. In addition, the chapter evaluates and compares several
models in extracting Arabic antonymy including antonymy classifier,
parallel corpus extraction and bilingual Word Sketch translation.
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• Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter draws conclusions regarding all conducted experiments in
this research and presents a summary of the output with a discussion
on the limitations and challenges encountered during the research. Also
it suggests ideas and research areas for future work.
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Introducing Antonymy
The relation of antonymy has received much attention from different research
perspectives including computational linguistics (Alyahya et al., 2016; Batita
& Zrigui, 2017; Lobanova et al., 2010; Mohammad et al., 2008; Nguyen et al.,
2017; Turney, 2008) and lexical semantic (Davies, 2012; Jones, 2003; Leech,
1974; Murphy & Jones, 2008). Antonymy plays a significant role in language
understanding and utterance interpreting. One simple way to learn new vo-
cabulary in a language is to learn its opposites. Children, for example, use
opposites in conversation even before they had mastered the meanings of
the predicates involved (Murphy & Jones, 2008). However, antonymy has
a very broad meaning and been used in literature in different terms such
as antonymy, oppositions, contrast, incompatible and contradictions, to de-
scribe the contrasting between binary words (Jones, 2003; Lobanova et al.,
2010; Mohammad et al., 2008). Therefore, a primary concern of learning
antonymy is to understand the relation’s nature, definitions and characteris-
tics.
This chapter discuses three main points related to antonymy: first, it
defines antonymy relation and presents a discussion on the theoretical def-
initions and classifications of antonymy in the literature. The discussion
of antonymy shows different linguistic theories including semantic compo-
nents analysis, antonymy gradability, antonymy directionality and context-
dependent opposites. Second, this chapter presents the semantic features
of antonymy that distinguished it from other semantic relations including
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the co-occurrence of antonym pairs, the semantic distribution of antonymy,
antonymy patterns and the semantic scale of antonym pairs. Third, the
chapter illustrates the situation of antonymy in WordNet versions including
the English Princeton WordNet (PWN 3.1), the Open Multilingual WordNet
(OMW 3.0), and shows the relation representation and number of encoded
examples of antonymy. Finally, the chapter shows a review on some applica-
tions of antonymy in Natural Language Processing area.
2.1 Defining Antonymy
Antonymy is the lexical opposition relationship between two words (Mur-
phy, 2003). Thus, the definition of antonymy refers to canonical relation
of contrast such as (hot/cold), (national/international) and (male/female).
By contrast, the opposition/contrasting relationship occurs between semanti-
cally contrasting terms and refers to non-canonical relation such as (hot/cool),
(internal/international) and (girl/man).
The literature used different terminology to describe the opposition re-
lationships. For example, Lyons (1978) and Lehrer & Lehrer (1982) used
antonymy to describe opposition relationship which occurs between binary
gradable adjective pairs such (long/short) and (hot/cold). Lyon’s definition
of antonymy excluded non-gradable antonymy such as (female/male) and
(true/false). In contrast, Jackson (1988) and Jones (2003) used antonymy in
its broader meaning of opposition which refers to gradable and non-gradable
pairs such as (hot/cold) and (female/male). Murphy (2006) and Davies
(2012) used the term canonical antonymy to describe binary direct antonymy
relationship such as (hot/cold) and (love/hate), and non-canonical antonymy
to describe binary indirect antonymy relationship such as (hot/freezing) and
(like/hate).
To sum up, there are a few antonym definitions have emerged and for-
mulated the relation differently. We summarise these definitions and discuss
the following antonymy theories in the following sections.
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2.1.1 Antonym Gradability
Antonym gradability refers to the binary contrasting relationship between
either gradable pairs such as (hot/cold) or non-gradable pairs such as (fe-
male/male).
There have been several definitions of antonymy from the gradability per-
spectives. For example, Lyons (1978) and Cruse (1986) defined antonymy as
binary opposition relationship which only occurs between gradable adjecti-
val pairs. In contrast, Jackson (1988) and Jones (2003) used antonymy in
its broader sense and considered both gradable and non-gradable opposite
word pairs of any syntactical category including nouns, verbs, adverbs and
adjectives as examples of antonymy.
Miller et al. (1990) illustrated a morphological feature in gradable word
pairs, especially adjectival pairs which is gradable adjectives can be modified
by adverbs such as very hot, quite expensive, extremely happy and rather
low. But non-gradable pairs such as (woman/man) can not be modified by
adverbs.
Paradis & Willners (2006) proposed the boundedness hypothesis on ad-
jective antonym pairs which states that negated bounded or non-gradable ad-
jectives evoke the interpretation of their antonyms, such as not dead always
infers alive. Thus, the pair (dead/not alive) can be considered as synonyms.
This semantic interpretation can not be applied on unbounded gradable ad-
jectives. For example, not hot does not necessarily infer cold and more
examples in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Examples of negated gradable and non-gradable words
Non-gradable (Bounded): Gradable (Unbounded):
not TRUE = FALSE not BIG 6= SMALL
not FALSE = TRUE not SMALL 6= BIG
not FEMALE = MALE not HOT 6= COLD
not MALE = FEMALE not COLD 6= HOT
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2.1.2 Antonym Canonicity and Directionality
Antonym canonicity describes the directionality of antonym relationship
which can be direct and involves opposition relation in word level, or
indirect and involves opposition relation in concept or semantic level. Lyons
(1978) defined the canonical antonym relationship as opposition relationship
between certain binary lexemes. The relation considers certain words in
certain dimension only and does not include word’s synonyms to be part
of the relation. For example, as figure 2.1 shows, among the two group
(hot, hottish, warming, fervent) and (cold, chilly and icy) only (hot/cold) is
considered to be direct or canonical antonymy and the reset are semantically
opposite. However, pairing words from each group will yield to indirect or
non-canonical antonymy examples such as (warming/cold) and (hot/icy).
This also applied to other direct or canonical antonymy examples such as
(happy/sad),(big/small) and (up/down).
Figure 2.1: The relation between direct and indirect antonymous pairs
2.1.3 The Componential Analysis of Antonyms
Part of language semantics is the componential analysis of semantically-
related pairs by Leech (1974) and Kempson (1977). Their analysis involves
decomposing the semantic meaning of a word into several minimal semantic
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components or variables. For example, the variable HUMAN is found in both
words woman and man as well as other components such as GENDER and
AGE, and what makes woman is different to man is that GENDER variable
has the value of MALE in man and FEMALE in woman. Leech’s analysis
aims to discover other semantically-related words that have similar semantic
components or variables. The representation of the presence of a variable
can be assigned with either TRUE or FALSE values which TRUE implies
the value is existed in the word, and FALSE implies the value is absent. An
example to illustrate the definition is the words man, woman, boy and girl.
Leech described the semantic components of words as a set of their semantic
components in table 2.2.
Table 2.2: The semantic componential analysis of the words: woman, lady,
man, boy and girl
Word HUMAN ADULT MALE FEMALE
woman TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
lady TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
man TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE
boy TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE
girl TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
The above componential analysis shows that a woman and a man have
identical values in many variables including HUMAN and ADULT and have
a conflict values in MALE and FEMALE and therefore they are considered
to be opposite terms. A Boy and a girl also have similar values of variables
except MALE and FEMALE. Also, a lady and a woman have identical values
of their semantic variables and therefore they are considered to be synonyms.
In addition, describing the relation of synonymy such as in (lady/woman) in
terms of componential variables can be reasonable and satisfying to some
extent. However, describing opposition and antonymy in the above represen-
tation is quite complex in terms of distinguishing antonyms from synonyms.
For example, the antonymy of the word women can be man in terms of val-
ues overlapped between variables (MALE) and (FEMALE). The same thing
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is between women and girl which can be antonymy in terms of (ADULT)
variable.
Although the definition of semantic relations by their componential anal-
ysis shows an attractive definition of semantic relations but applying this
analysis on every word especially gradable adjectives is complicated. Lehrer
& Lehrer (1982) criticised the componential analysis in investigating semantic
scales of gradable words. For example, the value of a semantic variable TEM-
PERATURE in hot, lukewarm and warm is hard to be specified. To resolve
this issue, Leech suggested specifying one variable in representing antonymy
relation. For example, the antonym of woman in terms of (MALE) variable
is man. In addition, Leech found that the term antonymy doesn’t fit the
relation description and proposed using the term incompatibility to represent
every candidates that have similar variable values except one variable such
as (woman/man),(woman/girl),(man/boy) and (boy/girl).
2.1.4 Context-Dependent Opposites
Context can change the semantic relation between synonymy pairs to be
presented as opposite. For example, the synonymy pairs (love/like) and
(good/great) can be showed as opposite pairs in contexts such as I don’t like
you, but I love you, I’m not feeling good but great.
The studies by Jones (2003) and Davies (2012) showed that some con-
trastive constructions can be triggering opposition between non-opposite
words. For instance, Jones (2003) proposed the Ancillary Antonymy pat-
terns which host antonymy pair and trigger another non-opposite pair in
the same sentence. For example, the sentence:(I love to cook, but I hate
doing the dishes) shows antonymy pair (love/hate) as well as triggers the
non-opposite pair (cook/doing the dishes) to be recognized as opposite.
Davies (2012) showed that there is no specific patterns for the Ancillary
Antonymy patterns but the relations can be recognized from the context.
Also, Davies’s work investigated English texts for frame to look for novel
English opposite pairs. His work outlined some captured frames that show
non-opposite words pair functions as opposite. Hence, Jones (2003) and
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Davies (2012) studies concluded that context can change the semantic rela-
tion between binary non-opposite words to be shown as opposite.
2.2 Opposition Categories
In this section, we present other terms and types of antonymy and opposi-
tion relations that have been used in previous studies to describe contrasting
words. Leech (1974) and Jones (2003) explained and exemplified the classi-
fication of opposition relationships according to their theoretical differences
to the following categories:
1. The Binary Taxonomy
The opposition relationship between non-gradable pairs such as
(true/false), (dead/alive) and (male/female) are examples of binary
scale or binary taxonomy (see figure a in 2.2). Both opposites terms
represent the boundaries of a semantic scale or dimension. Leech
(1974) named this relation as Binary Taxonomy, while Jones (2003)
named it as Non-gradable antonymy relationship or Complementary
relationship by Jackson (1988).
2. The Polar Opposition
Jones (2003) described gradable antonym pairs as both words lie
on a continuous spectrum. For example, (long/short) indicate the
boundaries of LENGTH scale, (rich/poor) on WEALTH scale and
(heavy/light) on WEIGHT scale (see figure b in 2.2). Leech (1974)
referred to this class as polarity. Leech also defined the middle ground
point (NORM) to describe the relativity of an object to both opposite
poles such as in A is heavy but B is heavier than A. Therefore, B is
closer to the end Heavy more than A in WEIGHT scale.
3. Multiple Taxonomy or Multiple Incompatibility
Jones (2003) considered a set such as (summer/winter/autumn/spring)
and (gas/liquid/solid) as an incompatible opposition. He describes the
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relation between the terms (gas/liquid/solid) as a three non-gradable
members system and four non-gradable members system in (sum-
mer/winter/autumn/spring). Other examples such as, numbers digits
(one/two/three) and week days (Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday) are
also a type of incompatible relation (see figure c in 2.2).
4. Relation or Reciprocal opposition
The relationship in Relation or Reciprocal opposition is described
as the contrasting of relation’s direction. Examples of this class is
north/south, west/east, pull/push and landlord/tenant (see figure d in
2.2). Leech (1974) referred to this type as Relation or Converses and
Jones (2003) named it as Reciprocal. Moreover, this type of opposition
is known to be asymmetric and not symmetric relation. For example,
the flow of parental relationship is true in one direction such as (X
is parent of Y), but false in the opposite direction (Y is parent of
X). Therefore, the Relation/Reciprocal opposition involves syntactic
construction to show the direction or flow of the relation between
the involved objects. However, this description is not true for every
relation such as marriage relation is symmetric such as (X is married
to Y) and (Y is married to X).
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Figure 2.2: Examples of antonymy relations
2.3 Opposition Levels
The previous sections discussed the antonymy relation from different linguis-
tic perspectives and reviewed the opposition terminologies and categories
from different angles. In this work, we use the term antonymy to describe
the relation between two words that belong to the same semantic dimension
but their meaning is intuitively recognized as opposites. We also use the term
opposite to describe two words that belong to the same semantic dimension
and are known to be not antonyms but are semantically opposite. Therefore,
we can describe the term opposition on a scale which starts with antonymy,
the narrowest opposition relationship, and ends up with contradiction, the
widest opposition relation which occurs in phrases level (see figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: The lexical level of opposition relationships
1. Antonymy Relationship
Antonymy is the lexical opposition between binary words. It is the
most constrained definition of opposition which only occurs for certain
words and for certain meanings.
2. Contrasting/Opposition Relationship
The second relation level has a wider border of opposition relation than
antonymy. Mohammad et al. (2008) defined the Contrasting relation-
ship as every incompatible binary word pair that has a dimension of
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oppositeness. We define the Contrasting relationship as the semantic
opposition relationship between the synonyms of canonical antonymous
word pairs. This class describes the non-canonical indirect antonymy
relation. As the figure 2.4 shows, the opposite relationship (indirect
antonym) occurs between pairs such as fiery-acold and hottish-icy.
Figure 2.4: Examples of opposite pairs
3. Incompatible Relationship
The third level of opposition is the incompatibility relationship which
occurs between members of a word pair such that their meaning is never
be opposite, compatible or similar. For example, the pair (head/toes)
describes the upper and lower parts of the human body, and both
head and toes are not compatible parts because they are positioned in
opposite directions. Lobanova et al. (2010) described the incompatible
relation as a new definition of the antonym relation. Incompatible word
pairs occur in contrasting contexts and behave like antonymous pairs
in context, such as the sentence {she still looks amazing from head to
toes}.
4. Contradiction
Contradiction is a semantic relation that occurs between both sentences
and phrases. Harabagiu et al. (2006) and Li et al. (2017) defined the
relation as sentences that are unlikely to be true simultaneously. Such
contradictory sentences as: {The man is denying an interview} and
{The man is granting an interview} can not be true at the same time.
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2.4 Antonymy Features
Murphy (2006) described antonymy as both a paradigmatic and syntagmatic
relation. The paradigmatic relationship involves one word that can be sub-
stituted with the opposite word, while the syntagmatic relationship involves
both members of an antonymy pair that are likely to be found together in
the same context. The work by Murphy (2006) and similar work by Jones
(2003) and Davies (2012) concluded that antonymy and opposition relation-
ships constitute a particular type of pattern.
In this section, we present five observed features about the relation of
antonymy: (1) members of an antonymous pair tend to co-occur in the sen-
tence, (2) members of an antonymous pair tend to not substitute each other
in long contexts, (3) members of an antonymous pair tend to co-occur with
certain constructive patterns. Also, (4) an antonymous pair has a single
semantic dimension.
2.4.1 Antonymy Association and Co-occurrence
One key feature about antonymy is that both members of an antonymous pair
tend to co-occur in the same context. Charles & Miller (1989) introduced the
co-occurrence hypothesis which states that only adjectival antonymous pairs
are associated in a way that both words tend to co-occur in the same contexts
at least once. Murphy & Andrew (1993) also explained the phenomena of
antonym pairs association from a different perspective as conveying a sense
of rhetoric.
The study by Fellbaum (1995) searched the one million word Brown cor-
pus (Leech, 1992) for opposed verb and noun pairs to test the application
of the co-occurrence hypothesis. She concluded that Charles & Miller’s hy-
pothesis can be extended beyond adjectival opposed pairs to semantically
opposed noun and verb pairs.
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2.4.1.1 Antonymy Co-occurrence in SkELL Corpus
In this section, we tested the co-occurrence hypothesis on a larger corpus,
SkELL (Baisa & Suchomel, 2014), to compare between the co-occurrence
frequencies between members of adjective, noun and verb antonym pairs.
The actual number of sentences in the SkELL corpus is 57,166,899. The
table 2.3 shows examples of the captured co-occurrence frequencies and their
relation to a pair’s Part-of-Speech tags.
The statistics in table 2.3 show that both noun/noun and verb/verb
antonym pairs tend to co-occur in frequencies less than adjectival antonym
pairs’ frequencies. Therefore, we should take into consideration the pair’s
syntactical class as noun and verb pairs generate different occurrence distri-
butions to adjectives.
Table 2.3: The co-occurrence hypothesis on adjective, noun and verb antony-
mous pairs
W1 W2 Syntactic Category f(W1) f(W2) f(W1,W2)
temporary permanent Adjective 37,171 48,212 2,586
wet dry Adjective 19,613 40,830 2,311
decrease increase Verb 11,685 87,613 1,704
join leave Verb 75,718 129,964 897
joy sorrow Noun 23,099 5,157 440
stability instability Noun 25,759 7,173 129
2.4.2 Antonymy and Substitutability
A core assumption about antonymous word pairs is that they do not sub-
stitute each other in context, especially in long sentences. This is known
as the Substitutability Hypothesis by Charles & Miller (1989) which states
that two adjectives are learned as antonyms because one word can substitute
its opposite word in most contexts. Charles & Miller tested the hypothesis
by extracting sentences containing adjectival pairs of (public/private) and
(strong/weak) from the one million word English Brown corpus. Their ex-
periment involves removing the adjective position and asking participants to
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fill in the missing adjective with the most appropriate word from the above
mentioned adjectival pairs. The results showed that only one word was used
by the participants and not its opposite. For example, the word coffee is
likely to be described as strong and not by its opposite weak. Another exam-
ple is the word chocolate can be described as hot chocolate but hot is never
substituted with the word cold n this context.
On the other hand, Justeson & Katz (1991) studied the relation be-
tween the co-occurrence hypothesis and the Substitutability hypothesis on
the Brown corpus and concluded that members of antonym pairs can substi-
tute each other in short patterns as long as the pairs frequently co-occurred
together in the context. For example, the antonymous adjectival lemma pairs
(man/woman) co-occur 9,595 times within sentence’s boundaries in the BNC
corpus, and therefore can only substitute each other in short textual patterns
such as (both for man and woman) and (both for woman and man).
In short, considering high co-occurrence frequency of members of
word pairs as a threshold to antonymy is not sufficient. For example,
semantically-related pairs such as (breakfast/lunch), (heath/safety) have
also high co-occurrence frequency in the corpus. Therefore, combining
the Substitutability hypothesis and the co-occurrence hypothesis with the
pattern-based method by capturing only co-occurring members of word
pairs in certain contrastive patterns can precisely capture antonymous word
pairs.
2.4.3 Antonymy Patterns
The work by Jones (2003) shows that antonymous word pairs tend to co-occur
in certain patterns which makes identifying the relation of antonymy less
problematic (see figure 2.5). Jones uses a 280 million-word newspaper cor-
pus to investigate sentences containing members of canonical antonym pairs.
He concluded that canonical antonym pairs co-occur in certain contrastive
patterns. Jones extracted the most frequent patterns in the corpus and clas-
sified them into eight categories of antonymy patterns. His study produced
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number of textual patterns extracted from his corpus which host canonical
antonym pairs and can be used to generate more examples of antonymy.
In addition, the extended distributional hypothesis by Lin & Pantel
(2001) states that patterns which co-occur with similar word pairs tend
to have similar meanings. Following Lin and Pantel is the latent relation
hypothesis by Turney & Littman (2003) which states that a pair of words
that co-occur in similar patterns tend to be semantically similar. For
example, both word pairs (hot/cold) and (high/low) co-occurred with the
pattern (from X to Y) and therefore both members of each word pair have
a similar semantic relationship.
In fact, using patterns to distinguish antonyms is a popular approach.
The work by Lin et al. (2003); Turney (2008) and Lobanova et al. (2010) used
a predefined set of patterns to capture antonyms. However, this approach
suffers from limitations, for example a pattern such as (both X and Y) is
unable to distinguish between antonyms such as (simple/complex) and other
similar word pairs such as (interesting/entertaining), (enjoyable/rewarding)
and (sad/pointless). Further detail about the pattern-based approach and
its limitations are discussed in chapter 5.
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Figure 2.5: Pattern generation for the word pairs hot/cold in SkELL corpus
in Sketch Engine
2.4.4 The Semantic Scale of Antonym Pairs
As mentioned in section 2.1.3, Leech (1974) analysed the semantic com-
ponents in non-gradable antonym pairs and found that both members of
antonymous pairs share most of their semantic variables but differ in one
variable. Therefore, members of antonym pairs have a single semantic scale
and each member of the pair represents an end point of that semantic scale.
For example, rich and poor represent the end points of the WEALTH scale.
In addition, the previous studies on semantic components consider non-
gradable opposite pairs such as (woman/man) and (boy/girl) as antonym.
However, gradable antonym pairs also tend to have a semantic scale such as
the gradable words large and small represent the end points of SIZE scale
and more examples are shown in figure 2.6 shows.
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Figure 2.6: Examples of gradable antonym pairs and their semantic concept
2.5 Antonymy in the WordNet
In order to examine the kinds of relations we would like to learn, we consider
the WordNet database, the structured knowledge resource of English, Arabic
and many other languages. In this work, we use WordNet as the source of
antonymy and other lexical semantic relations that are found in the corpus.
We use distant supervision to label the corpus word pairs with an antonymy
or non-antonymy relation. This section illustrates WordNet representation,
components and statistics on antonymy coverage.
WordNet is a semantic graph database and specifically designed to be a
machine readable resource designed for the applications of Natural Language
Processing and Semantic Web. WordNet represents every word as a graph of
interlinked semantic relations. It is more than a word description presenter
as in a dictionary, but it rather presents the hierarchical semantic relations
of a word in a linked semantic graph.
WordNet was first developed in the Cognitive Science Laboratory of
Princeton University in 1985 (Fellbaum, 1995; Miller et al., 1990). The
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project aimed to model English language knowledge in a cognitive graph-
ical representation. The knowledge encoding was carried out manually by a
team of lexicographers, linguists and cognitive scientists under the direction
of psychology professor George Armitage Miller and followed by Christiane
Fellbaum.
In the following sections, we present a description of two different English
WordNet projects: the Princeton WordNet of English (PWN) and the Open
Multilingual WordNet (OMW). We describe and compare their components,
relation representation and coverage in terms of the number of antonymy
relations and synsets.
Overall, the basic components of WordNet representation are three items:
word form, synset and relation as described in the following points:
1. Word Form:
WordNet represents only the base forms of words in its graph. It does
not represent the possible forms that a word can appear in context. For
example, the words happy, happier and happiest belong to the word
form happy. This implies that, for practical purposes of mapping in-
flected or derived surface forms to WordNet base forms, any associated
query interface requires a lemmatizer. For instance, the Natural Lan-
guage Toolkit (Loper & Bird, 2002) provides the version 3.0 of PWN
and lemmatizes a query to match the represented base forms in PWN
(see figure 2.7).
2. Synset:
WordNet defines a group of roughly synonymous simplex words (e.g.
eat) and collocation words (e.g. eat in) as a synset, which stands for
synonym set. A synset of a word shows all similar words sharing a
distinct concept in one group. The main and major semantic relation
in the WordNet occurs between synsets or on the synset level.
3. Semantic and Lexical Relations:
Relations in the WordNet can be either on the synset level when
they are called semantic relations or on the word level when they are
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Figure 2.7: The query processing to match WordNet’s base form
called lexical relations. Semantic relation describes a relation holding
between word meanings such as the relation of hyponym, hypernym
and meronym. The lexical relation represents relations on the word
level which occurs between certain lemmas and not between the whole
synset.
For instance, the hypernym/hyponym relation between the synsets ve-
hicle and car is semantic which represents all synset members as a
group-to-group relation, while the opposite words big and small are in
a lexical relation which represents a word-to-word relation.
2.5.1 The Princeton WordNet of English
The first released WordNet was the Princeton WordNet of English PWN
designed by Princeton University. The English WordNet PWN went through
several updates and coverage extensions, and the statistics of the latest online
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version of English WordNet PWN 3.1 was in June 2011. PWN 3.1 shows over
117,659 synsets, 206,941 word-sense pairs that have been manually encoded
and organized into taxonomic hierarchies. In addition, the structure of the
syntactic categories nouns and verbs are made in hierarchies or taxonomy
based on the Hypernym/Hyponyms relation between synsets.
Adjective in the WordNet has a different relation structure and uses the
cluster structure representation based on antonymous pairs or triplets. The
Adjective cluster has one or two main head synsets and one or more satellite
synsets. A head synset represents the main concept and satellite synsets
represent similar synsets. For instance, the synset that describes the concept
wet has an antonym pointer to dry synset and it has also a similar synset
(satellite synset) which shares a close concept such as dewy.
2.5.2 The Open Multilingual WordNet
In 2013, the Global WordNet Association released the Open Multilingual
WordNet OMW (Bond & Foster, 2013) which include 150 different languages
linked to English WordNet PWN 3.0. The WordNet maps different open-
source WordNets to the English WordNet PWN 3.0 in order to maximize
compatibility across languages. However, the Open Multilingual WordNet
has experienced several problems in unifying the different morphological rep-
resentations of language, such as Hebrew and Arabic.
Table 2.4: English WordNet statistics
WordNet Synsets Words Senses
PWN 3.0 1 117,659 155,287 206,941
OMW-English 2 117,659 148,730 206,978
2.5.3 WordNet Relation
This section demonstrates other semantic and lexical relations related to ad-
jectival and noun words in the English WordNet. Relations in WordNet take
two forms: a semantic relation between synsets, and a lexical relation be-
tween specific words. The only relation that links between lexical words at
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the level of words is that of antonymy. Other relations such as holonymy,
hypernymy, hyponymy and meronymy are designed to be in semantic level
which link between a group of semantically similar words or synsets. The fol-
lowing section explains these relation definitions and the link between them.
2.5.3.1 Antonymy Relation
A consequence to the synset structure in the WordNet is the forming of two
types of antonym relations: direct antonym relation which occurs between
head synsets such as (dry/wet), or indirect antonym relation which occurs
between a head synset and satellite synsets such as (dry/dewy). However,
the satellite synset representation has been removed from the Multilingual
WordNets project and only head synset can represent the antonym relation
in adjective clusters.
In addition, PWN 3.1 represents 3628 examples of antonym relation in-
cluding 1834 adjective antonyms, 992 noun antonyms, 477 verb antonyms
(see table 2.5). However, although the number of antonymy examples is
not small, but some frequent antonym pairs in SkELL corpus for example
have not been encoded. Table 2.6 shows some extracted pair examples from
SkELL corpus and their nearest semantic relations in the WordNet. This
concludes that WordNet is an incomplete knowledge resource which might
affect Natural Language Applications that are related to WordNet semantic
relations.
Table 2.5: Statistics of antonymy relation on English and Arabic WordNet
WordNet Adjective pair Verb pair Noun pair Total
PWN 3.1 1834 477 992 3628
AWN 2.0.1 0 0 14 14
AWN 2.1.0 69 148 141 361
OMW-Arabic 192 14,230 672 15,094
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Table 2.6: Examples of frequent antonym pairs in SkELL corpus and their
encoded relation in PWN 3.1 (NE: the relation is Not Encoded in PWN 3.1)
Pair in SkELL PoS Co-occurrence Freq Pair in PWN
(life/death) noun 3644 (birth/death)
(ancient/modern) adjective 892 (ancient/young)
(domestic/international) adjective 1854 (domestic/foreign)
(temporal/spatial) adjective 872 (temporal/NE)
2.5.3.2 Antonymy Attributes in WordNet
As explained in section 2.4.4, antonym pairs tend to pertain to a certain
coarse concept or salience. WordNet represented the relation of Attributes
which is associated with adjectival antonym pairs. For instance, the pair
(long/short) have the salience concepts of DURATION and LENGTH.
The Attributes relation can be defined as a semantic relation which oc-
curs between a descriptive adjective and a noun description, such as the
adjectives small, large or medium describe the concept SIZE. However, the
description of Attributes is similar to Hypernym/Hyponym semantic relation
as both relations can be semantically expressed as a relation of is-a such as
(small is a type of SIZE) and (a car is a type of VEHICLE). But both Hy-
pernym/Hyponym and Attributes relations are different in terms of the tax-
onomic representation of relations. For example, the Hypernym/Hyponym
relation describes the hierarchical concepts for a word while Attributes de-
scribes the word’s features but not in a hierarchical representation. For ex-
ample, the word car has a Hypernym of VEHICLE but a car can be described
in different perspectives such as its type, colour and size.
2.5.3.3 Other semantic relations
• Hypernymy/Hyponymy
It is a semantic relation which occurs between a parent synset and child
synsets and sometimes is referred to the is-a relation. It is the basic
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relation of WordNet which creates its taxonomic structure. For exam-
ple, the relation between human and woman synsets is that woman is
a human and a human is the parent synset of woman.
• Meronymy/Holonymy
It is the part-to-whole or whole-to-part relationships. WordNet’s defi-
nition of the word holonymy is a word that names the whole of which
a given word is a part. Holonymy is the opposite relation of meronym.
For example, foot is the holonym of heel and heel is the meronymy
of foot. This relation occurs between synsets in different syntactical
categories.
2.6 Antonymy Applications
The antonymy relations show associations between words of a language. For
example, a language can be acquired by recalling a word’s opposite. In addi-
tion, one way to teach language and extend a speaker’s vocabulary, especially
at preschool age, is to learn word opposites. The study by Murphy & Jones
(2008) aimed to investigate the relation between language acquisition and
antonymy occurrence in English-speaking preschool children. Murphy and
her colleagues found that children use antonymy in their daily conversation
to describe the reverse meaning or denying actions such as I am not grumpy;
I am happy. Therefore, one possible application of antonymy in language
acquisition is to teach new vocabulary through antonymy word pairs.
Another application of antonymy is to use the extracted antonym pairs
in extending lexical resources such as WordNet and semantic ontologies. For
example, the Arabic WordNet a very low coverage in the number of synsets
and semantic relations and especially antonymy relations (see table 2.5). For
instance, the second version of Arabic WordNet Rodr´ıguez et al. (2008) shows
only 17 examples of direct antonymy.
In 2013, the Open Multilingual WordNet released the latest version of
Arabic WordNet (Bond & Foster, 2013). Bond and his team at Nanyang
Technological University in Singapore extended the Arabic WordNet by
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translating every English synset to Arabic via Machine Translation. The
output linked Arabic synsets to English synsets by assigning similar synset’s
id based on a constructed similarity model. However, their approach created
a massive number of possible Arabic candidates for every English synset
in WordNet. It has a different antonymy representations to the English
WordNet PWN 3.1, such that it represents antonymy relations at the synset
level instead of the word level. In fact, this caused the creation of over
14,000 examples of opposite pairs with a very low precision.
Moreover, the Arabic antonymy examples are not validated yet by native
speakers or linguists. Our evaluation in section 7.2 concluded that Arabic
antonymy relations need to be re-represented in words level to show accurate
antonymy pair examples. Also, extending and representing antonymy in
WordNet is important to many Natural Language applications, one possible
application of extracting and classifying antonyms obtained from corpora is
to add them to the Arabic WordNet and replace the incorrect antonym pairs.
2.7 Summary
As we mentioned in this chapter, the literature used different terms to refer
to opposition relationship between word pairs. Table 2.7 brought together
equivalent, competing or complementary terminology and definitions in rela-
tion to some examples. In this thesis, we use the term antonymy to describe
the relation between two words that belong to the same semantic dimen-
sion but their meaning is intuitively recognized as opposites. We set the
broader sense of antonymy to be wide which include gradable adjectives (e.g.
(hot/cold)), non-gradable adjectives (e.g. (national/international)), and any
direct opposite relationships between two words belonging to the same syn-
tactical category including adjectives, nouns and verbs. Moreover, we use the
term opposite to describe two words belong to the same semantic dimension
and are known to be not antonyms but are semantically opposite. Oppo-
site describes the contrasting relation between indirect opposites words such
as (hot/cool), (internal/international), and (woman/boy). In the following
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sections, we describe in details the theoretical definitions of gradability and
directionality.
In addition, this chapter presented the different aspects of the antonymy
relations in the literature. It defined antonymy and presented a discus-
sion on the theoretical definitions and classifications of antonymy. It dis-
cussed antonymy in different linguistic theories including semantic compo-
nent analysis, antonymy gradability, antonymy directionality and contextual
opposition. In addition, this chapter presented a summary on the contrast-
ing/opposition levels based on two relation perspectives: the relation of di-
rectionality and the semantic gradability.
It demonstrated some linguistic features of antonymy such as antonymy
words tend to frequently co-occur in contrastive constructions.Then, the
chapter showed the application of antonymy in terms of the available
antonymy resources such as the WordNet. It showed the current antonymy
representation and coverage in the English WordNet as well as in the Open
Multilingual WordNet.
This chapter also concluded that a corpus is a good resource for antonym
pairs, and using patterns is useful in terms of extracting antonymy. In ad-
dition, it showed that although English WordNet has antonymy examples,
some good examples of antonymy are not encoded. We also showed that
some antonym pairs extracted from the English SkELL corpus such as (spa-
tial/temporal) are not encoded in the last version of WordNet PWN 3.1.
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Table 2.7: A summary of the relation between antonymy terms used in this
thesis and other similar antonymy terms used in previous work
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Chapter 3
Antonymy Extraction Methods
The field of Information and Relation Extraction aims to automatically ex-
tract textual entities based on statistical observations or textual evidence
obtained from the corpus. Representing these observations can be modelled
in several computational models, such as the vector representation model.
The vector space model takes every instance in the training set and repre-
sents it as a sequence of numerical values called a vector. Each value in
the vector corresponds to a single feature and is represented in a single di-
mension. Recently, there have been different vector representation models to
tackle the issue of modeling semantic relations.
In addition, many researches use different approaches to capture semantic
relations via corpus-based or machine learning methods (Bach & Badaskar,
2007). Moreover, some studies use a hybrid approach which combines ap-
proaches such as using a corpus to obtain relation features to be provided to
a machine learning model.
In this chapter, we review vector space models and relation extraction ap-
proaches and present their advantages and limitations in capturing antonymy.
3.1 Vector Space Models
A vector space model is a computational model which aims to represent
words in numerical sequences in n-dimensional space or vectors. Since the
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early 1970s, several researches proposed different approaches on represent-
ing documents and words in the vector space model (Salton, 1971). The
underlying assumption of the vector space model follows the distributional
hypotheses by Harris (1954) and Firth (1957) in the following quotes:
“Words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar mean-
ings”
Harris (1954)
“You shall know a word by the company it keeps”
Firth (1957)
The vector representation takes every word in the document (referred to
as the vocabulary set) and stores the co-occurrence frequency between every
binary word sequence in the set. For any sizeable collection and vocabulary,
the model generates a huge sparse vector space model in high-dimensions.
Thus, words that do not co-occur in a sequence in the given document causes
the problem of data sparseness. In addition, the vector space model generates
very little information about semantic relations between vocabulary words.
3.1.1 Bag-of-Words
Following the vector space model is the Bag-of-Words (BOWs) approach
which aims to improve the vector space model limitations. The model repre-
sents the co-occurrence frequency between vocabulary words and optimises
their co-occurrence frequencies representation by normalizing the raw fre-
quency using scales such as the Term Frequency/ Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF-IDF) which represents raw frequencies in a fixed range [0,1].
In addition, other dimensional reduction techniques have been proposed to
reduce the huge amount of dimensions to a manageable number and con-
trols the outliers such as the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and the
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) (Turney & Pantel, 2010).
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Yih et al. (2012) proposed using polarity vector representation in mod-
elling antonymy and synonymy pairs which shows antonymy and synonymy
vectors on opposite sides of the vector space sphere. The model uses the
vector cosine similarity to compute the distance between two words. The
result of cosine distance is either close to +1, which indicates a synonymy
relation, or close to −1, which indicates an antonymy relation between the
words.
3.1.2 Word Embeddings
The approach of Word Embeddings has been designed to tackle BOWs is-
sues in representing syntactical and semantic relations between words. The
approach uses a neural network to implement feature extraction and fea-
ture selection processes through neural network layers. Word Embedding
represents every word in the corpus in a low dimensional vector space. It
only considers representing words occurring in similar contexts in a selected
window size such as three or five word sequences. The aim of Word Em-
beddings is to capture semantic relations between word vectors through an
unsupervised approach over a very large unlabelled corpus.
Despite the Word Embeddings good performance in text classification, the
approach is able to capture word associations such as (car/wheel), but fails
to distinguish between similar words and opposite words (Schwartz et al.,
2015; Yih et al., 2012). The work by Schwartz et al. (2015) presented an
evaluation of the limitation of Word Embeddings in distinguishing similar-
ity of words and found that the approach is unable to distinguish between
antonymy and synonymy relations. Schwartz et al. (2015) aimed to improve
word similarity using Word Embeddings and the cosine similarity model.
The proposed model used symmetric patterns such as (X and Y, Y and X)
to identify similar words and distinguish them from opposite words. The
proposed model represents every word in a single vector of vocabulary size
N and each value corresponds to the total co-occurrence frequency of a set of
manually extracted patterns. Schwartz used a set of nine manually extracted
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symmetric patterns to represent feature vectors and captured word similar-
ity. These extracted patterns are (X and Y), (X or Y), (X and the Y), (X or
the Y), (X as well as Y), (X or a Y),( X rather than Y), (X not Y), (X and
one Y). Moreover, the model used Lin et al. (2003) incompatible patterns:
(from X to Y) and (either X or Y) to filter out antonymy words from a
word’s similarity list. However, Lin’s patterns are only able to capture high
frequency canonical antonym pairs and fails to capture either non-canonical
or low frequency antonym pairs.
To investigate this problem, we use the tool Word Embeddings viewer
by Sketch Engine1 to evaluate antonymy relations in English TenTen corpus
(Jakub´ıcˇek et al., 2013) and compare their similarity scores to synonymy
pairs. Sketch Engine uses the cosine similarity between two vectors to mea-
sure their similarity distance. The high similarity score indicates similar
vectors. Figure 3.1 and 3.1 show that an antonym is always in the highest
similarity to the word input. For example, the similarity score between vec-
tor embedding of the pair (increase/decrease) is 0.91 which indicates that
the words are quite similar. The same result on the Arabic antonymy pair (
	àA® 	K/ èXAK
 	P) showed that both words are very similar (0.80 similarity score).
1https://embeddings.sketchengine.co.uk
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Figure 3.1: Detecting antonymy relation in English TenTen corpus via Word
Embedding approach (Word Embeddings Viewer by Sketch Engine)
Figure 3.2: Detecting Arabic antonymy relation in Arabic TenTen via Word
Embedding approach, (Word Embeddings Viewer by Sketch Engine)
3.2 Relation Extraction Approaches
There have been several attempts to automate the discovery of different lexi-
cal semantic relations such as the relation of hypernym/hyponym, meronymy
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and antonymy, for several languages such as English, Arabic and Dutch (Ald-
hubayi & Alyahya, 2014; Alyahya et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2003; Mohammad
et al., 2008; Ono et al., 2015; Santus et al., 2014b; Turney, 2008). In this
section, we describe three approaches to extracting and identifying seman-
tic relations in general and antonymy in particular. Sections 3.2.1-3.2.4 show
four approaches in relation extraction: distributional method, patterns-based
method, the machine leaning and deep learning methods.
3.2.1 The Distributional Approach
A common way to find synonymy pairs in a collection of text is to use a
distributional based approach which mainly extracts words as near-synonyms
if they occur in similar contexts, or in other words share similar context
distribution (Harris, 1954). But, one major problem in the distributional
based approach is that it also finds antonyms and other semantically-opposite
words.
Mohammad et al. (2008) used the fact that antonymy pairs are distri-
butionally similar to filter out non-antonymy pairs generated by an English
thesaurus. Their study proposed a distributional based model to measure the
association between opposite words by capturing the words’ co-occurrence
frequencies and computing the words’ Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI).
Mohammad and his colleagues aimed not only to capture antonymy but also
to compute their degree of contrasting and find the most suitable pairs among
a set of contrasting candidates. The degree of contrast is related to the op-
position level between word pairs such as the relation can be either canonical
or non-canonical antonymy as described in chapter 2.
The work by Santus et al. (2014b) is based on the assumption that
antonymy has a semantic scale as described in section 2.4.4. Santus and
his colleagues proposed an unsupervised model to discriminate antonymy
from synonymy by using the Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs). Their
DSM model proposed that opposite words are similar in their semantic com-
ponents but only different in one component. Their proposed model aims
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to analyse the descriptive contexts of the target words and estimate the ex-
tent and salience. Their model expects one dimension that is different which
means that both words occur in different context. For example, the words
dwarf and giant are the extents of the salience size. Their model extracts the
top N relevant contexts which either contain one of the words (dwarf/giant)
or other similar words describing the salient size such as big, small, large and
little. The model finds the intersections between the extracted contexts and
concludes that the higher intersections between the words’ contexts entail
that they are similar, while narrower intersections entail that the words are
antonyms.
3.2.1.1 Antonymy in Sketch Engine Automatic Thesaurus
Another example of the distributional based model is the Automatic The-
saurus tool by Sketch Engine. The tool automatically generates similar words
only if they occur in similar textual distributions over the whole corpus. We
conducted an experiment on using Sketch Engine tool to examine the dis-
tributional based model in finding opposite pairs. The tool captures the
occurrence frequencies for every word in the corpus based on certain prede-
fined grammatical relation patterns. An example of a grammatical relation
pattern is the relation between noun and adjective words as (adjective mod-
ifies a noun) as in the sentence (hot drinks).
To conduct our experiment, we use a set of antonymous pairs from differ-
ent syntactical classes including verb, noun and adjective. Sketch Engine uses
the metric logDice to compute the similarity between two BOWs vectors. A
vector represents the co-occurrence relation between every word pairs in the
corpus. The logDice by Rychly` & Kilgarriff (2007) computes the logarithm
of Dice coefficient of the co-occurrence frequencies for triples of word X and
grammatical pattern R and word Y as the equation 3.1 the symbol |X,R, Y |
represents the total number of occurrence between X,Y and the selected pat-
tern R |X,R, ∗| represents the total number of occurrence between word X
and any other word in the corpus that shares the relation pattern R, and
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|∗, R, Y | represents the total number of occurrence between word Y and any
other word in the corpus that shares the relation pattern R.
logDice(X, Y ) = 14 + log2
2.‖X,R, Y ‖
‖X,R, ∗‖+ ‖∗, R, Y ‖ (3.1)
Table 3.1 shows that Sketch Engine results in generating similar words
based on logDice scores of antonymy pairs from different syntactical classes
including noun, verb and adjective. The table shows that some antonymous
pairs have very high similarity scores while some have low or zero similarity
scores. For example, the adjective pair (hot/cold) has the highest similarity
score in SkELL corpus as figure 3.3 shows, while the verb pair (like/dislike)
has zero similarity score among the top 200 similar words as both like and
dislike appear in different context and modify different nouns, and therefore
the similarity score between like and dislike them is very low. In addition,
comparing antonymous adjective and noun pairs shows that adjective pairs
show higher similarity scores. Therefore, using distributional based models
to capture antonyms or to distinguish between antonyms and synonyms is
not practical for every syntactical class and for every word pairs.
Table 3.1: The similarity scores LogDice in Sketch Engine Automatic The-
saurus tool
X Y POS LogDice Score Rank
temporary permanent Adjective 0.582 1
wet dry Adjective 0.502 1
decrease increase Verb 0.668 1
like dislike Verb None None
join leave Verb 0.584 3
joy sorrow noun 0.329 22
stability instability noun 0.287 17
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Figure 3.3: The semantic distribution of the word hot in SkELL corpus
3.2.1.2 Antonymy in Sketch Engine Difference Tool
The Word Sketch Difference in Sketch Engine aims to compare two words by
analysing their syntactical collocations. Sketch Engine adopted the definition
of syntax-based collocations by Seretan (2011) which defines a collocation
as a sequence of syntactical tags such as (verb adjective noun). The work
by Pearce (2008) also used the Word Sketch Difference tool to study the
distribution function of the two lemmas man and woman. He examined the
representation of man and woman in the BNC by analysing their syntactical
collocations and other grammatical patterns. The result showed the different
functional distribution of the target lemmas and the relation between context
over the gender stereotypes.
The Word Sketch Difference tool summarises the co-occurrence frequen-
cies of two words and visualises their distributional similarities and differ-
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ences. The tool represents the conclusion after reading thousands of concor-
dance lines in the corpus by displaying similarity or common collocations in
white colour and dissimilarities in red and green colours which refer to either
member of the pair.
We use the Word Sketch Difference tool to provide a visual representa-
tion of the relation between several predefined grammatical relations such
as (words with property (hot/cold)) and the adjectival anonymous pair
(hot/cold) in the SkELL corpus. The figure 3.4 summarises the comparison
between collocation patterns and shows that the majority of them are in
white colour which means they are common to both words or there is high
intersections between target word contexts. The figure 3.4 shows three main
blocks which each refers to a specific grammatical relations including (words
with property (hot/cold), modifiers of (hot/cold) and nouns modified by
(hot/cold)). The first column in each block refers to the collocated word,
while the second and third refers to hot and cold collocation co-occurrence
frequencies respectively. The figure shows that both words (hot/cold) are
used as property to the words climate, weather, temperature. For example,
the concordance contains both word hot and climate or cold and climate
such as the climate is normally hot in summer and in the winter, the climate
is rigorously cold. Another example is that both words modify the same
nouns such as hot water, cold water, hot air, cold air. The comparison in
figure 3.4 shows that both words share many common collocations, and
therefore we can conclude that they tend to have similar semantic relations.
3.2.2 Pattern-Based Extraction Approach
Section 2.4.3 shows that antonymy pairs tend to co-occur with certain con-
strastive patterns. Therefore, one way to generate antonymy pairs is to
use textual or lexico-syntactic patterns. Pattern-based is a very well-known
corpus-based approach. It aims to find a a sequence of words in a variant
length that shows both target words of a pair. Also, a pattern can take
different forms such as a sequence of words, syntactical tags, or dependency
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Figure 3.4: An example of the collocation differences between the pair
(hot/cold) in word sketch difference tool by Sketch Engine
relation paths. There is no typical pattern form or length, and a good pat-
tern structure should show the target relation that occurred frequently in the
selected corpus.
The earliest work on pattern-based extraction method was by Hearst
(1992). She proposed that some lexico-syntactic patterns are able to
automatically identify hypernym/hyponym or (is-a) relation between noun
phrases. Her work proposed a set of manually extracted textual patterns
that can be used to generate examples of Hypernym/Hyponym noun pairs.
However, automating the procedure of pattern acquisition could save time
and reduce the cost in finding textual patterns and pairs. In addition, the
patterns-based approach can be expanded to other semantic relations and in
other languages. Afterwards, several researches have been following Hearst’s
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assumption and adapting her approach to extract other semantic relations
including antonymy.
3.2.2.1 Jones Antonymy Patterns
The study by Jones (2003) is dedicated to classifying the function of
antonymy on a large scale. He investigated 56 pairs of adjectival antonyms
in a 280 million-word newspaper corpus. His investigation involves analysing
3,000 English sentences containing adjectival antonym pairs and classifying
their discourse according to the grammatical relationship between the
antonymous pairs and the meaning they convey.
Jones’s study presents eight classes of antonymy taxonomy as shown
in table 3.2. The major antonymy categories which comprise 77.1% of
the dataset was taken by the ancillary antonymy and the coordinated
antonymy. Other classes of antonymy including comparative antonymy,
distinguished antonymy, transnational antonymy, negated antonymy and
extreme antonymy are minor categories as they generate lower occurrence
frequency in his corpus compared to the ancillary antonymy and the
coordinated antonymy. The last category is idiomatic antonymy such as
(easy come, easy go) which occurs in low frequency and with certain types
of antonyms in his corpus.
Jones proposed ancillary antonymy as a new class of antonymy which
occurs between two contrasting words and triggers opposite relation to an-
other co-occurring words in the sentence. For example, the sentence (I love
eating but I hate cooking) has the opposite pair (love/hate) and raises the
semantic opposition between the pair (eating/cooking). Thus, the context
in that sentence places the words eating and cooking in opposite relation in
that sentence.
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Table 3.2: Jones antonym patterns categories
Pattern Classification Example Corpus Rate
Ancillary antonymy I love travelling but I hate arriving 38.7%
Coordinated antonymy both X and Y 38.4%
either X or Y
neither X nor Y
X as well as Y
whether X or Y
Comparative antonymy more X than Y 6.8%
X is more ADJ than Y
X rather than Y
Distinguished antonymy the difference between X and Y 5.4%
separating X and Y
a gap between X and Y
Transitional antonymy from X to Y 3.0%
turning X into Y
X gives way to Y
Negated antonymy X not Y 2.1%
X instead of Y
X as opposed to Y
Extreme antonymy The very X and the very Y 1.3%
either too X or too Y
deeply X and deeply Y
Idiomatic antonymy Easy come easy go 0.8%
Penny wise and proud foolish
3.2.2.2 Davies Opposite Patterns
Following Jones approach is the work by Davies (2012) which identifies con-
trastive structures that trigger opposition. Davies extracts contrastive frames
between non-opposite words or collocations in a manual approach. He con-
cludes that some particular contrastive structures can change non-opposite
word pairs to be semantically opposite at least in some context. For ex-
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ample, out of context, there is no opposition between (power/freedom) but
sentence (A) triggers the opposite relation between the pair as it contains a
comparative construction (X more than Y) which creates this relation.
(A) If anything is more pernicious than the abuse of power, it is
the abuse of freedom by those in power, and racing has been an
unwitting victim of such a monstrous assault in recent weeks -
from within.
Davies (2012), page 556
The opposition taxonomy by Davies (2012) categorizes the extracted pat-
terns into eight classes (see table 3.3). Some of the pattern classes are found
in Jones’ antonymy taxonomy such as negated pattern, transitional pattern
and comparative pattern, but they have different function in Davies study as
they aimed to trigger opposite pairs and not antonyms. In addition, there are
some new pattern classes in Davies’ taxonomy such as explicit pattern and
other patterns that are found in Jones’ taxonomy but have different names
such as coordinated pattern class in Jones is named as concessive patterns
in Davies.
Overall, both Jones and Davies aim to extract textual evidence of the
presence of antonymy or opposition relations but Jones’ purpose is to clas-
sify English contrastive patterns which only host antonymy, while Davies
classifies English contrastive patterns which trigger opposition relationships
in context.
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Table 3.3: Davies opposite patterns categories
Pattern Classification Example
Negated Opposition X not Y
not X, Y
Transitional Opposition X turns into Y
X becomes Y
Comparative Opposition more X than Y
X is more A than Y
Replacive Opposition X rather than Y
X instead of Y
X in place of Y
Concessive Opposition X but Y
despite X,Y
while X,Y
although X, Y
X, yet Y
Explicit Opposition X contrasted with Y
X opposed to Y
the difference between X and Y
X against Y
Parallelism no specific frame
Binarized option whether X or Y
either X or Y
3.2.2.3 Antonymy Pattern-Based Models
The previous studies aimed to manually investigate and classify contrastive
structures in both English and Arabic. However, similar studies proposed
computational models to extract contrastive patterns in order to generate
examples of antonymy relations for different purposes. For instance, the
work by Lobanova et al. (2010) was inspired by the pattern-based approach
of Hearst (1992). The extraction process follows a bootstrapping learning
method to find the best antonym patterns in a Dutch corpus. Her ex-
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periments concluded that the majority of extracted antonym pairs are not
listed in the Dutch WordNet or any other online Dutch dictionary. On the
other hand, the evaluation of the generated word pairs of antonymy pat-
terns in Lobanova et al. (2010) belong to several semantic relations including
antonyms, co-hyponyms, incompatible and synonyms. However, she used
five native speakers to manually evaluate the extracted pairs and remove
non-antonym pairs from the final output.
Another work which is one of the most known extraction experiment was
by Turney (2008) which proposes a unified algorithm to distinguish between
four distinct semantic relations: antonymy, synonymy and association under
analogous relationship in a supervised machine learning model. The result
shows an accuracy of 75% in distinguishing between antonyms and synonyms,
but due to the limited size of the research corpus the performance for other
relations was below expectation. The experiment by Turney (2008) shows the
major influence on the relation classification performance to be the corpus
size. Therefore, a large corpus size can generate sufficient examples of the
target relations.
Wang et al. (2010) adopted an automatic pattern extraction model aimed
to distinguish between antonymy and synonymy verb pairs. Their approach
aimed to maximize the antonymy and synonymy recall but their work con-
cluded that distinguishing between antonymy and synonymy verb pair is
complicated as they both show similar context distributions over their ex-
tracted patterns. Moreover, Batita & Zrigui (2017) use a pattern-based ap-
proach to enrich antonymy relations in the Arabic WordNet. Their approach
uses the logDice metric to distinguish between antonym and non-antonym
pairs generated by a set of patterns. However, they found that the LogDice is
an insufficient measurement as antonymy and synonymy have similar logDice
values.
The work by Mohammad et al. (2008) proposes a computational model to
capture contrasting words and measure their contrasting degree. The work
investigates three different extraction methodologies: affix pattern based,
lexicon based, and thesaurus based extraction. The work aims to map the
antonym relation to the theoretical classification of antonym, such as the
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relation of antonymy, opposites or incompatibility, by measuring the distance
between thesaurus categories.
Table 3.4: The proposed affix patterns to generate opposites by Mohammad
et al. (2008)
Pattern Example
X-antiX social-antisocial
X-disX able-disable
X-imX possible-impossible
X-inX adequate-inadequate
X-malX adroit-maladroit
X-misX understand-misunderstand
X-nonX standard-nonstandard
X-unX biased-unbiased
lX-illX legal-illegal
rX-irrX regular-irregular
imX-exX implicit-explicit
inX-exX internal-external
upX-downX uphill-downhill
overX-underX overdone-underdone
Xless-Xful careless-careful
Lin et al. (2003) aim to distinguish between synonymy and other seman-
tically related pairs including antonymy and use two textual patterns (from
X to Y ) and (either X or Y ). Lin and his colleagues propose that if a word
pair such as (hot/cold) appears in one of these incomparable patterns, then
the pair is more likely to be in a synonymy relationship.
We evaluated Lin et al. (2003) patterns by capturing their frequencies
and computing their classification precision and recall scores in the English
SkELL corpus. As the table 3.2.2.3 shows, we evaluated the top frequent 1000
extracted pairs and found that only 72% of the high frequency word pairs
generated by the pattern (from X to Y ) and 30% of the generated word pairs
by the pattern (either X or Y ) are antonyms. Therefore, we conclude that
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using Lin’s patterns to distinguish between synonyms and antonyms is not
a comprehensive approach to every example of antonymy. The pairs extrac-
tion results showed that Lin’s patterns can work with frequent antonym pairs
such as (hot/cold), but low frequency word pairs such as (real/potential) can
not be distinguished by Lin’s patterns. Therefore, extracting more antonymy
patterns to capture both high and low frequency word pairs is vital in achiev-
ing better classification accuracy.
Table 3.5: The evaluation of Lin et al. (2003) patterns on the top 1000 pairs
obtained from SkELL corpus
Pattern Occurrence Antonymy Antonymy
Frequency Precision Recall
either X or Y 10,687 0.72 0.61
from X to Y 17,779 0.30 0.35
3.2.2.4 Pattern Types
Previous studies presented four types of patterns which have been used in
extracting semantic relations from text. These types are textual pattern,
affix patterns, lexico-syntactic pattern and dependency pattern described in
detail in the following points:
1. Textual Patterns
A textual pattern is a sequence of words with empty wildcards at the
pair’s positions. An example of a textual pattern is (from X to Y )
which has no syntactic specifications on the extracted pairs. The pat-
tern is able to retrieve any pairs (e.g. adjective, verb or noun pairs)
matching the textual sequence. An advantage of not specifying the PoS
is to use patterns in corpora that have either inaccurate or missing PoS
tagging. However, textual patterns can also extract cross-categorical
pairs, i.e. pairs representing different PoS category such as (from hot
to colder). According to Fellbaum (1995), although there is an op-
position relation between cross-categorical pairs (hot/colder) they can
not be considered as an example of canonical antonymy. Therefore,
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specifying the PoS tags will avoid the appearance of cross-categorical
antonym pairs. Lexicon-resources such as WordNet represent antonym
pairs that only have an identical syntactic category.
2. Affix Patterns
One of the proposed extraction methods by Mohammad et al. (2008) is
to use affix patterns to extract pairs of English opposites. The authors
used 15 affix patterns to find English opposite candidates as shown in
table 3.4.
In addition, Lyons (1978) states that patterns of affix opposites which
generate pairs of opposites are observed in most languages. However,
finding affix patterns to generate antonyms is limited in Arabic. The
negative word is a complete syntactic unit which is placed directly
before the word it negates. Table 3.6 shows a set of manually ex-
tracted negation patterns that can be used to find negated pairs but
not antonymy.
Table 3.6: Arabic negation patterns to generate opposites (NEG=negation
unit such as not in English)
Negation Patterns Examples English Examples
 Q
 	« -  ù

®¢	JÓ Q
 	« - ù

®¢	JÓ logical - NEG logical
 B -  XðYm× B - XðYm× limited - NEG limited
 
Ë -  Q
¯ 
Ë - Q
¯ short - NEG short
 	áÓ ø
 PA« - 
éjË@ 	áÓ ø
 PA« - iJ
m right - NEG right
3. Lexico-Syntactic Patterns
A lexico-syntactic pattern consists of a combination of tokens and PoS
pair’s tags. For example the textual pattern (from X to Y ) can
be translated to the equivalent lexico-syntaic pattern (from ADJ to
ADJ ). Jones (2003) proposes patterns to capture adjectival antonyms
only. However, the pattern’s performance is considered good in har-
vesting adjective pairs and producing higher co-occurrence frequencies
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compared to other syntactic classes. We used a set of antonyms pairs of
adjective, noun and verb and found that Table 3.7 shows that replacing
adjective wildcards with noun or verb wildcards for the pattern (both X
and Y) caused low co-occurrence frequency compared to the adjective
performance and this proves that there might be patterns that perform
better with verbs and nouns that have not been extracted yet.
Table 3.7: The performance of lexico-syntactic pattern (both X and Y)
Relation Pair PoS Co-Occurrence Frequency
Antonym temporary-permanent J 39
Antonym wet-dry J 61
Antonym stability-instability N 1
Antonym joy-sorrow N 8
Antonym join-leave V 1
Antonym decrease-increase V 11
4. Dependency Patterns
A dependency pattern is a sequence of dependency paths showing
the syntactic relationships between a pattern’s tokens. Snow et al.
(2005) uses dependency patterns to harvest hypernym/hyponym rela-
tion pairs from the English Wikipedia corpus. The proposed approach
extracted over 64,000 textual patterns and parsed them to a set of
dependency paths by using the MINIPAR parser. In addition, the
work by Lobanova & Bouma (2010) compared the performance of de-
pendency patterns, lexico-syntactic patterns and textual patterns and
found that dependency patterns outperform other pattern types in har-
vesting antonyms.
3.2.3 Machine Learning based Method
Previous research focused on using machine learning algorithms to learn se-
mantic relations from text. These approaches can be classified in terms of
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the situation of training set labels to be either as supervised, unsupervised
or semi-supervised.
3.2.3.1 Supervised Learning Method
In a supervised machine learning approach, the provided training set must
be labelled with one or more target relations as binary class such as negative
and positive or multi-class label. We can describe the problem as either a
binary or multi-class classification task. The classifier is trained using a set of
negative and positive examples of specific semantic relations. The supervised
method involves extracting features like bigrams, dependency paths and re-
lations. This approach offers high extraction performance, but requires a
labelled set showing positive and negative instances to be provided to the
classifier. For example, Zelenko et al. (2003) propose a supervised learn-
ing approach to extract and classify named entities. Their proposed model
combines both kernel and SVM classifiers (Joachims, 1998).
In terms of recognising antonymy, the work by Turney (2011) uses 8000
textual patterns to classify four different semantic relations including syn-
onymy, antonymy, analogies and association relations. The process of gener-
ating these 8000 patterns involved using a morphological analyzer and gener-
ator to capture textual patterns showing all possible morphological variations
such as (hot, hotter, hottest and etc.). However, Sketch Engine provides a
lemmatized textual corpora which enables retrieving all word forms derived
from a lemma input.
Turney’s model generated feature vectors which show the logarithm score
of a pattern and pair co-occurrence frequency. These generated vectors are
also normalized to control outliers frequency in the generated vectors. Then,
the normalized feature vectors are provided to a standard supervised learning
algorithm of the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) called PairClass
model. The classification output attains a mean accuracy of 75% in distin-
guishing synonymy and antonymy pairs.
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3.2.3.2 Unsupervised Learning Method
The unsupervised machine learning method can be described as a cluster-
ing problem. A clustering method uses an unlabelled training set and aims
to group similar examples in clusters based on their similar features. An
example of this method is the TextRunner model (Yates et al., 2007) which
extracts noun tuples from a corpus of 9 million Web pages in order to identify
hypernym/hyponym relations based on certain textual patterns and achieves
80% precision.
Santus et al. (2014a,b) proposed an unsupervised model to discriminate
antonyms from synonyms by using word distributional observations of the se-
mantic salience contexts. Their unsupervised model estimated the extent and
salience for every word input. For example, the word hot has the salience
words such as warm and boiling. The model extracted the co-occurrence
frequency of every two words and then clustered their co-occurrence obser-
vations into a group of antonyms and a group of synonyms. The proposed
unsupervised model achieved 73% precision in discriminating antonyms from
synonyms as synonyms share a number of salient contexts that is significantly
higher than the one shared by antonyms.
Overall, although the unsupervised method requires an unlabelled
dataset, a major limitation of this approach is that it requires a very large
amounts of antonymy and non-antonymy examples to extract a sufficient
observations of the target relations. Moreover, using an unsupervised
method in capturing antonymy involves using corpus distribution obser-
vations between a pair of words which again fail to distinguish between
antonymy and synonymy relations. In addition, capturing the word’s salient
contexts can provide a better performance in distinguishing antonymy from
synonymy relations (Santus et al., 2014a), but extending this approach to
distinguish antonymy from other relations such as hypernymy/hyponymy
and incompatibility has not been examined yet.
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3.2.3.3 Semi-Supervised Learning Method
Semi-supervised and bootstrapping approaches require only small sets of seed
instances or few hand-crafted patterns for specific relations to start the ex-
traction process. An example of a semi-supervised method is the seman-
tic taxonomy induction proposed by Snow et al. (2005). This method is
a novel algorithm based on distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009), and is
able to optimize the sense-disambiguation of extracted hyponym and hyper-
nym instances. The tool is able to resolve the problem of correctly assigning
word-senses using a probabilistic framework. The results show a successful
extension of the English WordNet 2.1 with 10,000 new synsets. The tool also
shows good performance, with a precision of 84%.
The tool BREDS developed by Batista et al. (2015) presents a novel boot-
strapping algorithm using word embedding theory. The algorithm is able to
recognise named entitles using word embedding patterns. In comparison to
word embedding, TF-IDF representation has some limitations related to ex-
tracting synonymous concepts, such as X IS CO-FOUNDER OF Y and Y
IS FOUNDED BY X. Although stemming strategies can help to retrieve
root variations, standard bootstrapping methods cannot resolve similarity
problems, such as the occurrence of synonymous words as in X IS THE
CREATOR OF Y. However, the bootstrapping plus word embedding ap-
proach shows better precision and recall than TF-IDF (max 98%), despite
the occurrence of some incorrect relation patterns and instances.
Aldhubayi & Alyahya (2014) examined using a bootstrapping approach
in generating antonymy patterns. The model uses a set of Arabic antonymy
seeds to extract patterns from several corpora in a semi-supervised approach.
However, although the extraction approach aimed to be automatic, there
was a massive negative impact of the bootstrapping approach which was the
process of antonymy extraction went through several iterations to extract
both antonymy seeds and patterns. The output yielded many of incorrect
Arabic antonymy seeds, and therefore it badly affected the results. Aldhubayi
and Alyahya suggest using a pattern selection approach to control semantic
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drift which is caused by using incorrect generated pattern from non-antonymy
seeds.
Moreover, the work by Ono et al. (2015) captured antonym relations and
solved the limitations of the pattern-based approach by defining the pairs
contexts as learning features. The technique considers prediction rather than
counting the co-occurrence frequency to detect the semantic relation. The
distributional semantic model uses frequency counting to detect the relation
but shows failure in capturing low-frequency antonym pairs.
3.2.4 Deep Learning for Semantic Relations Extrac-
tion
During recent years, the deep learning approach has become the most suc-
cessful approach in modelling Artificial Intelligence problems (LeCun et al.,
2015). It has been showing promising results in the field of vision and image
classification and prediction. It requires a huge amount of examples to be fed
into a cascade of multiple layers of neural perceptrons. Also, it is composed
of a large number of neural network layers corresponding to different levels
of hidden abstraction and connected to one input layer and one output layer.
However, using deep learning on natural language text requires representing
every instance or relation pair in Word Embedding representation (Goldberg
& Levy, 2014; Mikolov et al., 2013). The result of a Word Embedding layer
is a sequence of numerical vectors which are fed into a conventional neural
network model. In addition, deep learning can take several supervision forms
such as supervised deep learning on a labelled dataset or unsupervised deep
learning on an unlabelled dataset.
There are many studies in using a deep learning approach on relation
extraction problem but few in antonymy relation extraction (Nguyen & Gr-
ishman, 2015; Socher et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2015). The main limitation
in using deep learning to the Relation Extraction is that it requires hand-
crafted features representing the target relation. Deep learning requires ex-
amples showing the target relation in its contexts. Moreover, distant super-
vision solves the problem of labelling dataset examples by using an external
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knowledge base to label examples obtained from a corpus for example or any
other textual resources. The used knowledge base can be insufficient in la-
belling examples and thus it causes limited labelling performance compared
to manual labelling (Mintz et al., 2009). For example, WordNet generates
thousands of false negative antonymy examples, e.g. (hardware/software)
and (input/output), because they do not exist in the WordNet and therefore
are labelled as non-antonyms.
Overall, using deep learning to the Relation Extraction problem such as
antonymy requires enough examples of antonymy pairs and their contexts
extracted from a textual resource (eg. corpus). Failure to provide a neural
network with sufficient data results in a low classification performance. Ac-
cording to Dean et al. (2012), the training set size impacts the size of the
neural network and thus the classification performance. Banko & Brill (2001)
represents the relationship between the data scale and the model performance
proposed which indicates that machine learning algorithms performed better
with a large amount of training examples.
In short, the architecture of deep learning aims to generate a large neu-
ral network model as it extracts and abstracts more features from the data
without the process of feature extraction or feature selection.
3.2.5 Other Extraction Approaches
A dictionary based relation extraction approach is another approach which
depends on a language dictionary. An example of this approach is the
OntoArab-Maker by Benaissa et al. (2015). The tool represents a new
method of extracting Arabic synonymous verbs using the Arabic monolingual
dictionary Almaany1. The constructed ontology follows the WordNet repre-
sentation by grouping related or similar verbs into synsets. The extraction
was semi-automatic and required to be validated by linguists. The procedure
involved generating a graph of verbs using dictionary entries. The generated
graph shows several retrieved-verb synsets (paths) for each given verb. The
graph path selection was determined by the Markov Cluster Algorithm MCL
1http://www.almaany.com/
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(Dongen, 2000). The model yielded verb synsets which 58% of them have
only relative verbs but some irrelevant verbs also appear in the results.
In addition, a hybrid method which merges two or more relation ex-
traction methods can also produce a better extraction and overcome the
extraction limitations in the bootstrapping method. Sun & Grishman (2010)
demonstrate a novel bootstrapping method for extracting NEs from a corpus
which is based on two merged approaches: semi-supervised and unsuper-
vised approach. The proposed algorithm uses the distributional similarities
to cluster similar patterns in groups which will be used in the following ex-
traction iterations. The procedure is applied to every extracted pattern from
the corpus. The results show that the hybrid algorithm outperforms the
standard bootstrapping method in terms of controlling the semantic drift of
the generated patterns and increasing the performance accuracy.
Another hybrid approach was adopted by Lahbib et al. (2013) which con-
sists of two extraction approaches: the co-occurrence based and the syntactic
dependency based approach. The main goal is to extend the coverage of the
signature sets in the Arabic WordNet. A signature set is a group of related
or similar words that are associated in a text. A semantic analyser has been
used to measure the similarities between the extracted terms from the corpus
and the encoded signature sets in the WordNet.
3.3 Discussion
We presented a review on a several representation models including the vector
space,BOW and Word Embedding representation. The review also shed the
light on their limitations in capturing antonymy. For example, the Word
Embedding model can not discriminate antonyms from synonyms as they
share similar distribution. Thus, a new vector space model is needed to
capture antonymy. Schwartz et al. (2015) proposed to use a hand-crafted
patterns to be combined with a Word Embeddings model to get a better
antonymy extraction.
In addition, we reviewed the current approaches in Relation Extraction
including distributional based, pattern based and machine learning. Every
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approach has its cons and pros in identifying the target semantic relation.
However, the underlying assumption of these approaches is to use corpus ob-
servations such as words occurrences or probabilities to represent the relation
between words. In terms of antonymy identification, we conclude that cap-
turing the distribution frequency between binary words fails to distinguish
similar words to antonyms and opposite words. Thus, improving antonymy
vector representation is needed to gain better prediction performance.
We also presented an extensive description of using patterns to discrim-
inate antonymy relations. Both studies by Jones (2003) and Davies (2012)
discovered patterns that either host or trigger opposition relationships be-
tween English word pairs. In contrast, some proposed approaches used au-
tomatic patterns generation to identify their target relation. However, in
this research we consider comparing between manually and automatically
generated patterns in terms of their impact on prediction performance.
Another addressed limitation is the corpus size. According to Turney
(2011), corpus size has the major impact on Relation Extraction performance
and using a very large corpus size can reduce this limitation by generating a
sufficient amount of relation examples. In fact, generating a training set from
a corpus and avoid using external training set that might have no occurrence
in the selected corpus can resolve this issue as well. Therefore, we aim in
this work to use a corpus as the source of our training set and to overcome
limitations in previous approaches of generating highly sparse vectors.
We also discussed using the deep learning approach to the antonymy
extraction which requires a large amount of antonymy examples. Failing to
get enough examples will dramatically impact the performance of the deep
learning approach. According to Dean et al. (2012), giving a small training
set would not be enough to extract functional and abstracted features. In
contrast, machine learning algorithms effectively work on a small training
set, and thus, it suits the problem of antonymy detection as we were not able
to extract a massive amount of antonymy examples from our corpus at this
stage.
In short, the previous Relation Extraction models aim to distinguish be-
tween antonyms and synonyms via extracted textual patterns. However, con-
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structing a computational model that is able to distinguish between antonyms
and other non-antonymy pairs including semantically related relations such
as (sun/earth) or pairs that are not semantically-related (wet/cold) has not
been experimented with yet. Therefore, in this research we focus on discov-
ering antonymy patterns that are able to distinguish between antonymy and
non-antonymy pairs including different semantic relations such as meronymy,
co-hyponymys and not only synonymy.
3.4 Summary
The chapter presented an overview of the vector space models and rela-
tion extraction approaches and their limitations in capturing antonymy. It
also discussed the performance of approaches in recognizing antonymy re-
lations in the Sketch Engine tool including Automatic Thesaurus tool and
the Sketch Difference tool. In short, these approaches are robust in terms
of distinguishing synonymy and hypernymy/hyponymy. However, capturing
antonymy requires obtaining more functional features such as the contextual
frames of pairs of words.
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Chapter 4
Semantic Representation of
Antonymy
Since the 1970s, several studies have proposed different approaches to repre-
senting words in the vector space model. The traditional vector space model
uses vectors to represent a words co-occurrence with other words in the cor-
pus in numerical sequences drawn from some statistical observations. The
underlying assumption of the vector space model follows the distributional
hypotheses by Harris (1954) and Firth (1957) which state similar words tend
to appear in similar contexts. An example of vector space model applica-
tion is found in search engines and document retrieval. A search engine
represents the similarity between a query and other indexed documents by
encoding the distribution of their keywords (e.g., via TF-IDF values) in a
vector space model, and then uses vector comparison operations (e.g., cosine
measure) to capture the most similar or relevant documents to the input
query’s keywords.
Despite the good performance of vector space models, there is two key
problems related to capturing antonymy and opposite relations. First, vec-
tor space models including BOW and Word Embeddings can not distinguish
between similar words and opposite words because they share similar word
occurrence distribution. Therefore, similarity distance measurements such as
cosine capture both opposite and synonym vectors in a very similar distance
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score (Schwartz et al., 2015). Second, there is no vector space model dedi-
cated for representing opposite words. The current vector space models are
designed for the purpose of capturing synonymy and similar words and not
opposite words.
In order to address these problems, we propose using a set of automati-
cally extracted and classified lexico-syntactic patterns to represent their co-
occurrence with words in a pair vectors representation model. Our proposed
vector space model combines both the pattern-based approach and the vector
space representation. In contrast to previous word vector space models in
representing a words co-occurrence with other words in the vocabulary set,
we represent every pair of words with a set of extracted patterns obtained
from the corpus. The aim of the proposed representation is to improve cap-
turing antonymy by using a set of extracted and classified symmetric lexico-
syntactic patterns (such as both X and Y and both Y and X and the pair
(X/Y) has a similar PoS tags such as (adjective/adjective)) obtained from
the same corpus.
Our proposed model has three main advantages: first, it has no corpus
size limitation. We apply the model on the BNC which has over 96 million
tokens and the SkELL which has over 1 billion tokens and obtain positive
output from both corpora. Second, the model is language-adaptive, we have
been able to apply the model on English and Arabic corpora and results from
both languages were competitive to previous models. Third, we use the same
corpus to derive word pairs and patterns and show that our model is able to
capture novel patterns and antonym pairs in automatic way.
The structure of this chapter is the following: we first present the overall
model framework on capturing antonymy, and then we demonstrate the re-
search dataset construction to compose our training and testing set. In the
last part we explain our hypothesis in labelling positive and negative pair
instances and end up in evaluating the labelled training set.
4.1 Pair Vector Representation Model
Turney et al. (2003) proposed the phrase vectors representation which takes
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as input a textual corpus and a set of word pairs. The model extracts the
shortest patterns between the words X and Y by using two textual sources:
a corpus and the words’ glossary definition in WordNet. A pattern links
together a pair of words in text such as (X and Y), (X or Y) and (X in Y).
It also uses WordNet’s synsets to discover a word’s variations such as (Korea,
Republic of Korea, South Korea) to expand the amount of extracted patterns.
The patterns selection is based on the pattern’s occurrence frequency and the
highest frequency patterns are selected. Turney and his colleagues selected
the most frequent 8000 patterns which as a result would generate a high
dimensional vector representations. and achieved an accuracy of 24.0% in
identifying antonyms.
The novelty in Turney’s is that it represents the relation between a pair of
words and a set of automatically extracted patterns. In contrast to previous
work on using patterns to generate relation examples such as Hearst (1992)
and Lobanova et al. (2010), Turney’s uses automatically extracted patterns to
build distributed vector representation to discover the relation between pair
vectors. However, selecting patterns based on their occurrence frequency
can generate noisy and very general patterns that capture antonyms and
non-antonyms pairs. Thus, in this thesis, we proposed using a pattern classi-
fier which classifies every extracted pattern into one of three classes: positive
which entails that the pattern is associated with antonyms, negative which
entails that the pattern is associated with non-antonyms, or neutral which
entails that the pattern is equally associated with both antonyms and non-
antonyms. The generated vector representation shows less patterns in com-
parison to the 8000 patterns in Turney (2006). Thus, reducing the amount
of patterns can achieve a low-dimensional vector representation and also a
better classification performance as described in chapter 6.
The pair vector space model represents every co-occurring word pair
(X/Y) extracted from the corpus as a vector of normalized numerical val-
ues. Every value vi corresponds to the co-occurrence frequencies between
the word pairs and a set of highly-precise symmetric patterns in capturing
antonyms such as the representation example in figure 4.1 and the pair vector
representation in equation 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The vector space model of the word pairs and the symmetric
patterns
~v(x, y) = [v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, ..., vi, vN ] (4.1)
We aim to deliver a dense dimensional space of R|P |×ip , and |P | is the
size of the extracted selected features. Each column in ~v(x, y) corresponds to
the co-occurrence value of the nth pattern, and every row corresponds to a
single word pair (X/Y). The vector space represents n-dimensional axes and
each dimension belongs to a single symmetric pattern. A symmetric pattern
is a pattern that considers X and Y are substitution with each other such as
(from north to south) and (from south to north) show a symmetric feature.
We use PCA to get better view of pattern hyperspace by plotting positive
(+ve) and negative (−ve) word pairs on the reduced pattern dimensions.
Every point in figure 4.2 represents the coordination of a pair of words in the
pattern hyperspace.
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Figure 4.2: t-SNE visualisation of BNC corpus pair vectors in patterns hy-
perspace
Representing every word pair in the training set generates a matrix of
the training set size. An example of the generated matrix is shown in table
4.1 which is composed of rows correspond to the word pairs and columns
correspond to the selected patterns. The first row in the matrix, for example,
represents the pair vector for the adjective (active/inactive) which has a joint
frequency of 13 with the symmetric patterns (between X and Y) and (between
Y and X). These vectors will in practice be normalized to control frequency
outliers in a fixed range (e.g.between 0 and 1).
Table 4.1: Example of pair vector representation
between X and Y both X and Y
between Y and X both Y and X Class
(active, inactive, tag = adjective) 13 1 Positive
(cheap, expensive, tag = adjective) 2 5 Positive
(good, bad, tag = adjective) 294 563 Positive
(command, control, tag = adjective) 2 12 Negative
(great, good, tag = adjective) 7 43 Negative
(input, output, tag = noun) 9 73 Unknown
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The proposed pair vector representation aims to deliver a short and dense
vector which has low sparsity. To do this we select features that show higher
association with antonym pairs and where their co-occurrence values are
mostly non-zero. A known limitation in the pattern-based approach is that
using predefined patterns could lead to sparse values as these patterns can
have either low or zero occurrence in the corpus. Therefore, we generate the
vector features from the same corpus to ensure sufficient pattern occurrence,
as well as, to reduce sparse vectors which deliver less useful information.
4.2 Feature Analysis
A primary concern of our research is to evaluate the pattern-based approach
in generating highly-precise patterns to distinguish antonymy. This evalua-
tion takes two key points into consideration: first, the quality of the extracted
pattern in determining antonymy. Second, the amount of the extracted pat-
terns in representing antonymy relation.
In this work, we use the term feature to refer to the selected pattern in the
vector space model. To achieve the best representation of antonymy we used
two processes: Feature Extraction and Feature Selection. We define Feature
Extraction as the process of generating either textual or statistical evidence
corresponding to antonymy relations. Feature Selection is the process of
finding the most effective feature subset in predicting antonymy. This chapter
briefly discusses and analyses the different types of features in predicting
semantic relations that can be found in the corpus. The following chapter, it
shows more details about pattern extraction and selection strategies which
belong to the feature set construction.
4.2.1 Feature Extraction
Any corpus can provide useful information on semantic relations. For exam-
ple, corpus data can be transformed to provide useful features for training a
machine learning model. These data can take several forms such as: string
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features in n-grams and textual patterns generated from the corpus, or nu-
meric such as counts the frequency for certain pairs or patterns. Features
also can be extracted either from a single word such as its PoS tags and occur-
rence frequency, or from the relation between the target words and sentences
in the corpus.
The following points summarise our findings on the possible extracted
feature and table 4.2 shows some examples of these features:
• PoS tags
Part-of-speech tags can present useful information in terms of preserv-
ing identical PoS words and avoiding the presence of cross-categorical
semantic relations. Fellbaum (1995) defines cross-categorical relation-
ships as any semantic or lexical relation that occurs between words
belonging to different PoS classes. However, we use this feature to
construct our dataset by extracting only identical PoS pairs such as
(noun/noun), (adjective/adjective) or (verb/verb). We also use PoS
tags in representing lexico-syntactic patterns or patterns that only cap-
ture words belonging to certain PoS categories.
Sketch Engine corpora are tagged with PoS. However, the accuracy
of PoS tagging in Arabic corpora is various. For example, Alosaimy
(2018) compares between several PoS taggers such as MADA Farber
et al. (2008) and MADAMIRA which generated PoS tags that are vary
in terms of number and type of tags, and might vary in terms of tagging
decision for the same or similar tag, or in accuracy of tagging according
to the training dataset and algorithm involved.
• Lemmatization
Sketch Engine allows specifying query attributes in querying the corpus.
An attribute is the lexical unit used to match with the concordance
such that it can be a word, lemma, tag or lempos (a combined lemma
and PoS tag). Using the lemma attribute instead of words will return
the different word forms such as querying the lemma happy will return
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the words happy, happier and happiest. This helps finding the possible
word forms in the corpus that might belong to the relation of antonymy.
In Arabic, only two small corpora have been lemmatized in the Sketch
Engine which are the Quran and KSUCCA (see table A.3). Vast Arabic
corpora such as ArTenTen are not lemmatized. To overcome this issue
we used the MADAMIRA lemmatizer to extract lemmata.
• Contrastive Patterns
As we mentioned in section 2.4, antonyms tend to occur in some fre-
quent contrastive patterns in the corpus. However, using a set of pre-
defined patterns such as Jones’ antonym patterns and Davies’ opposite
patterns are not functionally sufficient as corpora can generate variable
occurrence frequencies for each pattern. Instead, generating antonym
patterns from the corpus is more effective and represents the actual
patterns surrounding antonyms.
• Counting symmetric co-occurrence
A simple way to capture related features between two entities is to count
their co-occurrence frequency in a document. For example, the BOWs
model is based on the Distributional Hypothesis which predicts words
are similar in meaning if they frequently co-occur in similar context.
BOW simply vectorizes every word in the corpus as a feature column
and represents their co-occurrence by either a Boolean value (such as 1
for appearance and 0 for absence) or raw or normalised frequencies. The
output produces a huge amount of vectors as it captures the relations
between all words in the corpus. Another example is the n-grams model
which has been found to resolve the problem of high dimensional vectors
by representing two consecutive words in a bi-grams model.
In contrast, our model uses the co-occurrence approach in two ways:
first, we captured all associated pairs in the corpus that co-occur
at least twice. This gives us plenty of pairs that might belong to
antonymy or other semantic relations. Second, we count the symmetric
co-occurrence frequency between every pair and pattern in our dataset
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and represent every pair of words as a vector. Symmetric counting
means we count the co-occurrence of both words in every pattern in
symmetric positions such as (X/Y) and (Y/X).
Table 4.2: Features Examples
Feature Example
Symmetrical co-occurrence f(hot,cold)=12,034
frequency f(both hot and cold, both cold and hot)=147
Identical PoS tags .. ADJ and ADJ temperature..
Lexico-syntactic patterns .. between hot,ADJ and cold,ADJ temperature..
4.2.2 Feature Selection
We proposed a feature set corresponding to the normalised co-occurrence
representation between every lexico-syntactic pattern and every pair in the
dataset. However, this combination yields a massive dimensional feature
space, and therefore, feature selection is needed. Feature selection has many
advantages for the model such as it reduces the processing time and storage
consumption and increases the model efficiency.
Exploring a large space of patterns and evaluating the most effective pat-
tern subset in predicting antonymy has gone through several experiments.
This study aims to find a way to examine every extracted feature (i.e. pat-
tern) individually by evaluating its performance in predicting antonymy. For
each pattern, we constructed a simple unsupervised classifier which evaluates
the pattern’s association over positive and negative instances.
As the equation 4.2 shows, the output of the pattern classifier classifies
every pattern input pi into one of three classes: positive pattern; i.e. the
pattern is more likely to co-occur with antonym pairs, negative pattern; i.e.
the pattern is more likely to co-occur with non-antonym pairs, or neutral
which means a pattern is equally associated with positive and negative pair
and therefore gives useless evidence. More information on the classification
computation is given in chapter 5.
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pi =

Positive if f(pi) > 0
Neutral if f(pi) = 0
Negative if f(pi) < 0
(4.2)
4.3 Research Framework
Our approach to antonymy extraction and classification has five main phases
which have been implemented on English and Arabic corpora. Figure 4.3
shows the overall process of these phases, and we also briefly describe these
phases and link them to their related chapters in the following points:
1. Pair Extraction and Labelling
We began by Pair Extraction which involves extracting the word pair
set from the chosen corpus. Pair labelling involves tagging the extracted
pairs with positive and negative classes. A pair that has no positive and
negative classes has been labelled as unknown relation. The generated
dataset represents the research problem as a set of training and testing
positive and negative pair instances. Chapter 4 describes phase one
and the labelling process.
2. Pattern Extraction
This phase generates textual patterns from the same chosen corpus
automatically. The extraction process uses every positive and negative
pair instances to generate patterns as explained in chapter 5. The
output of this phase is a massive number of extracted patterns that
need further analysis and selection.
3. Pattern Classification
This phase aims to choose the most effective patterns found in the cor-
pus in order to identify antonymy. We use an unsupervised pattern
classifier which takes every extracted pattern in the previous phase
and computes its average association between positive and negative
instances. The classifier assigns a class to every pattern such that a
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pattern can either be positive (i.e. generates more positive than neg-
ative instances), negative (i.e. generates more negative than positive
instances) or neutral (i.e. generates similar number of positive and neg-
ative instances). More details about this phase are found in chapter
5.
4. Pair Vector Representation
We present a novel symmetric pattern based pair vector representation
model. Every value in the vector represents the normalized frequency
between a pair and a positive classified pattern. Details on pair vector
representation are presented in chapter 5.
5. Machine Learning Model
We use the proposed antonymy pair vector model as input to an
antonymy classifier: a machine learning supervised classifier. Chapter
6 also presents the process of algorithm selection and evaluation.
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Figure 4.3: The overall process of antonymy extraction and classification
model
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4.4 Implementation Tools: Sketch Engine
During the last decades there have been several contributions in creating
corpus analysis tools and platforms to ease the analysis process for linguists
or language learners. Kilgarriff and Rychl founded the advanced and well-
deployed corpus analysis system Sketch Engine which enables users to access
corpora in more than 90 languages and implements several language anal-
ysis and functions such as Word Sketch, Sketch Difference and Automatic
Thesaurus tools. In addition, Sketch Engine offers their tools and corpora in
programming interfaces to help researchers in the field of Natural Language
processing to conduct their experiments programmatically.
In this work, we use Sketch Engine to conduct the extraction of word pairs
and patterns. We use Sketch Engine Application Programming Interface
(API) to implement the extraction process programmatically. To do so, we
use the Corpus Query Language (CQL) in implementing more advanced and
complex corpus queries based on regular expressions.
4.5 Dataset Construction and Labelling
A key challenge to achieve the best classification results in machine learning
models is to use the right dataset. A dataset used in a supervised machine
learning model must be labelled and describes the research problem as a set
of positive and negative examples of the target relation. In our work, we
constructed the research dataset from the chosen corpus automatically. The
construction involves generating word pairs that show high co-occurrence
frequency in the chosen corpus as the first step. The second step is to au-
tomatically label every extracted word pair to be either positive relation
(i.e. antonymy), negative relation (i.e. other semantic relation exists), or
unknown relation (i.e. there is a semantic relation between the words but
not known in the WordNet yet).
There are several advantages of constructing the research dataset from
the corpus. First, the dataset used in the previous studies by (Lin et al.,
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2003), (Turney, 2011) and (Turney, 2008) aimed to improve word similar-
ity and capturing synonymy by distinguishing antonymy relations. Their
datasets have examples of synonymy and antonymy and do not consider
other semantically-related relations that also appear in contrastive patterns
such as opposites, incompatibles, co-hyponymy and meronymy relations, and
unrelated words. Therefore, in this work we ensure that the training set has
a diversity of all possible positive and negative relations. Negative unrelated
word pairs such as (hot/short), (big/bright) are also extracted by a pattern-
based approach to get sufficient negative examples that co-occur in similar
contrastive patterns.
The second advantage of dataset construction is that extracting frequent
co-occurring word pairs will reduce sparsity of vectors. Our work aims to re-
duce the vector hyperspace rows by only examining the frequent word pairs;
i.e. word pairs found together in sentences and co-occurring at least twice.
The corpus distribution of semantically related word pairs shows higher co-
occurrence frequency compered to other non semantically related words. For
example, the word external in the SkELL corpus has a strong co-occurrence
relation with a positive (antonymy) relation (external/internal) and a nega-
tive (non-antonymy) relation (external/visible). In addition, lots of WordNet
antonym pairs are not found in the selected corpus due to the size limitation.
For instance, the antonymy pair (preventive/permissive) found in the Prince-
ton WordNet (PWN v.3.1) never occurs in the SkELL English corpus. Thus,
using a external antonym pair set generated by the WordNet or manually
constructed as a training set could lead to sparseness problems and provide
useless information.
The third advantage of constructing a dataset from the corpus is that the
corpus generates new antonyms examples which have not been encoded yet in
the WordNet. For example, some word pairs are already in the WordNet such
as the words (input/output) are linked by the sister relationship (coordinate
relationship) in WordNet, which groups synsets that share the same hyponym
but otherwise hides many other relationships including antonymy. In fact,
finding new antonyms has many applications such as extending WordNet
relation coverage with new antonyms or use antonym pairs in generating
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examination materials (e.g. the Graduate Record Examination GRE) that
are based on antonymy questions.
4.5.1 Automatic Word Pair Extraction
To extract word pairs from the chosen corpus, we combine the co-occurrence
hypothesis and pattern-based approach to find all possible distributionally
similar word pairs in the corpus.
The question is, where do antonymy pair occur in the corpus? Jones
(2003) showed that antonym pairs are usually conjoined by and and or such
as the coordinated patterns (X and Y) and (X or Y). In addition, we use a set
of antonymy seeds in different syntactical groups including an adjectival pair
(hot/cold), a noun pair (woman/man), and a verbal pair (increase/decrease).
The experiment aims to find the most frequent PoS patterns to be used in
generating antonym pairs. We used the SkELL corpus in this experiment
and we analysed the concordance lines for every query pair. We used the
Frequency tool in the Sketch Engine to find the most frequent PoS tags in
the concordance lines. The results in tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 show that most
antonym pairs in different syntactical classes are symmetrically conjoined by
one conjunction where “,” represents the PoS tag for comma. For example,
the coordinated patterns (X and Y, Y and X, X or Y, Y or X, X nor Y and
Y nor X) are examples of the PoS pattern (adjective conjunction adjective) .
Table 4.3: The top five PoS concordance of the adjectival pair (hot/cold)
PoS pattern Frequency Frequency per
million
adjective conjunction adjective 1,584 1.29
adjective conjunction adverb adjective 116 0.09
adjective noun conjunction adjective 82 0.07
adjective , adjective 82 0.07
adjective noun preposition determiner adjective 67 0.05
adjective noun conjunction adjective 40 0.03
Concordance size 4,008
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Table 4.4: The top five PoS concordance of the noun pair (man/woman)
PoS pattern Frequency Frequency per
million
noun conjunction noun 2,800 2.28
noun conjunction determiner noun 1,666 1.36
noun , noun 421 0.34
noun conjunction numeral noun 386 0.31
noun conjunction determiner adjective noun 193 0.16
Concordance size 14,080
Table 4.5: The top five PoS concordance of the verb pair (increase/decrease)
PoS pattern Frequency Frequency per
million
verb conjunction verb 563 0.46
verb , verb 30 0.02
verb conjunction verb 22 0.02
verb noun conjunction verb 15 0.01
verb noun noun conjunction verb 12 < 0.01
Concordance size 1,463
4.5.2 Pair Extraction Output
We have used one lexico-syntactic pattern to generate 3,011 word pairs from
the SkELL and 838 pairs from the BNC. These extracted pairs are unique
and their minimum co-occurrence frequency is ten. The output of the pairs
show different semantic relations from different PoS as shown in the table
4.6, 4.7 and 4.8.
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Table 4.6: Examples of extracted adjectival pairs from BNC and SkELL
corpus
X Y PoS
skilled unskilled adjective
moral political adjective
educational cultural adjective
inner outer adjective
hard soft adjective
clear straightforward adjective
strange wonderful adjective
unable unwilling adjective
proximal distal adjective
economic strategic adjective
political constitutional adjective
nice easy adjective
light fluffy adjective
many varied adjective
small more adjective
warm cosy adjective
physical emotional adjective
black white adjective
open close adjective
present future adjective
hot dry adjective
personal spiritual adjective
positive negative adjective
left right adjective
singular plural adjective
third fourth adjective
sixth seventh adjective
new different adjective
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Table 4.7: Examples of extracted noun pairs from BNC and SkELL corpus
X Y PoS
nature scope noun
face neck noun
computing methodology noun
rat mouse noun
design technology noun
heaven earth noun
injury damage noun
holist individualist noun
science engineering noun
television video noun
doctor dentist noun
water electricity noun
equipment software noun
import export noun
practice procedure noun
accident emergency noun
visitor passage noun
customer supplier noun
gas water noun
milk honey noun
ache pain noun
doctor patient noun
judgment order noun
radio television noun
discussion debate noun
museum gallery noun
heart soul noun
exploration production noun
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Table 4.8: Examples of extracted verb pairs from BNC and SkELL corpus
X Y PoS
reside carry verb
exclude limit verb
clean repair verb
examine discuss verb
maintain improve verb
die rise verb
reduce eliminate verb
stand talk verb
sound smell verb
watch listen verb
collapse die verb
go lay verb
take drive verb
identify measure verb
come make verb
understand evaluate verb
fall break verb
own control verb
construct adapt verb
arrest release verb
produce direct verb
turn come verb
confirm deny verb
4.6 Distant Supervision Learning
We demonstrated in the previous section our extraction model which used
the conjunction pattern (X conjunction Y) to generate frequent word pair
candidates from an unlabelled corpus. The extraction output yields thou-
sands of word pairs that most of their semantic relations are not encoded in
PWN 3.1. Thus, we need to label each pair as either an example of antonymy
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(positive) or not an example of antonymy (negative).
There are many approaches in labelling an unlabelled dataset such as
the manual approach which uses native speakers to participate in labelling
a small dataset. In addition, Nghiem & Ananiadou (2018) presented the
active and proactive learning approach which makes the labelling process
less human effort and easier. Their proposed model is a web-based system
for creating annotated data which uses a machine learning model to label
a dataset and then use native speakers to evaluate the model labelling in
iterative way. However, using manual labelling on a large amount of word
pairs requires an intense and long process and costs time and human effort.
Besides the long and intense labelling process, there is a chance of human
error which leads participants to label the same pair differently (Lobanova
& Bouma, 2010). For example, people usually use their personal intuition
and knowledge to judge the antonymy relations. Lobanova et al. (2010) used
five native speakers to label antonyms, and the results showed that the same
dataset has been labelled differently by the five participants and therefore
Lobanova and her colleagues used a vote strategy to select the most correct
antonymy label.
One alternative solution to this problem is distant supervision learning
used by Mintz et al. (2009) which uses an unlabelled corpus and an external
knowledge base of the target relation to extract relation features and create
the training dataset. The approach of Mintz et al. (2009) avoids the intense
manual labelling and proposed strategies in extracting relation features from
an unlabelled corpus.
The intuition of distant supervision is that every sentence in the cor-
pus which mentions a word pair that participate in the target relation in a
knowledge base would likely express evidence for the target relation. Distant
supervision does not require a labelled corpus but it must be provided with
a knowledge base that has plenty of instances of the target relations. The
main goal of distant supervision is to extract a large number of sentences
(either good or bad sentences) that could be used as features in a supervised
classifier. Therefore, distant supervision is not restricted to a small dataset
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of the relation instances but can be used on a large, unlabelled, domain-
independence corpus as it is supervised by a knowledge base.
In fact, extracting all sentences from a corpus that features both mem-
bers of an antonymy pair could lead to extraction of a very large number
of potentially noisy sentences. Some extracted sentences which mentions
an antonymy pair may not contextually represent the target relation. On
the contrary, they could contain unrelated semantic relations although both
antonymy pair members are found together. For example, the sentence (The
new advertisements showed a growing friendship between a young boy and
an old man) shows that the word pair (new/old) have no semantic oppo-
sition relation in this contexts although they are known to be antonyms,
while the pair (old/young) function as antonymous adjectives in the context.
Therefore, though the sentence has two antonymous pairs, it expresses the
relation of antonymy differently in the context. One suggested solution is to
reduce the context window size to capture patterns such as (between a young
boy and an old man) which shows the right contextual relationship between
the antonymous pairs as well as reducing the sense ambiguity between the
word pairs.
Therefore, we propose that some short textual patterns help capturing
word pairs in their closest distance and also reduce the chance of capturing
the wrong contrastive context. Our model proposes using lexico-syntactic
patterns instead of using the whole sentence as these enable better relation
prediction. One way to reduce the amount of noisy features in an antonymy
prediction model (i.e. sentences generating bad evidence for the relation) is
to reduce the sentence size to a smaller window of words or patterns.
Distant supervision aims to use knowledge bases which can take different
forms, but must contain enough examples of instances of the target rela-
tions. An example of KBs is YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007) which contains
Named Entities linked to their semantic relationships such as hasGivenName
or isLocatedIn. Our model uses the Open Multilingual WordNet, a large
semantic graph which links several thousand relations in 150 languages, to
provide a unified resource of distant supervision for different languages and
especially for Arabic and English. For each pair of entities that appears in
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some WordNet relation, we find all sentences containing those entities in an
unlabelled corpus and extract their textual patterns to be used as features
in an antonymy prediction model.
4.6.1 Labelling Algorithm 1
Our labelling algorithm explained in algorithm 1 considers a word pair as a
positive pair instance if an antonymy relation links the words in WordNet.
In addition, we labelled an instance as a negative if the word pair does not
have an antonymy relation in WordNet. Algorithm 1 labels a positive and a
negative pair instance as in the following steps:
1. Collect pairs of nouns, verbs or adjectives that show high co-occurrence
frequency in the selected corpus (over 100 co-occurrence frequency in
large corpora)
2. Using OMW, if the pair (X/Y) has a direct antonymy relation, then
label it as a Positive example.
3. If the encoded relation between (X/Y) in OMW is neither antonym
nor opposite, then label it as a Negative example.
4. If there is no semantic relation between (X/Y) in OMW, then label it
as an Unknown example.
5. Extract every sentence in the selected corpus that mentions either a
positive or negative pair to build the dataset.
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Algorithm 1 Labelling Positive, Negative and Unknown Relation Examples
Input: Unlabelled Pairsn = {(x0, y0, pos0), (x1, y1, pos1), .., (xn, yn, posn)}
Input: WordNetrelationsJ = {(x0, y0, pos0, relation0), .., (xj, yj, posj, relationj)}
Output: Labelled Pairsn = {(x0, y0, pos0, relation0), .., (xn, yn, posn, relationn)}
1: for every (xi, yi) ∈ Unlabelled Pairsn set do
2: Compute Co-occurrence Frequency(xi, yi)
3: if Frequency(xi, yi) > τ then
4: for every relation ∈ WordNetrelationsJ do
5: if relation(xi, yi) = Antonym then
6: Positive(xi, yi)
7: end if
8: if relation(xi, yi) 6= Antonym then
9: if relation ∈ WordNetrelationsJ then
10: Negative(xi, yi)
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: if relation(xi, yi) /∈ WordNetrelationsJ then
15: Unknown(xi, yi)
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
In fact, labelling negative pair instances by algorithm 1 was challenging
as there are many missing antonym pairs in OMW. Thus algorithm 1 fails to
distinguish between true negative examples of antonymy such as (long/slow)
and false negative examples of antonymy such as (customer/supplier) as both
are represented in OMW with relations that are not antonymy. Therefore,
we consider the problem of false negative pair as the research problem and
we use these examples as a new way to discover novel antonym pairs that
are not represented in OMW.
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4.6.2 The Semantic Labelling of Word Pairs
As mentioned earlier, we labelled every extracted pair that has an antonymy
relation in the OMW as positive. Moreover, we found that labelling negative
pairs is vital to construct a binary relation classifier. Thus, we labelled every
pair instance that has already a semantic relationship in the WordNet but is
not an instance of antonymy as negative (see algorithm 1) .
Based on the labelled positive and negative examples, the constructed
classifier model is considered to be fine-grained, which is only able to classify
canonical antonymy. This is because the labelled training set contains very
limited examples of canonical antonymy and does not present examples of
other types of antonymy such as non-canonical antonymy or opposite pairs.
Therefore, a fine-grained model could not capture non-canonical or opposite
pairs.
This section describes our automatic approach in labelling opposite pairs
(non-canonical antonymy). As we showed in section 4.5.1, the used coordi-
nated patterns generate many examples of the opposite pairs such as (in-
ternal/international), (bright/dark). But due to the labelling limitation of
opposite relation in the WordNet, we have to construct our labelling approach
to feed the classifier with some opposite examples.
4.6.2.1 Labelling Opposite Examples
The word pair (internal/international) co-occurs in 797 sentences in the
SkELL corpus. However, WordNet (OMW) does not represent their se-
mantic relation. As we showed in the semantic relation, a native speaker
would intuitively agree that although the word (internal) is an antonym to
(external) and (international) is an antonym to (national), there is a clear se-
mantic opposition between internal and international and between national
and external. Thus, we need to define an algorithm to generate the opposite
relation labels for such word pairs.
Labelling pairs of opposite relationships can be made through degrees
of opposition. For example, the pair (hot/cold) has a stronger opposition
relationship than the pairs (hot/cool) and (warm/cold). To tackle the issue
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of labelling missing opposition relations in the WordNet, we adopted the
proposed Contrasting hypothesis (Mohammad et al., 2008) which is shown
in figure 4.4 and defines the opposition relationship as the following:
“Contrasting hypothesis: if a pair of words, A and B, are
contrasting, then there is a pair of opposites, C and D, such that
A and C are strongly related and B and D are strongly related”
(Mohammad, Dorr & Hirst, 2008)
Figure 4.4: The proposed modelling hypothesis of Mohammad et al. (2008)
As mentioned in section 2.7, the terminology in Mohammad et al. (2008)
is different to the terms we used in this work. Mohammad and his colleagues
use the term opposite to describe antonymy relation occurring between grad-
able adjectives only, while we use antonymy to describe the opposition re-
lationship between gradable and non-gradable words. They also use other
terms such as opposite and contrasting which in our work have been used
to describe antonym and opposite respectively. In table 4.9, we compare
between the used terminologies in this work and Mohammad’s work.
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Table 4.9: A comparison between the relation terminology used in Moham-
mad et al. (2008) and in our work
Terms Our Definition Examples
Mohammad’s
Definition
Examples
antonymy
refers to binary
canonical relation of
contrast including
gradable and
non-gradable
antonyms
(hot/cold)
(woman/man)
refers to gradable
adjectives only
(hot/cold)
(large/small)
opposite
refers to binary
indirect
(non-canonical)
relation of contrast
including gradable
and non-gradable
antonyms
(cold/warm)
(woman/boy)
refers to word pairs
that have a strong
binary
incompatibility
relation with each
other and/or are
saliently different
across a dimension
of meaning
(hot/cold)
(woman/man)
contrasting
we define the
contrasting relation
as te antonymy
relation
(cold/warm)
(woman/boy)
refers to word pairs
are word pairs that
have some non-zero
degree of binary
incompatibility
and/or have some
non-zero difference
across a dimension
of meaning. Thus,
all opposites are
contrasting, but not
all contrasting pairs
are opposites
(warm/cold)
(tropi-
cal/freezing)
The contrasting relationship describes the semantic opposition between
incompatible word pairs (e.g. daylight/darkness). Therefore, every opposi-
tion relation in Mohammad et al. (2008) terms is contrasting but not every
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contrasting relation is opposition. For example, daylight and darkness are
contrasting (what we call opposite) because of the following relations:
• there is an opposite relation between day and night (what we call
antonymy).
• there is a strong relation between daylight and day.
• there is a strong relation between darkness and night.
• Therefore, the relation between (daylight/darkness) is contrasting
(what we call opposite).
In addition, Mohammad et al. (2008) presented an automatic approach
to identify contrasting pairs among the contrasting set which uses the co-
occurrence hypothesis to compute the degree of opposition. As described
previously, the co-occurrence hypothesis states that antonyms tend to co-
occur more often than random chance. In addition, a set of contrasting pairs
generates a large number of possible opposite pairs based on their distribu-
tions. For instance, among the contrasting set (top,bottom,down,low) there
are antonyms such as (top/bottom) and opposite pairs such as (top/low)
and (top/down). The Degree of Contrasting hypothesis is used to determine
the degree of opposition between word pair by comparing the co-occurrence
frequency for every word pair in the contrasting set to select the strongest
opposite pairs.
“Degree of contrasting: If a pair of words, A and B, are
contrasting, then their degree of contrast is proportional to their
tendency to co-occur in a large corpus”
(Mohammad, Dorr & Hirst, 2008)
The Degree of contrasting hypothesis uses the corpus statistics to clas-
sify every word pair in the contrasting set by capturing their co-occurrence
frequency. If a word pair has a higher co-occurrence than other candidates
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then their their degree of opposition is high. Applying the Degree of contrast-
ing hypothesis on word pairs such as (top/low) and (top/down) shows that
(top/down) co-occur more than (top/low) in their research corpus. There-
fore, based on their corpus outcomes they gave a higher opposition degree
to (top/down) as it co-occurred more than (top/low). However, changing
the corpus could change the opposition degree as for example, the SkELL
corpus shows the pair frequency(top/low) = 2, 081 to be more frequent than
frequency(top/down) = 229.
We applied the proposed Contrasting hypothesis to labelling opposite
word pairs in our dataset. The result shows that some non-opposite word
pairs have been labelled as opposite because both words’ synsets have
antonymy relationship between them in WordNet PWN 3.1. For example,
although the relation between the word pair (wet/cold) is not opposite but
applying the Contrasting hypothesis generates an opposite relation based on
the following encoded relations which are visually illustrated in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Example of the Contrasting hypothesis by (Mohammad, Dorr &
Hirst, 2008)
• there is a strong relation between between wet and fresh,
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• there is a strong relation between between cold and stale,
• there is an opposite (what we call antonymy) relation between stale
and fresh,
• Therefore, the relation between (wet/cold) is contrasting (what we call
opposite).
Table 4.10 shows some examples of inferred opposite relationships beside
their semantically related word pairs. It also shows examples of correct and
incorrect inferred relations.
Table 4.10: Examples of our word pair set following the Degree of Contrasting
Hypothesis
Word pair Actual label Labelled as WN relations
(long/thin) not opposite opposite
similar to(long/stretch)
similar to(thin/shrink)
antonym(stretch/shrink)
(easy/quick) not opposite opposite
similar to(easy/unhurried)
similar to(quick/hurried)
antonym(hurried/unhurried)
(cold/warm) opposite opposite
similar to(cold/stale)
similar to(warm/fresh)
antonym(fresh/stale)
4.6.3 N-Degree Opposition Labelling
We improved the Contrasting hypothesis to match the target opposite rela-
tion. We added one more condition to the Degree of Contrasting hypothesis
which is that an antonymy relation must occur between the pair (A/B) and
between the pair (C/D) of the similar pairs (A/C) and (B/D). This ad-
justment shows more precise and correct labelling of opposite pairs than
considering one antonymy relation to infer opposite relations. We define our
opposite hypothesis as the following:
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“If there are two antonym pairs, (A/B), and (C/D), where A and
C are semantically related, and B and D are semantically related,
then there are two pairs (A/D) and (C/B) that are semantically
opposite.”
As shown in figure 4.4, the pairs (internal/international) and (na-
tional/external) are examples of opposite relation as there are two antonymy
word pairs (internal/external) and (national/international), and there is
a similarity relation between national and internal and between exter-
nal and international. Therefore, the pairs (internal/international) and
(national/external) are semantically opposite.
Figure 4.6: The 1st degree of opposition
In addition, we found that discovering the opposition degree can be com-
puted by finding the path distance between the words synsets. For example,
the pairs (high/low) and (up/down) in figure 4.6 are examples of antonymy
relation, and there is a related relation between high and up and between
low and down, therefore, the relations between high and down and between
low and up are opposite. We define the degree of these opposition relations
as the 1st degree because they occur on the first level of the word synsets
and therefore their path distance is very close.
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Figure 4.7: The 2nd degree of opposition
The opposite relationship can also be extended to the second level of
synsets to capture the opposition relations between high and descending and
between low and ascending. As figure 4.7 shows, adding a third antonym
pair (ascending/descending) to the previous example generates the relation
of the 2nd degree of opposition. This is because there are a similarity relation
between ascending and up and between descending and down. Therefore, the
relations in (high/descending) and (low/ascending) are on the 2nd degree of
opposition.
• 1st Degree of Opposition
As shown in figure 4.6, there are opposite relations in the pairs (A/D)
and (B/C) as there are two antonym pairs (A/B) and (C/D), where A
and C are similar and B and D are similar.
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• 2nd Degree of Opposition
As shown in figure 4.7, there are opposite relations in the pairs (A/F)
and (B/E) as there are three antonym pairs (A/B), (C/D) and (E/F),
where A is similar to C and C is similar to E, and B is similar to D
and D is similar to F.
• nth Degree of Opposition
As shown in algorithm 2, if there are n + 1 examples of antonym pair
(X/Y) where each member of the antonym pair (Xi/Yi) has a similar-
ity relationship with another member in the antonym pair (Xi+1/Yi+1),
then there are 2 pairs which have the nth degree of opposition rela-
tionship. For example, if we want to capture opposite relation of the
4th degree, then n = 4 and the required number of antonym pairs is
n + 1 = 5. Therefore, if there is a similarity relationships between the
members of the 5 antonym pairs, then we can discover 2 opposite pairs
of the 4th degree. Moreover, if the value of n = 0, then it indicates that
there is no opposition relationship between the pair’s members (X/Y).
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Algorithm 2 Computing the Degree n of Opposition
Input: Unknown pairs =
{(A/B), (C/D), (A/C), (B/D), (E/F ), (C/E), (D/F ), (A/D), (B/C),
(B/E), (A/F )}
Output: Labelled pairs =
{Opposite(A/D, n), Opposite(B/C, n), Opposite(B/E, n), Opposite(A/F, n), n ∈
R}
1: if Antonym(A/B) and Antonym(C/D) ∈ WordNet then
2: if Similar(A/C) and Similar(B/D) ∈ WordNet then
3: Opposite(A/D, n = 1), Opposite(B/C, n = 1)
4: end if
5: end if
6: if Antonym(A/B) and Antonym(C/D) and Antonym(E/F ) ∈
WordNet then
7: if Similar(A/C) and Similar(B/D) and Similar(C/E) and Similar(D/F ) ∈
WordNet then
8: Opposite(B/E, n = 2), Opposite(A/F, n = 2)
9: end if
10: end if
4.6.4 Evaluating Labelling Results
To ensure that our proposed labelling algorithms perform accurately and
generate the correct relation label, we tested our labelling algorithms 1 and
2 on the antonymy datasets TURN and LZQZ which both have labelled
semantic relations including antonymy and synonymy.
Turney (2008) compiled TURN dataset which consists of 136 word pairs
including 89 antonym pairs and 47 synonym pairs from different websites for
learners of English as a second language. Another similar dataset is the LZQZ
which was compiled by Lin et al. (2003) and was used to distinguish between
synonyms and antonymy. The LZQZ sets consists of 80 pairs of synonyms
and 80 pairs of antonyms from the Websters Collegiate Thesaurus. Both
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datasets have been constructed for the purpose of distinguishing synonymy
from antonymy relations. However, none of these datasets have labelled the
indirect antonymy relation (what we call opposite relation) and therefore
indirect antonym pairs that are not represented in the WordNet will be la-
belled as opposite as explained in algorithm 2. For example, according to
WordNet, the antonym of break is repair, but its troponymy damage is also
indicating an opposite (indirect antonym) to repair. Therefore, we label the
pair (repair/damage) as opposite pair.
The tables 4.11 and 4.12 show the labelling results. The column header
in both tables is the actual label in the dataset and the row header is the
relation predicted by our proposed labelling algorithms.
Table 4.11: Labelling evaluation on LZQZ dataset (NA=no relation available
in the WordNet)
LZQZ/WN synonym antonym opposite cohyponym NA total
synonym 42 0 0 12 26 80
antonym 3 48 10 7 12 80
Table 4.12: Labelling evaluation on TURN dataset (NA=no relation available
in the WordNet)
TURN/WN synonym antonym opposite cohyponym NA total
synonym 24 0 1 4 18 47
antonym 3 10 23 0 53 89
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Table 4.13: Sample of labelled pairs taken from LZQZ dataset. (actual
rel= actual relation labelled by Lin et al. (2003), Labelled rel= the labelled
relation by our labelling algorithm)
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As shown in table 4.13, there are many examples that have been la-
belled as co-hyponyms and not antonymy. In fact, this is one limitation of
our labelling algorithm as it can not distinguish between co-hyponyms that
are actual antonymy and co-hyponyms that are actual synonymy. Previous
studies such as Lobanova & Bouma (2010) considered every co-hyponym as
a type of opposite because both co-hyponym pair members are incompatible
with each other. For example, the pair (yesterday/today) is co-hyponym to
the hypernym (times) and can be considered as semantically opposite be-
cause yesterday is not today. However, although every antonym pair is also
a co-hyponym pair, generalizing this fact to all co-hyponyms can lead to in-
correct relations. For example, there is no semantic opposition between the
co-hyponym pair (discomfort/soreness).
We evaluate the labelling accuracy by computing precision (equation 4.3)
and recall (equation 4.4) of antonymy and opposite relations. Precision is
used to measure the labelling accuracy to see if the WordNet label matches
the actual pair’s label. Precision is computed by counting the number of
correctly WordNet labelled pairs in the whole dataset. Recall is used to see
how many pairs WordNet can retrieve. If the WordNet is unable to find the
pair with the labelled relation then the recall is reduced.
Precision =
|Retrieved Pairs ∩Relevant Pairs|
|Retrieved Pairs| (4.3)
Recall =
|Retrieved Pairs ∩Relevant Pairs|
|Relevant Pairs| (4.4)
As shown in table 4.14, the results of precision and recall show that
WordNet correctly labelled 52% of synonym examples and 60% of antonym
examples in the LZQZ dataset. It also correctly labelled 51% of synonym
examples but only 11% of antonymy examples in the TURN dataset. Com-
puting the precision of both antonymy and opposite relations increases the
precision to 72.5% in the LZQZ and 37% in the TURN dataset. In addition,
computing the average precision of both datasets in recognising antonymy
via WordNet achieves a score of 54.7%.
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We also compute the recall values for both datasets and found that over
23% of the LZQZ pairs and 80% of TURN pairs were found without semantic
relations in the WordNet. This gives us an insight that although the English
WordNet has a large number of synsets compared to other languages, many
words are exited in the WordNet but their semantic relations are missing.
Therefore, we suggest linking the existing WordNet synsets and lemmas with
semantic relations rather than extending its size and adding more taxonomic
synsets.
As shown in table 4.14, the results of precision and recall show that
WordNet correctly labelled 52% of synonym examples and 60% of antonym
examples in the LZQZ dataset. It also correctly labelled 51% of synonym
examples but only 11% of antonymy examples in the TURN dataset. Com-
puting the precision of both antonymy and opposite relations increases the
precision to 72.5% in the LZQZ and 37% in the TURN dataset. In addition,
computing the average precision of both datasets in recognising antonymy
via WordNet achieves a score of 54.7%.
Table 4.14: The average precision scores of WordNet labelling on LZQZ and
TURN sets
Dataset Relation Precision
LZQZ antonymy 60%
TURN antonymy 11%
average 35%
We applied the construction and labelling algorithms on two English cor-
pora with variant sizes. These corpora are the BNC and the SkELL. The
labelling findings in table 4.15 show that the most frequent semantic re-
lations between conjunction pairs are antonymy, synonymy/similar to and
co-hyponym. It also shows that the chance of other semantic relations to
appear in conjunction patterns such as meronym, attributes, hypernym and
hyponym is very low.
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Table 4.15: Examples of labelling output on adjectival pairs extracted from
BNC and SkELL
Corpus BNC SkELL
Corpus word size 96,134,547 1,041,772,774
No. of unique extracted word pairs 2,841 2,669
PoS ADJECTIVE ADJECTIVE
Antonym 246 267
Synonym 65 63
Similar to 82 75
Meronym 0 0
Co-hyponym 192 208
Attribute 3 3
Hypernym 0 0
Hyponym 0 0
Unknown 2,252 2,053
In addition, table 4.16 shows some examples of labelled relations in the
training set, and table 4.17 shows other examples of unknown pairs in the
WordNet.
Table 4.16: Training set including Positive and Negative instances
Pairs PoS Labelled Relation
clear/distinct ADJ Negative
free/independent ADJ Negative
education/training Noun Negative
damage/harm Noun Negative
federal/unitary ADJ Positive (antonymy)
forward/backward ADJ Positive (antonymy)
clergy/laity Noun Positive (antonymy)
question/answer Noun Positive (antonymy)
single/dual Noun Positive (opposite)
gold/silver Noun Positive (opposite)
red/white ADJ Positive (opposite)
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Table 4.17: Testing set including instances of unknown relations in the WN
Pairs PoS Relation in WordNet
input/output NN Unknown
life/death NN Unknown
sale/lease ADJ Unknown
buying/selling Noun Unknown
man/wife Noun Unknown
4.6.5 Discussion
Distant supervision learning combines the advantages of both supervised
and unsupervised learning methods. It automatically constructs a labelled
training set from either a large or small corpus with a supervision from an
external knowledge base. Our algorithm constructs a training set which
shows a balanced amount of both positive and negative examples found in
the chosen corpus. This construction aims to avoid underfitting or overfitting
learning problems which occur in feeding the machine learning model with
insufficient training examples. Further, the constructed training set is free
of domain-dependence which helps applying the model on different corpora
without plaguing the prediction performance.
4.6.5.1 WordNet Limitations
Labelling antonymy and non-antonym pairs by using the WordNet relations
had many issues as the following points:
• Limitations in Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) model
We used WordNet programmatically to label the semantic relation of
every extracted pair from the corpus. This required using the machine-
readable version of the WordNet database. There are many versions of
a machine-readable database of the WordNet and we use the WordNet
version available in the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK). This version
belongs to the Open Multilingual WordNet OMW and linked Arabic
and many other languages to PWN 3.0. However, OMW has only
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represented the direct antonymy relation which takes one argument to
return the antonymous word to the input. Although Fellbaum (1995)
stated that indirect antonymy relation is represented in the WordNet,
the NLTK only shows the direct antonymy relation. Unfortunately, the
lack of indirect antonymy relations has affected the labelling outcomes
by showing only direct antonymy examples and labelled other indirect
antonymy as negative.
• False negative examples
Another encountered issue in English WordNet is the occurrence of
false negative pair instances which has the main impact on labelling
the correct instances in the training set. In fact, the English Word-
Net only represented 1999 adjectival antonym pairs and many frequent
antonym pairs found in the English corpus are missing in the WordNet.
This is because English WordNet is an incomplete resource and many
new and contemporary antonym pairs such as (hardware/software, ve-
gan/vegetarian) that occur in English text have not been encoded yet.
Mohammad et al. (2008) stated that English WordNet missing 90%
of English antonym pairs found in the Graduate Record Examination
(GRE) tests.
To solve this issue, we labelled word pairs that have no semantic rela-
tions in the WordNet with the unknown label. We found some novel
antonym pairs that are missing in the WordNet and we aim to classify
them by our antonymy classifier.
• Missing opposite relation
WordNet represents antonymy relation as a lexical relation which oc-
curs between certain words and not their synsets. Thus, the coverage
of the direct and indirect antonymy (opposite) is low in the Word-
Net. For example, among the opposite pairs (international/national),
(international/internal), (international/domestic) only the pair (inter-
national/national) has been represented as an example of antonymy in
the WordNet.
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As a result, using the WordNet’s opposition examples in the Natural
Language Processing applications is restricted to only direct antonym
examples. Therefore, extending the opposition relations to cover both
direct and indirect antonymy relations is vital to achieve a better per-
formance.
• Unclassified co-hyponym examples:
Co-hyponym is the relation between two words that are linked to the
same hypernym concept such as car and van are co-hyponyms of the
node vehicle. Also, happy and sad are co-hyponym of emotions. Tech-
nically, every synonymy and antonymy pairs are also co-hyponym to
a hypernym concept. For example, the relation between the opposite
words today, tomorrow and yesterday is one of co-hyponymy because
they share the same parent hypernym day. In contrast, the synony-
mous words riot and anarchy are also co-hyponym of the hypernym
disorder. The challenge here is how to distinguish between antonymy
co-hyponym and synonymy co-hyponym pairs?.
To solve the issue of co-hyponym, we use the labelled co-hyponym ex-
amples that do not belong to either synonymy or antonymy as new
unclassified pairs. We use an antonymy classifier to classify their rela-
tion in order to find new and novel antonymy pair.
In short, the aim of constructing WordNet is to help humans consult a
dictionary in a more intuitive and informative way compared to conventional
paper dictionaries or machine readable dictionaries. WordNet also has been
constructed to serve Natural Language Applications that are based on se-
mantic relations such as contradiction detection and plagiarism detection.
However, the current representation of antonymy in the English WordNet
does not meet application requirements in terms of representing opposition
relations. The only available representation in the WordNet is the lexical
antonymy relation which only gives a narrow opposition relation to certain
words. Expanding antonymy to other semantically opposite relations could
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better serve Natural Language Applications. Therefore, we recommend im-
proving the representation of antonymy in the English WordNet by updating
antonymy examples, expanding antonymy to other semantically opposite re-
lations.
4.7 Summary
This chapter discussed two main points: first, it demonstrated in brief the
overall processes of the proposed research model in predicting antonymy re-
lations. Second, it showed the process of constructing the model training set
and discussed the challenges of extracting word pair examples from the cor-
pus. Then, we explained the labelling process and it limitations in capturing
opposite relations. Then, it presented the N-Degree opposite labelling which
aimed to label opposite words found in a chain of n synsets.
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Chapter 5
Antonymy Pattern Extraction
and Selection
Since 1992, several studies on Relation Extraction have used a pattern-
based approach to capture several semantic relations including antonymy,
synonymy, hypernymy/hyponymy and analogy (Hearst, 1992; Lin et al.,
2003; Schwartz et al., 2015; Snow et al., 2005; Turney, 2008). These stud-
ies concluded that patterns provide the most useful features for identifying
the target relations. In contrast, the Distributional Hypothesis argues that
words also provide useful information about the target relation because a
word is known by its company. However, several studies have found that
using the Distributional Hypothesis to capture antonymy leads to extract-
ing antonymy, synonymy and other semantically related relations and pat-
terns serve a good feature to distinguish antonymy (Mohammad et al., 2008;
Schwartz et al., 2015). Thus, the pattern-based approach outperforms the
distributional based approach on capturing antonymy relations.
In addition, the previous studies on pattern-based approach either relied
on a relatively small number of seed pairs to harvest textual patterns hosting
the target relation pairs, or relied on a set of handcrafted patterns to gen-
erate instances of relations. For example, Hearst (1992) used a small set of
manually extracted patterns to automatically harvest instances of noun hy-
pernymy and hyponymy relations. Another application of the pattern-based
approach is to distinguish certain relations via pattern co-occurrence such as
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the studies by Schwartz et al. (2015); Turney (2008) and Lin et al. (2003)
which used a set of textual patterns to distinguish synonymy from antonymy
relations for the purpose of improving word similarity.
Moreover, some related studies proposed a set of antonym patterns such
as the studies by Jones (2003) and Davies (2012) which aimed at captur-
ing and analysing contrastive patterns that are either hosting antonymy or
triggering opposition relations. In contrast, the study by Lin et al. (2003)
stated that the incompatible patterns (from X to Y) and (either X or Y) are
enough to distinguish between synonymy and antonymy relations. Lin and
his colleagues argued that synonym pairs never co-occur with patterns such
as (from X to Y) and (either X or Y). An example of a successful application
of Lin’s patterns was by Schwartz et al. (2015) which used Lin’s patterns to
improve the performance of words similarity.
Table 5.1: The evaluation of Lin et al. (2003) patterns on the top 1000 pairs
obtained from the SkELL corpus
Pattern Occurrence Antonymy Antonymy
Frequency Precision Recall
either X or Y 10,687 72% 61%
from X to Y 17,779 30% 35%
However, despite the overwhelming success of Lin’s patterns in distin-
guishing synonymy, using only two patterns to capture or identify antonymy
is not enough. According to Jones (2003), the distribution of a transitional
antonymy pattern such as (from X to Y) has shown a very limited occurrence
in his corpus and only 3% among the 3,000 extracted sentences were classified
as a transitional pattern. The pattern (from X to Y) involves a movement
from one concept/situation to the opposite concept/situation, such as (from
north to south) or (from life to death). In addition, as shown in table 5.1, we
extracted Lin’s patterns from the SkELL corpus and found that among the
one billion words corpus there are 17,779 occurrences of the pattern (from X
to Y) and 10,687 occurrences of the pattern (either X or Y). The precision
of capturing antonymy among the extracted pairs by the pattern (from X to
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Y) was only 30%, while the pattern (either X or Y) had a precision of 72%.
Thus, Lin’s patterns are not comprehensive with respect to every type of
antonymy and only capable of capturing high-frequency pairs. Therefore, it
can not be used to capture low-frequency pairs and non-canonical antonymy
pairs found in the corpus.
This chapter proposes an automatic pattern-based method using the
Sketch Engine tools to learn patterns which host either a pair of canoni-
cal antonyms or opposites from the SkELL and the BNC. We also review the
previous attempts in selecting and evaluating patterns. Then, we propose the
Pattern Classifier, an unsupervised approach to classify every extracted pat-
tern based on its association with positive and negative antonym instances.
At the end of this chapter, we discuss the pattern extraction and the selection
findings.
5.1 Automatic Pattern Extraction Approach
The previous work on pattern extraction adopt manual and automatic ap-
proaches to extract and select reliable pattern from the corpus. The manual
extraction approach requires a human knowledge to find and select patterns
in the corpus which although the approach consumes time and efforts never-
theless extracts more effective patterns. The extraction approach can also be
automatic by giving labelled seeds or examples of patterns to extract similar
patterns. For example, the bootstrapping approach uses a small number of
seeds to extract patterns in several iterations which although it saves costs,
but suffers from accuracy issues. For example, Lobanova et al. (2010) used
a bootstrapping approach to automatically extract antonym patterns. How-
ever, the generated patterns suffered from semantic drift problems, which
occur when the iteration cycle has been given a wrong word pair. Another ex-
traction approach was proposed by Davidov & Rappoport (2006) which used
an unannotated corpus to extract symmetric patterns composed of four-word
sequences of meta patterns. They used frequent words in the given corpus to
extract all possible meta-patterns and select only symmetric patterns. Their
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pattern selection is based on an unsupervised graph algorithm to cluster
similar extracted patterns into several groups.
In addition, several works on the pattern-based approach used a huge
or large corpora (e.g. over 100 million words) to obtain sufficient examples
of patterns and pairs. For instance, the work by Hasegawa et al. (2004),
Agichtein & Gravano (2000) and Snow et al. (2005) used a large corpus to
investigate relation patterns. However, this does not entail that small cor-
pora can not be used in harvesting antonymy for example or other semantic
relations. In this chapter we aim to use both a small corpus (BNC) and
a large corpus (SkELL) to examine extracting antonymy and compare the
extraction results.
In short, the previous work on automatic pattern extraction either used
manually labelled seeds or high frequency words to harvest patterns from the
corpus. The pattern extraction can also be automatic but finding the most
effective pattern in distinguishing the target relation is problematic.
In this work, we propose using the Sketch Engine tool to automatically
extract both textual and lexico-syntactic patterns. For extraction, we used
the Sketch Engine API to automatically run several queries using the Corpus
Query Language CQL. The process of pattern extraction has been conducted
through the following steps:
1. For every pair (X/Y) in the training set run the following query:
CQL1:
[word="[A-Za-z].*"] 1:[lemma="X|Y" & tag="JJ"]
[word="[A-Za-z].*"]{0,5}2:[lemma="X|Y" & tag="JJ"]
&1.lemma!=2.lemma & 1.tag=2.tag within <s/>
The query in CQL1 ensures that the extracted patterns are symmetric,
which means word pair positions can be exchanged in the pattern.
In addition, it captures nonidentical lemmas and ensures that only
identical PoS tags are extracted. In addition, the maximum distance
between a pair of words is from zero to five words and the captured
pattern is inside sentence boundaries < s >.
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2. Every pair (X/Y) generates up to 10,000 patterns via the Sketch Engine
concordance tool. The total pattern set size equals the size of the pair
set N × 10,000 patterns. For example, if we have 50 examples of
antonymy pairs, then the pattern set size will be 500,000 patterns.
3. To reduce the massive size of the pattern set to a manageable amount,
we remove the redundant patterns by converting textual patterns into
lexico-syntactic patterns, i.e. we replaced X and Y token positions by
wildcards of their PoS tags. For example: (both private and public →
both JJ and JJ ).
4. A further reduction of the pattern set is made by transforming spe-
cific patterns to more general patterns which can retrieve other similar
patterns. For instance, the pattern {between old and new} has been
generalised to retrieve the following patterns: {in between old and
new}, {between the old and the new}, {a difference between old
and new}
To do so, we use the following CQL2 to add two tokens at the beginning
of every pattern and in between the pattern’s tokens.
CQL2:
[]{0,2} [word="between"]
[]{0,2}
1:[lemma="X|Y" & tag="JJ"]
[]{0,5}[word="and"][]{0,5}
2:[lemma="X|Y" & tag="JJ"]
& 1.lemma!=2.lemma within <s/>
5. Repeat the same procedure on every positive and negative pair in the
training set.
The above demonstration shows that an automatic procedure can be used
to extract antonym patterns from the corpus. The extraction results yield
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over 10,000 unique patterns which co-occurred more than once with the pro-
vided example seeds. We also analysed these patterns to know whether a
pattern can be used as a relation feature as described in section 4.1 in chap-
ter 4. In addition, the pattern extraction approach was able to re-discover
patterns found in Jones (2003) and Davies (2012) antonym patterns and also
it captured novel patterns that are not discovered yet such as however X or
Y, maximising X and minimising Y and more.
The following section discusses the pattern selection advantages and
strategies and proposes the pattern classifier model to select the best
performed patterns in predicting antonymy.
5.2 Pattern Selection
The construction of the antonymy vector space model involves representing
every pair in the dataset (including positive and negative pairs) as a sequence
of co-occurrence values between a pair and pattern pi in the extracted pattern
set (see equation 5.1). The constructed pattern set in the the previous step
consists of thousands of the patterns surrounding dataset pairs. In addition,
we removed the redundant patterns and kept only unique ones. Therefore,
using all of them as features will lead to massive vector dimensions, and thus,
we need to reduce the amount of dimensions by selecting the most effective
patterns in identifying antonymy.
~v(x, y) = [v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, ..., vi, vN ] (5.1)
One major advantage of reducing the vector dimensions is to avoid data
sparseness or zero co-occurrence values in vectors. In addition, comparing
the processing of low and high dimension vectors in terms of time processing
and storage space, Turney & Pantel (2010) stated that low dimension saves
processing and reduces storage costs. Also, some machine learning algorithms
such as K-Nearest Neighbour work much better with a small vector space
dimensions.
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Moreover, the co-occurrence values also tend to be in variant range, such
that some patterns have values over 100 and some have ones and zeros.
Therefore, that causes bias in learning accuracy and makes predictions an-
ticipating either high or low values but normalizing these values to some
range from 0 to 1 would lead to better prediction. Therefore, we need to
apply two steps on our vector representation: first, pattern selection, and
second, value normalization to keep feature values in a certain range.
The initial vector dimension is equal to the pattern set size. For example,
if we extracted 10,000 patterns from a corpus then we will get a vector of size
N = 10, 000. Thus, we aim to reduce the feature dimension N by selecting
the best feature/pattern that are representing the relation.
Pattern selection is the process of selecting a subset of features/patterns
columns. The purpose of this process is to remove rare patterns that generate
low or zero co-occurrence of pair observations. It also aims to investigate the
most useful patterns in distinguishing the target relation. The target output
of pattern selection is a low and dense vector space model which generates
useful information about the semantic relation.
5.2.1 Pattern Selection Strategies
Intuitively, a good or reliable pattern is one that is mostly generating the
target relation instances with high precision. However, measuring the preci-
sion is a non-trivial task as it involves judging the relation of the generated
pairs and then computing the fraction of correct instances to the incorrect
instances among the pairs extracted by the pattern. Hence, pattern selection
desires patterns that are mostly associated with the correct relation instances
and have a good occurrence frequency in the corpus as well.
To date, several pattern-based studies have investigated different ap-
proaches in selecting patterns. The literature uses different terms to describe
the process of pattern selection such as computing a pattern’s reliability, con-
fidence, or score in general. In addition, there are different proposed models
to compute the pattern score such as using the precision and recall scores
to nominate the most accurate pattern or computing a pattern’s Pointwise
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Mutual Information (PMI) and other suggested models as described in the
following sections.
5.2.1.1 Selection based on Patterns Precision and Recall
One common method to evaluate extraction accuracy and especially in IR
applications is by computing precision and recall scores. Precision measures
the positive value of retrieval accuracy which counts the number of relevant
instances among the retrieved instances. Recall measures the sensitivity
of the model which ideally counts the number of relevant instances among
the retrieved instances over the total number of relevant instances. The
precision in equation 5.2 and recall in equation 5.3 count the number of true
positive (TP) instances (i.e. relevant instances over retrieved instances) and
compare it to the number of false positive (FP) (i.e. non-relevant among the
retrieved instances) and false negative (FN) instances (i.e. relevant among
non-retrieved instances).
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
(5.2)
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(5.3)
Similarly, in our case, every extracted pattern pi retrieves word pairs
(xi/yi) that might be related to the target relation. However computing the
precision and recall over patterns involves counting the correct and incorrect
instances among the extracted pairs with every pattern pi. The counting
process involves labelling the extracted instances as either a positive or a
negative example of the target relation.
One way to label the semantic relation between the extracted word pairs
is to use the WordNet relations and examples. But since the WordNet is an
incomplete knowledge base, then the chance of missing correct instances is
high. In fact, this causes lots of false negative instances to occur among the
instances, and thus, it affects the evaluation precision and recall scores.
Another simple way to evaluate patterns for selection purposes is to use
their occurrence frequencies as the following section explains.
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5.2.1.2 Selection based on Pattern Frequency
A common way of pattern selection is to select the most frequent patterns in
the corpus that are surrounding the relation instances. Some previous studies
proposed selecting only the top N or N frequent patterns after sorting the
patterns frequencies in descending order. Other studies proposed setting up
a static number or threshold τ and only select a pattern whose occurrence
frequency is over the threshold τ .
An example of selecting patterns based on frequency is the work by
Lobanova et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2010) which mainly observed how
often and in what context a pattern occurs in the corpus. Their proposed
approach computes a score Si (equation 5.4) by estimating the probability of
a pattern pi to co-occur with relation instances. To select the pattern it must
generate the score of over a static threshold τ . A threshold is defined as an
arbitrary number: such as Lobanova et al. (2010) set a selection threshold
τ = 0.02 to discard pattern S scores below it.
Si =
∑
f(patterni, pairj)
f(patterni)
> τ (5.4)
Applying this frequency based selection model on the symmetric pattern
(both X and Y), we found that the pattern occurs 65,603 times in the SkELL
corpus and only co-occurs 68 times with the adjectival pair (hot/cold). The
result of their computation is a very small score of pattern reliability and
this is due to the large size of the corpus.
Sboth hot and cold =
68
65, 603
= 0.001 (5.5)
Another example of using frequency based selection is by Ravichandran
& Hovy (2002) which simply proposed using the raw pattern occurrence
frequency to select only patterns whose frequency is over a threshold (τ =
100) as shown in equation 5.6.
Another selection approach by Turney (2008) and Schwartz et al. (2015)
avoided using a static threshold τ in selecting patterns and counted the
number of times a pattern pi co-occurred with relation pairs inputs. The
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calculation results are sorted in a descending order and only k top patterns
were selected (k = 20).
Si = f(patterni) > τ (5.6)
A question has been raised about the relation between a pattern’s relia-
bility in distinguishing antonymy and its occurrence frequency. To investi-
gate the relation we applied the frequency based method on our constructed
dataset (details in chapter 4), and summarize the experiment’s results in ta-
ble 5.2. The list shows examples of the most frequent patterns in the BNC
alongside their occurrence frequency and WordNet evaluation on their ex-
tracted adjectival pairs. The column Ant refers to the number of patterns
pairs that have an antonymy relation in the WordNet, Non-ant refers to the
number of pattern’s pairs found in the WordNet but with other semantic
relations including (synonymy, meronymy, holonymy, co-hyponymy and hy-
penymy/hyponymy relations), and the last column represents the number of
pairs whose semantic relations have not been represented in the WordNet.
Table 5.2: WordNet relation evaluation on the BNC pattern pairs
Pattern Occurrence Ant Non Unknown Ant
Frequency -ant Precision
both ADJ and ADJ 3644 1053 127 2235 28.90%
between ADJ and ADJ 2053 810 99 1022 39.45%
either ADJ or ADJ 674 204 38 406 30.27%
neither ADJ nor ADJ 353 78 17 249 22.10%
with ADJ or ADJ 1138 137 126 848 12.04%
from ADJ to ADJ 588 196 69 298 33.33%
from ADJ and ADJ 483 66 49 356 13.66%
Our frequency based experiment shows that pattern with high frequency
tend to generate both antonymy and non-antonymy pairs (such as synonymy,
hypernymy/hyponymy and co-hyponymy). Although antonymy pairs tend
to show higher frequency compared to non-antonymy pairs, some antonymy
pairs tend to generate low frequency because of the limited corpus size. Thus,
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the experiment shows that there are some antonymy and non-antonymy pairs
that tend to have low and similar frequency distribution ranges such as the
antonymy pair (great/small) and synonymy pair (incapable/unwilling) which
both co-occurred 5 times in the BNC with the pattern (either X or Y). Thus,
using a static threshold to capture antonymy relation could lead to capturing
a non-antonym pair that shows high frequency or missing antonym pair that
has low frequency. Therefore, using only pattern frequency as the selection
criterion is insufficient and many frequent patterns in the corpus do not entail
high precision or high recall.
In addition, table 5.2 shows that the pattern (both X and Y) occurred
with adjective pairs over 3640 times in the BNC corpus but only around
29% of the adjectival pairs were found as antonymy examples in the Word-
Net (OMW). In contrast, the pattern (either X or Y) occurred at a lower
frequency with adjectival pairs in the BNC corpus but also has a similar
antonymy percentage (30%). Thus, setting up a threshold on pattern fre-
quency such as eliminating patterns with frequency less than 1000 would
lead to missing some good patterns and good antonymy pairs.
5.2.1.3 Selection based on Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
From information theory and statistics, Pointwise Mutual (equation 5.7) of
two independent objects X and Y measures the discrepancy between the
probability of their coincidence given their joint distribution and their indi-
vidual distributions (Cover & Thomas, 1991).
PMI(X, Y ) = log
P (X, Y )
P (X)P (Y )
(5.7)
Applying PMI on pattern selection involves measuring the association
between the individual occurrence of every pattern pi and every pair (x/y)
and their co-occurrence frequency. The equation in 5.8 computes the PMI
score for the pattern pi and the pair (xi, yi) by calculating the logarithm ratio
of their occurrence in a text corpus.
pmi(patterni, pairi) = log
|x, patterni, y|
|x, ∗, y| × |∗, patterni, ∗| (5.8)
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An example of using PMI in pattern selection is the work by Pantel &
Pennacchiotti (2006) which proposed the model Espresso: a minimally su-
pervised bootstrapping algorithm to harvest semantic relations. The task of
pattern selection is compulsory to move to the next iteration of their boot-
strap model. The Espresso selection approach is based on the value of rpi
(equation 5.9) which scores every pair and pattern by computing the average
strength of PMI (equation 5.8) association between the pair (x/y) and the
pattern pi. The computed scores are used to select the final patterns for
the next bootstrapping iteration. However, the reliability score computation
rpi is based on the previous iteration and therefore it is influenced by itera-
tion semantic drift, such that any extracted pattern that generates unrelated
relation pair will be badly effecting the next iteration in pattern extraction.
rt(i) =
∑
p∈P ′
pmi(i,p)
maxpmi
∗ rpi(p)
|P | (5.9)
5.2.1.4 Discussion
We have presented three different approaches in selecting patterns. The first
approach was by computing the precision value for every pattern to measure
the pattern accuracy in predicting antonym. The computation for this ap-
proach suffered from several issues due to the limitation of labelled examples.
As we showed earlier, WordNet has been used to label the extracted pairs
as either antonymy or non-antonymy example. However, there are lots of
true positive instances that have not been yet represented as antonyms in
the WordNet, such as (input/output) and (death/life), and therefore we need
to extend the coverage of antonym examples in the WordNet. This limita-
tion affected the precision computation and generated a very low scores as
the precision outputs ranged from 0.9% to 2%. However, we re-computed
the precision scores 5.2 for only the top 100 frequent pairs that a pattern pi
generates and the precision scores changed to a value ranged from 50% to
90%.
In addition, computing a pattern recall was challenging as computing the
recall involves counting the number of false negative instances extracted by
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the pattern. Because the WordNet can not be used to discover unrepresented
antonymy examples, the number of false negative instances can only be com-
puted by manual inspection. We solved this issue by using a set of positive
examples in the antonyms training set as the gold standard to automatically
compute the recall score (see equation 5.3). The purpose of computing the
recall is to know the pattern performance in capturing a known set of positive
examples which already existed in the corpus.
Overall, table 5.3 summarizes the relation between pattern occurrence
frequencies, precision and recall values for a few examples of extracted pat-
terns. The table also illustrates some important observations such as some
patterns have high occurrence frequencies but generate low precision and re-
call values. For instance, the pattern (with X and Y) occurred 55,946 times
in the SkELL corpus but has a precision value of 0.28. Therefore, there is
no relation between high pattern occurrence frequency and high precision
value (see figure 5.1). In addition, table 5.4 compares the pattern precision
obtained from the BNC and the SkELL corpora, and the findings show that
corpus size can reduce the precision output. The computed precision of the
pattern (Both X and Y) in the BNC and the SkELL have a big gap between
the two precision scores (74% in SkELL and 29% in BNC). The corpus size
in the BNC and the SkELL is different as the SkELL corpus contains over
one billion words and the BNC contains over 96 million words. In short, we
concluded that precision and recall are not a reliable measure for patterns
selection.
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Table 5.3: The relation between pattern frequency and the precision and
recall scores of antonymy relation obtained from SkELL corpus
Pattern Occurrence frequency Precision Recall
both X and Y 65,603 0.74 0.71
with X and Y 55,946 0.28 0.54
between X and Y 42,893 0.60 0.63
from X to Y 25,290 0.57 0.52
from X and Y 17,779 0.30 0.35
either X or Y 10,687 0.72 0.61
be X or Y 7,072 0.67 0.47
X and not Y 5,220 0.17 0.17
neither X nor Y 4,517 0.52 0.36
X but not Y 3,383 0.10 0.08
more X than Y 2,998 0.01 NS
whetherX or Y 2,866 0.89 0.41
Figure 5.1: Pattern frequency over adjectival pairs in SkELL and BNC corpus
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Table 5.4: A comparison between the precision values of the extracted pattern
from the BNC and the SkELL corpus
Pattern SkELL BNC
both X and Y 0.74 0.29
between X and Y 0.60 0.39
either X or Y 0.72 0.30
neither X nor Y 0.52 0.22
with X or Y 0.28 0.12
from X to Y 0.57 0.33
from X and Y 0.30 0.14
In conclusion, the previous proposed selection methods made different at-
tempts in selecting reliable patterns by measuring the pattern performance
in predicting positive instances. Although these approaches show a good
evaluation in distinguishing their target relations, applying these approaches
to predicting antonymy has shown many limitations. This is due to the is-
sue that antonym patterns can generate both antonymy and other semantic
relations including co-hyponymy, synonymy and many other unknown re-
lations that not discovered by the WordNet (OMW). However, considering
the association between the extracted pattern and the positive and negative
instances has not been examined yet as an alternative selection strategy for
antonymy patterns. Using both positive and negative instances in measuring
patterns can show the pattern true reliability and effectiveness in predicting
positive pairs with the influence of negative pairs. Ultimately, we choose the
patterns that generate the highest accuracy scores in terms of predicting the
correct instance’s relation.
We proposed a new selection approach inspired by Turney (2002) in mea-
suring the pattern confidence score in terms of predicting negative and pos-
itive antonymy relations which mainly presented to solve the false negative
problems as described in the following section.
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Another method to select reliable patterns is to use an unsupervised classi-
fier model to classify each pattern to be either an instance of a positive or
a negative pattern. Snow et al. (2005) proposed using a binary classifier on
every extracted dependency pattern to test if the pattern produces useful
information on an unseen hypernym/hyponyms noun pairs. A pattern clas-
sifier in equation 5.10 classifies the input patterns as either a positive pattern
if at least a positive instance co-occurs once with the pattern (f(pi) = 1), or
a negative pattern if it is unable to recognize the instance (f(pi) = 0).
f(pi) =
{
1 if pi > 0
0 otherwise
(5.10)
Moreover, we found that the problem of pattern evaluation and selection
is similar to the problem of computing the semantic orientation of a review
towards positive or negative polarity. The work by Turney (2002) proposed
using an unsupervised classifier to determine a review orientation by mea-
suring its association with a set of reference words. The reference words can
be either from a positive set such as (good, brilliant, fantastic, etc.) or a
negative set such as (bad, ugly, poor, etc.). The input to the classifier is the
review vector and the output of the classifier is either recommended (thumbs
up) or not recommended (thumbs down) review. The classification function
uses the PMI in Information Retrieval represented in equation 5.11 which
calculates the semantic orientation of a phrase as the mutual information
between the given phrase and positive words such as excellent minus the mu-
tual information between the given phrase and negative words such as poor.
The classification output of a review is either recommended if the average se-
mantic orientation of its phrases is greater than zero or not recommended if
its average semantic orientation is less than zero. The reported classification
accuracy ranges from 84% to 66% on automobile and movie reviews.
PMI − IR(phrase) = log2hits(phrase NEAR good) hits(bad)
hits(phrase NEAR bad) hits(good)
(5.11)
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Similarly, computing the semantic orientation of every pattern towards
positive or negative pairs provides identifying patterns that are more likely
to associate with negative pairs than positive ones and vice versa. In this
section, we propose using an unsupervised pattern classifier to classify every
extracted pattern pi to be either a positive, a neutral or a negative pat-
tern. The classifier uses equation 5.12 to compute the average occurrence
association between positive instances such as (bad/good), (new/old) and
(big/small), and negative instances such as (clear/distinct), (great/good) and
(right/proper) obtained from the training set. To do so, we represent every
pattern pi in the pattern set as a vector of positive and negative co-occurrence
binary hits between a pairs set’s instances and pattern pi.
f(pi) = log2
∑
f(pi, positive)∑
f(pi, negative)
(5.12)
Equation 5.12 is a log-odds ratio between positive and negative associa-
tion hits. We also add 1 to the total frequencies to avoid division by zero.
The proposed selection model was applied to the extracted patterns and
the results were sorted in descending order as shown in table 5.5, 5.6 and
5.7. The numerator
∑
f(pi, positive) of the fraction computes the number
of positive pairs that co-occurred with the pattern pi, while the denominator∑
f(pi, negative) is the number of negative instances that co-occurred with
pattern pi. For example, the pattern (either X or Y) has co-occurred with
50 positive pairs and 10 negative pairs as shown in equation 5.13.
f(eitherXorY ) = log2
∑
f(eitherXorY, positive)∑
f(eitherXorY, negative)
= log2
50
10
= 0.698
(5.13)
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Figure 5.2: The representation of pair vector and pattern vector
The input to the pattern classifier is a pair vector; a sequence of co-
occurrence hits between a certain pair (xn, yn) and every pattern pi in the
pattern set Pi. To obtain the pattern feature vector V (pi), we transpose
every pair vector ~V (xn, yn) by converting a single pattern column to a row
as represented in equation 5.14. Every row in figure 5.2 represents the pat-
tern co-occurrence hits with all pair instances including the positive and the
negative relations.
~V (x, y)T = ~V (pi) (5.14)
5.3.1 Classifier Output
The output of equation 5.12 represents the pattern’s orientation on the y axis
as shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4. The output of the pattern’s log orientation
can be classified into three classes as shown in equation 5.15 to identify
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antonymy relation as either: positive, negative and neutral patterns as in
the following:
Figure 5.3: Pattern log scores classification
positive
Class(pi) =

positive if f(pi) > 0
neutral if f(pi) = 0
negative if f(pi) < 0
(5.15)
• Positive Antonymy Patterns
A positive pattern is one shows greater association with positive pairs
than negative pairs. For example, the pattern (between X and Y) co-
occurred with 24 positive pairs and 5 negative pairs such as (between
good and bad) and (between warm and hot). The calculation of the
pattern score in equation 5.16 shows a positive value 0.681 which is
greater than zero and indicates that the pattern might provide useful
information on antonymy.
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f(BetweenXandY ) = log2
24
5
= 0.681 (5.16)
• Neutral Antonymy Patterns
A neutral pattern is a pattern which shows equal association with posi-
tive and negative instances. The class neutral indicates that the pattern
can not distinguish between antonymy and non-antonymy pairs and
therefore would not provide a useful evidence to capture antonymy re-
lations. For example, the pattern (not as X and Y) co-occurred with
two positive pairs and two negative pair such as (not as black and
white) and (not as big and heavy) and the calculation of the pattern
orientation score shows the value of 0 as shown in equation 5.17
f(notasXandY ) = log2
2
2
= 0 (5.17)
• Negative Antonymy Patterns
A negative pattern is a pattern which shows greater association with
negative pairs than positive pairs. The computation of the pattern
scores in equation 5.18 gives always a negative values < 0. For instance,
the pattern (a very X and Y) has been associated with four negative
pairs and one positive pair such as (a very black and white) and (a very
simple and easy), (a very young and inexperienced). The calculation of
the pattern score gives a negative output.
f(averyXandY ) = log2
1
4
= −0.2 (5.18)
A known limitation in a logarithm function is the inability to compute
negative values. However, since the co-occurrence hits are either zero or
greater and never present in negative values, then we found the logarithm
function is ideal to solve our problem and fits the classification model.
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Table 5.5: Examples of positive pattern log scores
Pattern
Positive
Hits
Negative
Hits
Pos/Neg Log2(Pos/Neg)
were X or Y 25 0 468 8.87
X as well as Y 15 0 160 7.32
X rather than Y 13 0 154 7.27
for both X and Y 12 0 117 6.87
that both X and Y 28 1 116 6.86
both the X and the Y 43 2 112.44 6.81
from both X and Y 11 0 108 6.75
whether X or Y 62 3 106.31 6.73
combination of X and Y 11 0 96 6.58
differences between X and Y 11 0 96 6.58
more X than Y 48 2 92.56 6.53
between the X and Y 53 3 81 6.34
either X or Y 40 3 68.33 6.09
range of X and Y 8 0 63 5.98
through X and Y 24 1 62.5 5.97
mixture of X and Y 9 0 60 5.91
between X and Y 211 12 57.82 5.85
from the X to the Y 27 2 49.78 5.64
difference between X and Y 17 1 49.5 5.63
both X and Y 183 13 47.79 5.58
distinction between X and Y 13 1 42 5.39
from X to Y 113 9 38 5.25
from X or Y 35 5 38 5.25
within X and Y 13 1 35 5.13
through the X and Y 5 0 30 4.91
contrast X and Y 13 1 28 4.81
either the X or Y 9 1 22.5 4.49
distinctive X and Y 10 0 22 4.46
worth more X than Y 6 0 21 4.39
the X division Y 4 0 20 4.32
struggle between X and Y 4 0 20 4.32
conflict between X and Y 4 0 20 4.32
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Table 5.6: Examples of negative pattern log scores
Pattern
Positive
Hits
Negative
Hits
Pos/Neg Log2(Pos/Neg)
to be X and Y 2 12 0.17 -2.58
a very X and Y 1 4 0.25 -2
was very X and Y 1 4 0.25 -2
was not X and Y 1 3 0.33 -1.58
it was X and Y 5 11 0.45 -1.14
the X value of Y 1 2 0.5 -1
of X parts of the Y 1 2 0.5 -1
among the X and Y 1 2 0.5 -1
comes X with Y 1 2 0.5 -1
centres of X and Y 1 2 0.5 -1
sales of X and Y 1 2 0.5 -1
collection of X and Y 1 2 0.5 -1
be X to Y 6 11 0.55 -0.87
stark X and Y 2 3 0.67 -0.58
the X as or Y 2 3 0.67 -0.58
room was X and Y 2 3 0.67 -0.58
only X or Y 2 3 0.67 -0.58
home X and Y 2 3 0.67 -0.58
will be X to Y 2 3 0.67 -0.58
that are X and Y 5 7 0.71 -0.49
must be X and Y 3 4 0.75 -0.42
was X and Y 21 27 0.78 -0.36
was X and Y 21 27 0.78 -0.36
looked X and Y 4 5 0.8 -0.32
been X and Y 7 8 0.88 -0.19
that X and Y 23 24 0.96 -0.06
and X and Y 41 42 0.98 -0.03
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Table 5.7: Examples of neutral pattern log scores
Pattern
Positive
Hits
Negative
Hits
Pos/Neg Log2(Pos/Neg)
a X and a Y 24 24 1 0
it X and Y 22 22 1 0
small X and Y 4 4 1 0
be in X and Y 4 4 1 0
an X and a Y 4 4 1 0
too X and Y 4 4 1 0
with X or Y 3 3 1 0
old X and Y 3 3 1 0
large X and Y 3 3 1 0
where X and Y 3 3 1 0
is an X or Y 3 3 1 0
place X and Y 3 3 1 0
down in X and Y 2 2 1 0
little X and Y 2 2 1 0
of their X and Y 2 2 1 0
wider X and Y 2 2 1 0
the X question in Y 2 2 1 0
not as X and Y 2 2 1 0
a X deal of Y 2 2 1 0
would be X and Y 2 2 1 0
of their X and Y 2 2 1 0
bedrooms are X and Y 2 2 1 0
cost X and Y 2 2 1 0
is no X or Y 2 2 1 0
should be X to Y 2 2 1 0
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Figure 5.4: The logarithm value of 750 extracted pattern from the BNC
corpus 149
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The former extraction and classification presented a useful strategy in select-
ing reliable patterns. We have shown that computing the logarithm value of
a positive and a negative co-occurrence hits provided an automatic classifi-
cation of the pattern performance in capturing antonymy. Interestingly, we
have found many patterns that have been discovered by Jones (2003) and
Davies (2012) are among the positively classified antonym patterns.
In addition, the automatic pattern extraction and classification is capable
of identifying novel patterns which yielded higher association with antonymy
instances which had not been discovered in the previous studies. For example,
the sentence: the line between what is private and what is public online
is getting increasingly blurry, shows the new pattern (what is X and what is
Y), which retrieves over 250 examples of antonymy such as (what is slow and
what is fast), (what is audible and what is visible), (what is what is real and
what is fake). Table 5.8 shows some examples of the new discovered antonym
patterns which are worth further analysing and investigation.
Table 5.8: Examples of new extracted antonym patterns
Pattern Example
however X or Y however large or small
however much or little
however good or bad
what is X and what is Y what is right and what is wrong
what is public and what is private
what is new and what is old
as sure as X follows Y as sure as day follows night
to turn X into Y to turn ordinary to extraordinary
to turn negatives to positives
to turn darkness to light
a division between X and Y a division between rich and poor
a division between middle and working-class
a division between inside and outside
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Surprisingly, we found that adjective, noun and verbs generate different
antonym patterns. The previous studies on antonym patterns used adjectives
only to extract antonym patterns. However, extracting antonym patterns
that are based on PoS provides accurate indication of relation occurrence.
Examples of adjective, verb and noun patterns are listed in table 5.9. Thus,
specifying the PoS will increase the extraction performance.
Table 5.9: Examples of different Part-of-speech patterns
PoS Pattern Example
Adjective between X and Y between black and white
both X and Y both male and female
Noun what is X and what is Y what is fact and what is myth
a matter of X and Y a matter of life or death
verb should X and Y should buy and sell
who X and Y who lived and died
In addition, the previous experiments reported that corpus size has the
main impact on pattern extraction and selection. Our experiments showed
that a pattern’s precision computed in the BNC is different to SkELL corpus
due to the difference in the corpus size. Moreover, we found that the BNC
and SkELL corpora generate different patterns with variant frequency of co-
occurrence. Therefore, generalizing a set of extracted patterns to be used in
any corpus could lead to poor relation identification.
The advantage of our approach over previous work is that we did not
limit the range of possible patterns by using predefined antonym patterns
from previous work (Jones, 2003). Our approach is capable of automatically
finding the most reliable antonym patterns in any corpus.
5.4.1 Discovering Novel Noun Attribute Patterns
The componential analysis theory by Leech (1974) states that antonymy pair
shares a certain semantic scale. Each member of an antonymy pair represents
the boundaries or shades of a semantic scale. WordNet refers to semantic
scale as the relation of noun attribute, which only links between noun synset
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and adjectival antonymy lemma pairs. Interestingly, we found some novel
patterns in discovering antonymy attributes. For example, we extracted pat-
terns that show both words (short/long) frequently co-occurred with the
noun LENGTH in the same context. The relation between short, long and
LENGTH are represented in the WordNet as the following: the relation be-
tween (short/long) is antonymy, the word short has attribute LENGTH and
the word long has attribute LENGTH.
For instance, the pair (male/female) co-occurred several times with the
word GENDER which gives an insight into a novel antonymy-attribute re-
lation representation model. However, back to the WordNet description of
attribute relation, it shows that the relation between adjectival antonymy
pairs and their noun attribute is much similar to the relation between noun
hypernym and hyponym. Thus, extracting noun attribute could identify ex-
amples of antonymy instances as well as representing them in the WordNet’s
semantic graph.
In table 5.10, we obtained examples of antonymy and attribute patterns
from the SkELL corpus. In addition, we used these patterns to generate noun
attributes of other extracted antonymy pairs in an automatic approach. We
fed our pattern extraction model with antonymy seeds examples followed an
empty noun wildcard.
Our approach is able to suggest noun candidates to an antonymy pairs.
For example, table 5.11 shows that the adjectival pair (high/low) co-occurred
in variant frequency with the nouns such as: PRESSURE, LEVEL, TIDE,
WATER, RISK, GRADE and FREQUENCY. As the WordNet represents
these nouns in an hypernym paths, we analysed the noun hypernym paths
and found that there are common paths between the nouns LEVEL and
GRADE which both share the hyponyms concept POSITION AND STA-
TUS. Another example in table 5.12 is the antonymy pair (female/male)
which co-occurred with noun candidates: SEX, GENDER, SEXUALITY,
LITERACY, VOICE, CHARACTER and PAIR. Only SEX, GENDER and
SEXUALITY have the same hypernym of BODILY PROPERTY. The last
table 5.13 shows an example of (early/late) which co-occurred with many
noun candidates that are hyponyms of the concept TIME PERIOD.
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In conclusion, it is possible to use a pattern-based approach to extract
candidates of noun attribute relations related to certain antonymy word pairs.
Nevertheless, the approach of pattern-based extraction can not nominate the
best candidates as their co-occurrence frequencies have similar distribution
range. In addition, the pattern-based shows some successfully extracted can-
didates that are already found in the WordNet such as the attribute SIZE
for the antonymy pair (big/small), COLOUR for the pair (black/white) and
GENDER for the pair (male/female). In contrast, some antonymy pairs such
as (right/wrong) show unrelated co-occurring nouns. Thus, it is expected
that the pattern-based approach works less effectively with some antonymy
pairs and therefore generates incorrect attribute candidates.
Table 5.10: Examples of the extracted attribute-antonym patterns from
SkELL corpus
Attribute Pattern Example
a X Z and a Y Z a small size and a large size
a X Z or Y Z a small size or large size
both X Z and Y Z both high level and low level
any Z, X or Y any color, black or white
of X and|or Y Z of domestic or foreign trade
of X Z and|or Y Z of good quality or bad quality
in Z from X to Y in age from young to old
in X or Y Z in female and male sex hormones
from X Z to Y Z from low grade to high grade
the X or|and Y Z of the horizontal or vertical orientation of
the Z X or Y the value true or false
either X or Y Z either short or long length
X and Y Z a horizontal and vertical orientation
between X Z and Y Z between good quality and bad quality
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Table 5.11: Attribute candidates for the pair (high/low)
Extracted Attrib Co-occ Freq Inherited Hypernym Concept
pressure 14 physical phenomenon → natural
level 10 rank → status, position
tide 8 change → happening, occurrence
water 7 fluid → matter
risk 6 danger → causal agent, cause
grade 3 rank → status, position
frequency 3 rate → magnitude,quantitative relation
Table 5.12: Attribute candidates for the pair (male/female)
Extracted Attrib Co-occ Freq Inherited Hypernym Concept
sex 47 bodily property → property
gender 21 bodily property → property
sexuality 20 bodily property → property
literacy 20 skill →ability
voice 9 sound → sound property
character 6 portrayal →acting
pair 5 two → digit → figure
Table 5.13: Attribute candidates for the pair (early/late)
Extracted Attrib Co-occ Freq Inherited Hypernym Concept
season 22 time period → fundamental quantity
evening 15 day, daytime→ time period
summer 10 season, time of year → time period
spring 9 season, time of year → time period
onset 7 beginning → happening, occurrence
autumn 7 season, time of year → time period
mortality 6 impermanence → duration, length
afternoon 2 day, daytime → time period
fall 2 season, time of year→time period
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5.5 Summary
This chapter presented our approach to extracting and selecting patterns
to distinguish antonymy relations between word pairs. We also investigated
and compared between the current pattern selection approaches such as pat-
tern frequency, pattern PMI and precision and recall scores. The chapter
illustrates the Pattern Classifier which we proposed to solve pattern selec-
tion issues and provide a robust automatic extraction method to get better
antonymy prediction over a massive pattern sets.
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Antonymy Relation Prediction
This chapter presents the formulation of antonym relation prediction as a bi-
nary classification task of antonymy relation. The classification of word pairs
extracted from the selected corpus can be assigned to one of two classes: pos-
itive class which indicates that an antonymy/opposition relation exists be-
tween the words, or negative class which indicates no antonymy or opposition
relation in between the words. We feed the constructed word pair vectors
into several supervised machine learning models and compare their classifi-
cation accuracy in order to find the most accurate algorithm. We consider
several linear and non-linear supervised classifiers including Naive Bayes, K-
Nearest Neighbour, Neural Network and Decision Trees. In addition, this
chapter discusses the impact of the selected feature set size and the selected
normalization on the model dataset.
This chapter also presents the evaluation of antonymy classifier in two
parts. The first part shows the classifier performance over 3849 word pairs
extracted from BNC and SkELL corpus. It also shows examples of new
antonymy pairs that are not found yet in WordNet. Part two shows the
evaluation on related antonymy test sets which are mainly designed for the
purpose of distinguishing between English antonymy and synonymy including
the TURN set (Turney, 2008) and the LZQZ set (Lin et al., 2003). We
compare our classification accuracy results to the previous attempts (Lin
et al., 2003; Turney, 2008) as well as the WordNet baseline.
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6.1 Function Approximation
By looking at the feature space where we generated in chapter 5, the gener-
ated feature space is considered to be high dimensional space and its features
are not correlated. The correlation between relation features xi and xj in-
volves that a linear function of f(xi, xj) can be formulated to predict the
class value y. In our feature space, the feature is independent because the
co-occurrence value of a feature is the individual observation of a pattern pi
and a pair (xi, xj) being extracted from the corpus.
Machine learning algorithms can be either a linear or a non-linear algo-
rithms. Linear regression or linear classification functions tend to find the
best function y = f(xi) that generates the best hyperplane separation be-
tween positive and negative instances in the training set. The linear function
is also parametric which means that there are a set of parameters or weights
w0, w1, ..., wn that need to be set up (equation 6.1). In contrast, the non-
linear algorithm deals with features in high dimensional space where none of
their features are correlated and non-parametric.
y = w0 · x0 + w1 · x1 + ....+ wn · xn (6.1)
6.2 Machine Learning Model Selection and
Parameter
In this section, we examined different classifiers in predicting antonymy via
Scikit-learn Machine learning in Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We split
the extracted and labelled dataset in chapter 4 into training and test sets.
In addition, we applied 10-fold cross validation on the training set which
extracts one test set for evaluation and fits the model on the remaining nine
sets in an iterative way. The aim of this part is to select the best classifier
based on its accuracy performance and robustness with test sets.
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6.2.1 Naive Bayes
The Naive Bayes NB model applies Bayes theory which deals with features
either dependently or independently. It predicts the relation class based on
the prior probability of every feature in the feature vector.
The pattern selection in section 5.3 was based on the outcomes of the
unsupervised classification for every pattern pi. Therefore, the selection of
patterns varies with each dataset. For example, using the BNC we were able
to extract over 13,000 patterns that can distinguish between antonymy and
non-antonymy pairs with variable performance. For example, some patterns
are able to identify non-antonymy examples more than antonymy examples.
For example, the pattern (X, but not Y) showed higher co-occurrence fre-
quency with non-antonymy pairs such as (I’m good, but not great).
We used the Gaussian model to represent the normal distribution of each
pattern and its conditional probability to predict either positive or negative
classes. The process involves computing the mean µ and standard deviation
σ for every pattern pi in case of its positive (see equation 6.2) and negative
(see equation 6.3) likelihood. The following formulas compute the likelihood
of a pattern to capture a positive (antonymy) or negative (non-antonym)
relations.
P (positive|pi) = P (positive)P (pi|positive)
P (pi)
(6.2)
P (negative|pi) = P (negative)P (pi|negative)
P (pi)
(6.3)
6.2.2 K-Nearest Neighbour
The classification in K-Nearest Neighbour KNN is based on a nonlinear func-
tion. One major advantage of applying KNN is that it does not make
assumptions on data distributions, and therefore it is considered to be a
non-parametric algorithm. In addition, KNN needs needs the value of the
parameter K to be determined. The value of K could generate different clas-
sification outcomes such that the performance of K = 3 is different to the
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performance of K = 11. Determining the K value is one of the disadvantages
of KNN algorithm because the value of the K reflects the classification re-
sults in terms of the closest instance. For instance, if K = 1, then the input
vector will be classified to the closest vector class, while if K = 10, then the
input vector class will be assigned to the class of the closest ten vectors.
6.2.3 Decision Tree
Decision Tree DT is one of the most popular classification algorithms which
mainly represents every feature as a tree node. Tree pruning is an important
process to achieve the best decision tree which represents the target problem
with minimal feature nodes. The process requires computing the Information
Gain for every node (feature) and computing the importance of every feature
to the whole dataset. The output of the pruning process is a dense and
small decision tree that has fewer features and better performance in relation
classification. We applied the Classification and Regression Tree algorithm
which is a binary Decision Tree that splits every variable into two values
based on a static threshold.
6.2.4 Neural Network
Recently, neural network NN algorithms show promising classification out-
put in relation extraction tasks. A NN simulates the brain’s nervous systems
in processing information and solving problems. We used a multilayer per-
ceptron which is composed of a large number of nodes connected via hidden
layers and each node represents a feature or dimension in the vector rep-
resentation. There are many advantages of using NN such as it maintains
good classification performance over complex nonlinear relationships between
dependent and independent variables.
6.2.5 Vector Normalization Scale Selection
Implementing a classification algorithm requires the vector input to be nor-
malized. The normalization aims to avoid distribution bias to one class and
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to control frequency outliers. For example, some patterns in our work gener-
ate very high frequency with some pairs but very low frequency with other
pairs from the same class. This is a result of corpus size limitation, or because
of inadequate examples of the extracted word pair in the corpus.
Three main normalizations are of particular interest which generate dif-
ferent vector scales, but all aim to measure the vector magnitude in order
to make vector values range over the scale [0,1]. Normalization also makes
the classification more feasible given the vector input as it ensures that the
classification function does not have a massive variance.
The output of a normalization is that every value xi in pair vector V (x, y)
is recalculated as in equation 6.4:
xi =
xi
norm(xi)
(6.4)
The following points explain the differences between normalizations:
• L1 Normalization:
The L1 norm in equation 6.5 is the sum of all vector vi absolute magni-
tudes xi. One advantage of using L1 norm is that it maintains robust-
ness by ignoring reacting to outliers or extreme values in the dataset.
L1 : Z = ||x||1 =
n∑
i=1
|xi| (6.5)
• L2 Normalization:
The L2 norm uses the Euclidean distance equation to measure the
distance between vector values. The equation in 6.6 is the sum of all
vector vi square root magnitudes xi. The advantage of L2 normalization
is that it maintains the stability in vector space which means changing
the number of selected features would not have a great influence on the
prediction performance.
L2 : Z = ||x||2 =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
x2i (6.6)
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• MinMax Normalization:
The MinMax norm in equation 6.7 uses the maximum and minimum
vector values to rescale vector values xi.
MixMan : xi =
xi − xmin
xmax − xmin (6.7)
6.2.5.1 Normalization Selection
We evaluate the previous norms in terms of average accuracy between four
classification algorithms including KNN, DT, NB and NN. The table 6.1
shows that changing the feature vector scale affects the classification perfor-
mance and accuracy. The table shows that MinMax norm outperforms other
norms in terms of classification accuracy performance over six models. The
following section examines the prediction accuracy over four classification
algorithms based on the MinMax normalization.
Table 6.1: A comparison between norms and their average accuracy based
on four classification algorithms (KNN:K-Nearest Neighbour, DT: Decision
Tree, NB: Naive Bayes, NN: Neural Network )
Norm Scale KNN DT NB NN Average
MinMax 0.66 0.73 0.80 0.76 0.74
L1 0.68 0.70 0.83 0.55 0.69
L2 0.68 0.72 0.83 0.68 0.73
6.2.6 Feature Vector Dimension Reduction and Eval-
uation
In chapter 5, we reviewed different strategies for pattern selection. Then, we
proposed using an unsupervised classifier model to classify every extracted
pattern into one of three classes based on their association with positive and
negative instances in the training set. As explained in section 5.3.1, the
classification output of every extracted pattern is either positive, negative
or neutral. However, the output of the classifier generates massive amount
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of positive patterns, and therefore the vector dimension size needs further
reduction.
This section aims to reduce the vector dimensions by selecting a subset
of patterns that are effective in predicting antonymy. We have experimented
with three different feature subset selections: the first selection is to choose K
patterns that are classified as positive, the second is to choose all positive pat-
terns, and the third is to choose both positive and negative patterns. In fact,
some negative patterns provide useful information in predicting antonymy,
such as the pattern (X but not Y) which co-occurred with synonymy more
than antonymy pairs, and therefore can be used as evidence of non-antonymy
relations.
• Model 1: Selecting the top K positive patterns:
The classified positive patterns are arranged in descending order of
their logarithm scores. The selection in this model is constant to the
top K positive patterns (K=200). Negative and neutral patterns are
not selected.
• Model 2: Selecting all positive patterns:
All positive patterns are selected and every generated pair vector is
represented by positive patterns only. Negative and neutral patterns
are not selected.
• Model 3: Selecting all positive and negative Patterns:
In this case we select every positive and negative extracted pattern.
Neutral patterns are not selected in this vector representation because
they do not provide useful information.
Table 6.2: A comparison between the mean accuracy scores of three feature
selection models in NB and NN classifiers
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
NB 0.73 0.73 0.57
NN 0.72 0.69 0.61
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Table 6.2 shows the results of the model accuracy over two classifiers:
NB and NN. The comparison shows that model 1, which selects K positive
patterns (k=200), has shown the highest accuracy compared to other models
(see figure 6.1). It also shows that the classification accuracy when repre-
senting positive patterns only is over 70%, while it dropped to below 61%
when representing negative patterns in feature vectors. Therefore, we choose
the top 200 positive patterns in representing the feature vectors.
Figure 6.1: A comparison between the models’ performance on feature size
selection
We apply the former presented four classification models on two con-
structed datasets: the first dataset extracted from the BNC, and the second
extracted from the SkELL corpus.
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6.3 Classification Results on BNC and
SkELL
This section presents the evaluation of two supervised classifiers: NB and
NN. We used two datasets of word pairs belonging to identical syntactical
classes (adjective/adjective), (noun/noun) and (verb/verb). The first dataset
is extracted from the SkELL corpus and has 3011 word pairs. The second
dataset is extracted from the BNC and has of 838 word pairs. These word
pairs are unique and not redundant. For example the extraction only keeps
one pair of the examples: (input/output) and (output/input).
In addition, we use two metrics to evaluate the prediction performance
over test sets: the mean accuracy and the standard deviation. Mean accu-
racy is the average of accuracy generated by the cross validation with ten
folds portioning where each partition is composed of 10% of the training set.
The output of model validation generates an accuracy value for every por-
tion, and thus the result is ten different prediction accuracy values. Mean
accuracy computes the average of the ten computed accuracy values, while
the standard deviation expresses the amount of variation between the ten
fold accuracy values. A good standard deviation shows low variation be-
tween values accuracy which indicates that accuracy values are in a similar
range. A model with the highest mean accuracy and lowest standard devia-
tion is selected. In addition, there is no previous work on extracting English
antonymy pairs from the BNC and the SkELL corpus to compare with.
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
(6.8)
The numerator of equation 6.8 is composed of the correctly classified
positive TP and negative TN instances. The denominator represents the
whole classified dataset which is composed of both correctly classified positive
TP and negative instances TN, and incorrectly classified positive FP and
negative instances FN.
The outcomes of applying the NB classifier on the training set generated
a classification accuracy on average of 73%. In theory, the Gaussian NB
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algorithm assumes that the frequency distribution over patterns (features)
follows the normal (Gaussian) distribution. The normal distribution of train-
ing data is vital to compute the mean and standard deviation values for every
feature in the feature set. The outcomes of pair vectors showed many features
generate more low than high frequency of pair co-occurrence. Although the
vector values are normalized, the data distribution of some features is skewed
towards the value of zero. In fact, although some features are not normally
distributed they are less sensitive to NB because the training set has a bal-
anced examples of positive and negative classes. Table 6.3 shows examples of
mean and standard deviation values of patterns computed to the normalized
co-occurrence frequency of positive and negative instances. In general, the
value of a patterns mean shows higher values in positive instances than neg-
ative instances, and therefore NB is capable of distinguishing positive and
negative word pairs.
Table 6.3: The mean and standard deviation of some patterns extracted from
SkELL corpus
Pattern Feature Negative Positive
(0.5) (0.5)
(of x versus x) mean 0 0.625
std. dev. 0.1667 0.9404
(in a x but x) mean 0 0.225
std. dev. 0.1667 0.5238
(significantly x at x) mean 0 0.2667
std. dev. 0.2222 0.8537
(is x compared to x) mean 0.14 0.56
std. dev. 0.6859 1.4277
(a x rather than a x) mean 0.0964 1.1893
std. dev. 0.3386 2.0609
In addition, we applied a DT algorithm to the antonymy classification
problem. The DT has many advantages over classifying high dimensional
vectors, such as it removes features or patterns that provide less useful in-
formation. Also, it reduces the size of the classifier model to increase the
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processing speed and reduce the required space storage. In contrast, DT
uses a set of conditions to check whether a co-occurrence frequency value is
over or below a computed threshold. The results in figure 6.2 show that only
two patterns have been used as features and the remaining 200 features were
removed as they showed less information gain towards positive and nega-
tive instances. Although the two selected patterns work accurately with the
training set examples, generalizing these two patterns to other unseen ex-
amples is not enough in capturing the co-occurrence frequency and therefore
reduces the prediction accuracy.
Figure 6.2: A constructed DT model on SkELL word pairs
Overall, we found that NB and NN classifiers have the highest accuracy in
classifying antonymy. As shown in table 6.4, the comparison between mean
accuracy and standard deviation between the four selected algorithms on the
BNC showed that the best model was NN with a mean accuracy of 72% and
standard deviation of 8%. In contrast, the best classifier model on the SkELL
corpus was NB with a mean accuracy of 82% and standard deviation of 12%.
On average, NN and NB have an accuracy of 72% and 73% respectively (see
figure 6.3).
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Table 6.4: Classifiers Accuracy on adjectival pairs obtained from the BNC
and the SkELL corpus
Corpus Statistics NB DT NN KNN
BNC Mean Accuracy 0.66 0.70 0.72 0.69
Standard Deviation 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.10
SkELL Mean Accuracy 0.82 0.68 0.72 0.62
Standard Deviation 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.18
Average Mean Accuracy 0.73 0.69 0.72 0.65
Standard Deviation 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.14
Figure 6.3: Accuracy comparison in identifying antonyms in four classifiers
6.3.1 New Antonymy Pairs
Getting the right prediction over unseen pairs is the ultimate goal of this type
of machine learning model. During the model creation, we split our dataset
into 10 folds for cross validation which mainly shuﬄes the dataset randomly
and splits it into ten smaller pair sets. The process randomly holds out one
set to be the test set and the remaining sets are used for training and fitting
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the model. The evaluation of the created model as shown in the previous
section is based on the unseen test set (table 6.4).
However, we applied the antonymy classifier on unseen pair examples
obtained from the BNC and the SkELL corpus. As we discussed in chapter
4, some extracted word pairs such as (verbal/non-verbal) and (input/output)
do not exist in the WordNet and thus have been labelled as unrelated, and
also some opposite pairs such as (sweet/savory) and (monthly/quarterly) have
been labelled as co-hyponyms by the WordNet. We use these examples to
classify them via the NB model. The results of classification showed that
360 unique examples obtained from SkELL corpus have been classified as
antonymy. Also, it classified 188 pair examples obtained from the BNC as
antonymy.
Table 6.5: Results of the extracted and classified antonyms in the BNC and
SkELL corpus
Corpus Extracted Pairs Classified Ant. New Ant. WordNet Ant.
SkELL 3011 360 137 223
BNC 838 188 71 117
Total 3849 548 208 340
6.3.2 Theoretical Classification of the Classified
Antonymy Pairs
The opposition classifications in chapter 2 presented useful guidance to clas-
sify whether a word pair holds an opposite or non-opposite relationship.
In this chapter, we show that our proposed antonymy classifier is able to
extract examples of novel English opposite pair that is not found in the
English WordNet. Although these pairs show semantic opposition, judging
their relationship was a non-trivial task. Therefore, we use the opposition
classifications in chapter 2 to justify the predicted class.
We investigated the types of classified antonymy extracted by our
Antonymy Classifier model as compared to the theoretical classification
of antonymy which is discussed in the literature. We found that the
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classification of the extracted antonymy pairs are not limited to canonical
and non-canonical antonymy but goes beyond this to include incompatible
and context-dependent pairs of opposites. In particular, we found some
interesting examples belonging to the following classifications:
• Gradable antonymy: such as (good/evil), (short-term/long-term).
• Non-gradable antonymy: such as (dead/wounded), (non-verbal/verbal).
• Multiple incompatibles: such as (monthly/quarterly), (weekly/biweekly).
• Binary taxonomy: such as (serial/parallel), (manual/automatic)
• Context-dependent opposite: such as (smarter/harder), (wear/tear).
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Table 6.6: Examples of classified word pairs from the SkELL corpus
Opposite pairs Opposite pairs
(bright/dark) (full/half)
(fresh/frozen) (gay/bisexual)
(civil/military) (general/special)
(classical/modern) (gentle/firm)
(conscious/subconscious) (good/poor)
(corresponding/different) (great/small)
(current/past) (happy/sad)
(current/potential) (historical/contemporary)
(domestic/international) (inbound/outbound)
(due/unexpected) (intimate/distant)
(due/excessive) (lesbian/bisexual)
(early/mid) (less/many)
(elementary/secondary) (lower/last)
(equal/different) (manual/automated)
(ethnic/religious) (medieval/modern)
(existing/future) (mid/late)
(mild/profound) (physiological/psychological)
(mild/severe) (possible/difficult)
(minor/important) (possible/unlikely)
(minor/significant) (present/former)
(moderate/large) (primary/general)
(more/few) (prior/subsequent)
(movable/immovable) (quick/easy)
(narrow/deep) (real/potential)
(national/global) (real/simulated)
(natural/synthetic) (real/imaginary)
(natural/man-made) (real/fictional)
(near/distant) (real/fake)
(new/used) (real/fictitious)
(next/previous) (same/opposite)
(open/private) (sensitive/unclassified)
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Table 6.7: Examples of new antonyms pair extracted from the BNC which
do not exist in the WordNet (NA: Not Available in the WordNet)
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Table 6.8: Examples of new antonyms pair extracted from the BNC which
do not exist in the WordNet (NA: Not Available in the WordNet)
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6.3.3 Challenges and Limitations:
Although the performance of the antonymy classifier on the BNC and the
SkELL corpus was positive, we have addressed several limitations on this
work as discussed in the following points:
• Corpus size limitation:
In this work, corpus size has the main impact on the classification
output. As table 6.5 shows, only 548 of high frequency pairs (14%)
out of 3849 extracted pairs have been classified as antonyms. The
remaining 3301 pairs have not been classified due to the insufficient
examples of the pairs in the corpus.
This is caused by the absence of word co-occurrence tendency due to the
corpus size limitation. Unfortunately, this work is unable to predict the
relation of word pairs that do not have sufficient sentences and patterns
in the corpus. Therefore, some opposite word pairs which show low co-
occurrence frequency are classified as negative.
• Validation issues:
Another limitation in this work is the validation process on the classified
antonyms. Part of the classified word pairs were found in the WordNet
which gives a positive validation of the classifier. WordNet showed 340
examples as antonyms, but 208 examples were new and not encoded
yet in the WordNet. A sample of the invalidated antonym pairs is pre-
sented in table 6.6. However, we manually validated these 208 examples
and found that many examples are correct such as (bright/dark), (clas-
sical/modern) and some results are incorrect such as (quick/easy) and
(due/unexpected).
In tables 6.7 and 6.8, we compared the extracted antonyms and
their actual antonyms in the WordNet. For example, the pair
(ancient/modern) has not been found in the WordNet but their
members have already antonymy pairs such as (ancient/present)
and (modern/non-modern). We also used our labelling algorithms
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explained in chapter 4 to label these pairs. For example, the labelling
algorithms can infer that (ancient/modern) is opposite if there is a
synonym relation between the words (ancient/non-modern) and be-
tween (present/modern). However, we still have encountered incorrect
pairs such as (deaf/blind), (quick/easy) and more.
Validating the extracted antonyms is vital especially in using them to
extend the WordNet coverage. However, we stopped at this point and
suggest the work of antonymy validation for the future. We also suggest
improving our proposed labelling algorithms to get a faster validation
results such as using an crowed sourcing system or the active learning
approach to validate a large number of antonym examples.
6.4 Model Evaluation on Related Test Sets
In this section, we compare our model performance on classifying antonymy
with two related test sets. We present accuracy comparison with previous
related work on distinguishing antonymy relation for which published results
are already available on the published paper by Turney (2011) and Lin et al.
(2003). In addition, we compare our results to the baseline of antonymy and
synonymy relations in WordNet.
6.4.1 Test sets
This section describes the related test sets as the following:
• TURN set by Turney (2008)
The first dataset TURN1 consists 89 examples of antonym pairs and 47
examples of synonym pairs. Table 6.9 shows some examples of noun,
adjective and verb pairs which were extracted from several ESL web-
sites for teaching English as a second language.
1http://saifmohammad.com/WebDocs/TURN.txt
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• LZQZ set by Lin et al. (2003)
The second dataset LZQZ1 consists of 80 noun antonymy pairs and
80 noun synonymy pairs extracted from the Webster Collegiate The-
saurus. The presentation of LZQZ is a set of questions of synonymy or
antonymy relations as shown in table 6.10.
Table 6.9: Examples of Turney (2011) test set
word pair class
(degenerate/improve) Antonymy
(big/small) Antonymy
(fantastic/awful) Antonymy
(dry/wet) Antonymy
(sad/happy) Antonymy
(shed/keep) Antonymy
(terrific/terrible) Antonymy
(dead/alive) Antonymy
(wonderful/terrible) Antonymy
(wonderful/terrific) Synonymy
(sad/miserable) Synonymy
(expensive/costly) Synonymy
(big/large) Synonymy
(genuine/proven) Synonymy
(huge/vast) Synonymy
(fantastic/wonderful) Synonymy
(glad/happy) Synonymy
1http://saifmohammad.com/WebDocs/LZQZ.txt
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Table 6.10: Examples of Lin et al. (2003) test set
word pair class
(ability/inability) Antonymy
(abundance/scarcity) Antonymy
(admiration/hatred) Antonymy
(adult/child) Antonymy
(advantage/disadvantage) Antonymy
(joy/sorrow) Antonymy
(backlog/stockpile) Synonymy
(band/group) Synonymy
(bean/noodle) Synonymy
(blockade/roadblock) Synonymy
(blueprint/strategy) Synonymy
(college/prison) Synonymy
6.4.2 Implementation and Evaluation Parameters
This section describes the two related models for distinguishing between
antonymy and synonymy:
• The PairClass Model:
Turney (2008) proposed the PairClass ; a supervised classification
model based on the SVM algorithm. It aimed to distinguish between
several semantic relations including antonymy and synonymy. The
PairClass model uses a set of automatically extracted patterns which
have been selected based on their association with their source pairs.
The number of selected patterns in PairClass model is a constant to
8000 patterns.
• The Incompatible Patterns:
The main contribution in Lin et al. (2003) is to identify synonyms
among distributionally similar words including antonyms and other
semantically-related relations. Their work proposed using two textual
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patterns (from X to Y) and (either X or Y) which are called Patterns of
Incompatibility. Their hypothesis states: if a pair of words (x/y) appear
in one of these patterns then they are more likely to be semantically
incompatible and not synonyms.
Lin et al. (2003) used equation 6.9 to compute the probability of a
pair (x/y) to be either belonging to synonym or antonym category.
The equation computes the average of the co-occurrence hits between
a pair (x/y) and a selected pattern pi, where
∑ |x, ∗, y| is the total
number of documents hits returned by AltaVista search engine for the
query (X NEAR Y).
∑ |x, pi, y|+c P is total number of documents hits
returned by AltaVista for the query (either X or Y) and (from X to Y);
c in the equation refers to a small constant value (c=0.0001) to avoid
zero division in case the returned total hits co-occurrence between the
pair and the patterns is zero.
Score(x, y) =
∑ |x, ∗, y|∑ |x, pi, y|+ c (6.9)
In addition, we use four metrics to evaluate the prediction performance
over test sets: Precision in equation 5.2 , Recall in equation 5.3, F-measure
in equation 6.10 and Accuracy in equation 6.8.
F −measure = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall
(6.10)
6.4.3 Evaluation Results
Table 6.11 shows the accuracy results of the evaluation on LZQZ test set
and compares their accuracy values with the WordNet baseline. The table
shows that WordNet correctly labelled 51% of the pair set to antonymy and
synonymy. The first model is by Lin et al. (2003) which showed a precision
of 0.55, a recall of 0.61, a F-measure of .75 and an accuracy of 0.58, while
the model by Turney (2011) showed a precision of 0.55, a recall of 0.58, a
F-measure of 0.51 and an accuracy of 0.52.
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Also, we compare the results to our proposed model antonymy classifier.
As explained in this chapter, the classification results showed a similar per-
formance in NB and NN. Therefore, we compare the previous results to both
classifiers. Table 6.11 shows that the NN achieved a precision of 0.68, a recall
of 0.72, a F-measure of 0.66 and an accuracy of 0.68 which is considered to
be the best result among the other models and the baseline output.
Table 6.11: LZQZ Test set Evaluation
P R F ACC
Baseline:
a. WordNet 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51
Related work:
a. Lin et al. (2003) 0.55 0.61 0.75 0.58
b. Turney (2011) 0.55 0.52 0.53 0.52
Our Antonymy Classifier
a. NB 0.54 0.58 0.51 0.67
b. NN 0.68 0.72 0.66 0.68
Table 6.12 shows the accuracy results of the evaluation on TURN test set.
WordNet correctly labelled 37% of the pair set to antonymy and synonymy.
The first model is by Lin et al. (2003) which showed a precision of 0.43, a
recall of 0.23, a F-measure of 0.30 and an accuracy of 0.35, while the model
by Turney (2011) showed an a precision of 0.12, a recall of 0.40, a F-measure
of 0.19 and an accuracy of 0.25 which are lower than Lin’s model.
Also, we compare the results to our proposed model antonymy classifier.
As explained in this chapter, the classification results showed a similar per-
formance in NB and NN. Therefore, we compare the previous results to both
classifiers. Table 6.12 shows that the NN achieved a precision of 0.53, a recall
of 0.51, a F-measure of 0.45 and an accuracy of 0.63 which are also considered
to be the best result among the other models and the baseline output.
In addition, we test the statistical significance of both datasets using the
Chi-Square statistic. The tests results show that TURN has a Chi-Square
value of 72.0671 and a p value of 0.00001 which is below the threshed 0.05
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and therefore the result is significant. The LZQZ dataset has a Chi-Square
value of 14.7334 and a p value of 0.005287 which is slightly over the threshold
and therefore it has no statistical significance.
Table 6.12: TURN Test set Evaluation
P R F ACC
Baseline:
a. WordNet 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37
Related work:
a. Lin et al. (2003) 0.43 0.23 0.30 0.35
b. Turney (2011) 0.12 0.40 0.19 0.25
Our Antonymy Classifier
a. NB 0.55 0.54 0.53 0.59
b. NN 0.53 0.51 0.45 0.63
6.4.4 Discussion
We have applied two classification algorithms: NB and NN on the two test
sets, and the results showed that the NN model outperforms the WordNet
as well as the previous models in distinguishing antonymy. However, we
have addressed one issue in applying the model which we found in the co-
occurrence frequency limitation caused by the corpus size.
To overcome the co-occurrence issue, we have used different English cor-
pora including the SkELL corpus and the vast English TenTen to extract
textual patterns showing both words of a pair inside the sentence boundaries.
However, although SkELL corpus has over billion words and English TenTen
has over 10 billion words, many word pair examples such as (joy/sorrow),
(partition/comprehension) in both test sets either generated zero or very low
co-occurrence (less than 50 hits). Thus, we can not get sufficient patterns
of the tested pair. As a result, the generated vector space was highly sparse
and generated less useful information about the relation. In future work,
we suggest using the Web as corpus, such as using search engine google or
AltaVista, to extract patterns from the Web.
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6.5 Summary
We described in this chapter the research experiments on selecting and eval-
uating a machine learning model to identify antonymy relations in a textual
corpus. The process of model creation examined several classification models
including KNN, NB, NN and DT models. In addition, we showed that NB
and NN outperform other models in identifying antonyms in the BNC and
the SkELL corpus.
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Chapter 7
Model Application: Antonymy
in Arabic Corpora
This chapter presents two extraction experiments and discusses the predic-
tion results of our antonymy classifier on capturing Arabic antonymy patterns
and antonym pairs. Both experiments use the Sketch Engine corpus query
tool which provides plenty of Arabic corpora of different sizes and annota-
tions as shown in table A.3. The first experiment aims to extract antonym
pairs found in Arabic corpora, while the second experiment aims to bridge
the gap between English and Arabic antonymy by using parallel corpora. It
aims to link between the extracted Arabic and English antonymy patterns
and pairs, which has many applications such as extending antonymy coverage
in the WordNet.
Our proposed antonymy extraction model is language-adaptive, which
requires only adapting the input text and specifying the language and the
tagging sets parameter. We use the Arabic corpus from the TenTen family
by Belinkov et al. (2013) which consists of a sample size of over 115 million
words tagged by the MADA tool. The purpose of this experiment is to
test our proposed antonym classifier model performance on capturing Arabic
antonymy. As we showed in the previous chapters, the model uses lexico-
syntactic patterns to generate word pairs of identical PoS tags. In addition,
the model uses the OMW to label the extracted pairs. The OMW has 150
languages including Arabic which are linked to the English words.
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The first version of the Arabic WordNet (AWN 1.0) was designed by a team
of specialists at the University of Manchester Black et al. (2006); Elkateb
et al. (2006a,b). The design of the Arabic WordNet was based on the PWN
synset representation. The construction approach used the Interlingual In-
dex resource to link between synsets in English and Arabic. In addition, the
Suggested Upper Merged Ontology has been used to extend over 1000 hierar-
chical concepts by translating them to Arabic. These translated synsets were
established manually by a team of Arabic linguists and translation specialists.
Following the AWN first release is the Arabic named entities version
(AWN 2.1) which covers relations like locations, persons and organizations
have been added to the AWN. These extensions have been made by estab-
lishing correspondences between Arabic Wikipages that show named entities
in PWN and English Wikipages. The work reported challenges in finding
counterpart Arabic Wikipages for extracted English Wikipages. The re-
sults achieved the extension of 3,854 Arabic NEs to the AWN (Alkhalifa
& Rodr´ıguez, 2009).
Another extension project was by Abouenour et al. (2013) which aims
to enhance the Arabic question/answering system performance by extending
the coverage of NEs, verbs and nouns in Arabic WordNet. The extension is
based on the YAGO ontology which contains over three million named enti-
ties, were translated to Arabic using the Google translator API. Moreover,
verbs in the English VerbNets translated to Arabic using sense disambigua-
tion assignment. In addition, 459 hyponym instances have been correctly
extracted and used to extend to AWN. The hyponym extraction was accom-
plished by using a pattern-based approach. However, the patterns used in
the extraction did not involve the bootstrapping method, and the experiment
stopped at only 20 hits in the Yahoo search engine API. Synset extensions
added only 5.2% to the AWN synsets as shown in table 7.1. The last AWN
extension is still considered a low-coverage resource as it removes Arabic
synsets that have no English synsets counterparts. In terms of AWN us-
ability, their Arabic question/answer system has reported better precision
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following the extension, achieving a precision of 26.76% (Abouenour et al.,
2008).
Table 7.1: Arabic WordNet versions
Version Synsets Words
AWN 1.0 (Elkateb et al., 2006a) 9,698 21,813
AWN 2.1 (Alkhalifa & Rodr´ıguez, 2009) 11,269 23,841
OMW 3.0 (Abouenour et al., 2010; Bond & Foster, 2013) 9,916 17,785
As shown in table 7.1, the construction of the three versions shows over
9,698 Arabic synsets, 17,758 words. In addition, AWN synset representation
in version (1.0) and (2.1) is based on PWN 2.0 which has four main compo-
nents: an Item is the synset, a word is the word sense, a form is the entity
and root and a Link is the relation between items.
Table 7.2 shows a comparison between the number and type of antonymy
examples in three Arabic WordNet versions. The first and second version
were constructed manually encoded and contain only 14 antonym pairs in
the first version (1.0) and 361 near-antonym pairs (indirect antonyms) in
the second version (2.1). In contrast, the last version of Arabic WordNet
(OMW 3.01) shows a translated English antonyms to Arabic using a machine
translation model and the statistic yielded over 15,094 examples of indirect
antonym pairs.
Table 7.2: Antonym coverage in Arabic WordNet versions
Version Antonyms Near Antonyms
AWN 1.0 Elkateb et al. (2006a) 14 0
AWN 2.1 Alkhalifa & Rodr´ıguez (2009) 0 361
OMW 3.0 Bond & Foster (2013) 0 15,094
Overall, the statistics in AWN (1.0) showed a low coverage in terms of the
number of words, synsets and semantic relations. This low coverage is due to
the manual approach was used in constructing the first version of the AWN.
1http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/omw
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However, the second version of AWN adapted a semi-supervised approach
in semantic relation construction. The coverage of the Named Entities has
been extended by translating the English NEs to Arabic. Furthermore, the
coverage of hypernym/hyponym relations and entities was extended by a
pattern-based approach. The extracted entities and concepts were reviewed
by expert Arabic linguists before the release of the version 2.1. However,
the last update 3.0 was released under the OMW project, and it still suffers
low precision and coverage of words and relations. As stated by the OMW
website, only 47% of the actual Arabic WordNet has been released. OMW
rejected Arabic synsets that have no corresponding synsets in PWN, i.e. 53%
of the WordNet is not mapped to English synsets. These unmapped synsets
include religion and Arabic cultural concepts.
Arabic WordNet has many applications in Natural Language Processing.
The literature shows a steady increase in using Arabic WordNet in many
Arabic language applications. There are many studies which use Arabic
WordNet such as using WordNet in query expansion by expanding Arabic
query words through adding synonyms. Studies by Brini et al. (2009) and
Abouenour et al. (2013) reported a notable improvement in including Word-
Net synsets with the query keywords. Another application of the WordNet is
to improve semantic indexation in information retrieval such as replacing the
traditional document indexing systems with the hypernym concepts of the
document keywords (Abderrahim et al., 2013). Detecting plagiarised docu-
ments can be also improved by merging WordNet synsets such as substitut-
ing synonym terms and calculating the similarity distance between two terms
(Menai, 2012). Last but not least, WordNet can improve Arabic sentiment
analysis. Mahyoub et al. (2014) exploited Arabic WordNet as a resource of
lexical and semantic terms and relationships and used relations such as near
synonyms, near antonyms, related to. However, Arabic WordNet has many
issues in terms of relation representation and synsets coverage which badly
impact on natural language applications, and thus further investigation and
improvement is needed.
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We addressed some issues in the last version of Arabic WordNet published by
the OMW 3.0. These issues are found in the version available in the NLTK
corpus package (python 3.0) named as wordnet.
• Script diacritics:
The available Arabic words in the OMW are presented with diacritics.
Using diacritics solves the problem of polysemy by making a words
sense more obvious. However, the user will not get a result for the
query unless diacritics are provided with the entered Arabic keyword.
However, knowing the right diacritics is difficult for native speakers,
thus we removed the diacritics from Arabic synsets to achieve better
matching.
• Antonymy Representation:
The Arabic antonymy representation in the OMW is totally different
to the English antonymy. OMW show antonymy in a synset to synset
level or n-to-n words relation instead of word-to-word relations. This
caused unreliable antonymy relations as it shows all synsets members
as antonyms and creates a massive number of possible antonym word
pairs. We found that there are over 15,000 Arabic antonym word pairs
linked to the most similar English lemmas. For example, the lemma
small has been assigned to two Arabic words (ø
 Qêm.×,
J
 ¯ X) and given
the same synsets id (offset number) and more examples are below:
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English offset Arabic English offset Arabic
large 01382086 Q
J.» small 01391351 ø
 Qêm.×,
J
¯ X
hot 01247240 	á 	kA cold 01251128 XPAK. ,QKA 	¯
Bond & Foster (2013) translated English words to Arabic and computed
their similarity based on some proposed factors and only Arabic synsets
with high similarity scores are presented. Despite their high similarity
measurement, there are many Arabic word suggestions where none of
theme are true or canonical antonymy. The true canonical antonym of
the word (large) is Q
 	ª and of the word cold is PAg but these were not
presented among the suggestions as shown in the following example.
English offset Arabic English offset Arabic
large 01382086 Q
J.» small 01391351 Q
 	ª
hot 01247240 	á 	kA,PAg cold 01251128 XPAK. ,QKA 	¯
In addition, the proposed translation model (Bond & Foster, 2013)
failed to represent antonym pairs belonging to different senses or poly-
semy such as the (lie) in the antonym pair (sit/lie) has been translated
to H.
	Y» which means not saying the truth.
English offset Arabic English offset Arabic
sit 01543123 Y®ª	K @ / Êg. lie 01547001 H.
	Y» / ÊJ@
• Query words must be lemmatized:
In contrast to the PWN in showing the simplex form of English word
input, the NLTK does not lemmatize a query to match the represented
base forms in AWN. Therefore, a user must enter the exact word lemma
to get the target synset result. For example, a word with determiners
such as ( Z @Q Ë @ , rich) will get no matching results, but entering the
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lemmatized word Z @QK will fetch the word’s synset.
We re-represent antonymy in Arabic WordNet and solve the above is-
sues. The new representation of antonymy is changed to be a word to word
relation. In addition, we used two tools: MADAMIRA Arabic lemmatizer
and diacritics remover to extract Arabic lemmas and provide a non-diacritics
form of Arabic words such as the following examples:
1 large 01382086 Adj Q
J.» small 01391351 Adj ø
 Qêm.×
2 large 01382086 Adj Q
J.» small 01391351 Adj J
¯ X
3 hot 01247240 Adj 	á 	kA cold 01251128 Adj XPAK.
4 hot 01247240 Adj 	á 	kA cold 01251128 Adj QKA 	¯
1 sit 01543123 verb Y®ª	K @ lie 01547001 verb H.
	Y»
2 sit 01543123 verb Êg. lie 01547001 verb ÊJ@
7.3 Antonymy in Arabic Corpora: Initial Ex-
periment
Our first experiment on the Arabic antonymy extraction used a pattern-based
approach to generate antonym pairs from Arabic text to extend BADEA on-
tology (Alyahya et al., 2016). We used a small set of Arabic antonym seeds
to generate textual patterns co-occurring with antonyms. The conducted
experiment used three Arabic corpora to extract antonym pairs: The King
Saud University Corpus of Classical Arabic by Alrabiah et al. (2014) and
composed of 50 million tokens, the one million words Corpus of Contem-
porary Arabic by Al-Sulaiti & Atwell (2006) and King Abdulaziz City for
Science and Technology Arabic Corpus by Al-Thubaity et al. (2013).
The selection of extracted patterns was done manually which is time-
consuming. We concluded from the experiment output that Arabic patterns
can generate antonym word pairs but they also can generate other semantic
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relations such as synonymy and co-hyponym. Therefore, we need to use either
a manual approach to remove non-antonym pairs or construct a classifier to
distinguish between antonym and non-antonym pairs.
Table 7.3 shows examples of the extracted and selected patterns with a
reliability over 20%. Every pattern in this table has been used to generate
Arabic antonym pairs from three Arabic corpora as mentioned earlier. The
total of the generated antonym word pairs is 1,789 examples.
Table 7.3: Arabic antonymy patterns used in BADEA ontology
# Extracted Patterns # Extracted Patterns
1  	á« ú
æî
	DË @ ð . QÓ

B@ 2  ú

	¯ Ð

@  ú

	¯
3  ð

@  ÐñJ
Ë @ 4  èQºK
 ð  I. m'

5  ð

@  ñm 	' 6  ð

@  YªK.
7  ð

@ 	àA¿  8  ú

	¯ Bð  ú

	¯
9  ú

	¯ ð  ú

	¯
10  	áÓ  h. Q
	m'
11  Q 	k

B@ ð  AÒëYg

@ 12  	áÓ  	¬QªK

13  	á« ð  	á« 14  ð

@  	áÓ
15  YªK.  k 16  AÓ@ ð  AÓ@
17  ð

@  Yg 18  	áÓ Q
 	g 
The extracted pairs were evaluated by two native speakers and the re-
ported performance showed two scores of precision. The first precision was
extremely low and reported a score of 0.8% when using patterns based on
occurrence selection strategy in generating antonym examples as explained
in section 5.2.1.2. The second reported precision is over 27% which was
achieved by using 18 selected patterns in table 7.3. In addition, many ex-
tracted patterns were classified as idiomatic patterns which although they
captured high frequency word pairs they could only recall one example of
antonym such as the following example.
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 	á« ú
æî
	DË @ ð . QÓ

B@
Qº	JÖÏ @ 	á« ú
æî
	DË @ ð 	¬ðQªÖÏAK. QÓ

B@
7.4 Antonymy in ArTenTen Corpus
In this section, we demonstrate the application of the proposed antonymy
extraction and classification model on an Arabic corpus. We began by auto-
matically constructing the experiment’s dataset from the ArTenTen corpus
which involves generating Arabic word pair from the text. The second step is
to automatically label every extracted word pairs to be either an example of
a positive relation (i.e. antonymy) or negative relation (i.e. other semantic
relations exist) or unknown relation (i.e. there is a semantic relation between
the words but not known in the WordNet). Then, we automatically extract
and classify patterns associated with positive and negative pairs. Then, we
use the positive patterns as relation features in constructing pair vectors.
The following sections explain the conducted processes in details.
7.4.1 Dataset Construction
Our presented observations in chapter 4 showed that antonym pairs tend to
co-occur in contrastive patterns. The majority of antonym pairs co-occurred
with conjunction patterns. Therefore, we use a single conjunction pattern
(X[conj]Y ) to extract word pairs from ArTenTen. In addition, we only
extracted pairs belonging to the same PoS such as (noun/noun), (adjec-
tive/adjective) or (verb/verb). The pattern (X[conj]Y ) generates several
conjunction Arabic patterns. However, we select the most frequent conjunc-
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tion Arabic patterns such as (X ð Y, X ð

@ Y, X úÍ@ Y). Figure 7.1 shows
some examples of extracted pairs obtained from Sketch Engine.
The constructed training set has a diversity of positive and negative exam-
ples representing antonymy and other semantically-related pairs that occur
in coordinated patterns. The training set is automatically constructed from
the ArTenTen corpus. As we explained in chapter 4, the training set repre-
sents word pairs with high co-occurrence frequency which are also found in
the WordNet as either antonymy or non-antonymy.
We aimed to avoid the vector sparseness problem in pair vectors which
generate zero or very low co-occurrence frequency. For instance, the near-
antonym pair (Q
J.»/ø
 Qêm.×) is already encoded in the OMW but does not occur
in the ten billion ArTenTen corpus. In addition, one of the research aims
is to find new antonyms that have not been encoded yet in the WordNet.
We found that constructing a dataset from the corpus yielded new antonym
pairs that are not found in the Arabic WordNet such as the pair (PAg hot/
XPAK. cold).
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Figure 7.1: Arabic pairs in Sketch Engine showing antonym and synonym
relations
7.4.2 Labelling Limitations
Our labelling algorithms described in chapter 4 considers a word pair to be a
positive instance if an antonymy relation links the words in the Arabic Word-
Net. To do so, we use the Arabic antonymy relations available in the OMW.
However, we came across many issues in labelling the pairs and suggest some
solutions as described in the following points:
• Antonymy Representation in the Arabic WordNet:
The representation of antonymy relations in the OMW is different to
the PWN. Arabic WordNet shows antonymy relations between Arabic
synsets instead of lemmas or word-to-word relations. Thus, the encoded
antonymy examples are considered to be non-canonical and shows se-
mantic opposition relations more than lexical opposition relations. We
also aim to label negative instances if the word pair does not have an
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antonymy relation in the WordNet. But labelling negative instances is
also challenging as there are many of missing canonical antonym pairs
or false negative instances in the Arabic WordNet such as PAg and XPAK.
. Therefore, we consider these missing pairs as the research problem
and use them as new unseen instances to discover novel antonym pairs
that are not represented in the WordNet.
• Missing Arabic Lemmatization:
Unfortunately, both words in the Arabic WordNet and those extracted
from the ArTenTen are not lemmatized. Therefore, it is expected that
the extracted Arabic words would not match to the current Arabic
words available in the Arabic WordNet. The advantage of lemmatiza-
tion is to provide the basic and unified word form which can be used
as a representative word for the synset. For example, we extracted dif-
ferent Arabic pairs from the ArTenTen corpus which all have the same
lemma (hot, 	á 	kA ) but have different word forms such as é 	J 	kA  Ë@ ,
é 	J 	kA , 	á 	kA , 	á 	kA  Ë@. To solve this issue, we apply MADAMIRA
tagging tool (Pasha et al., 2014) on the ArTenTen corpus and Arabic
WordNet to match the lemmas of the extracted pair words.
• Arabic Diacritics:
The Arabic words in the WordNet have been represented with dia-
critics, while the script of ArTenTen corpus in Sketch Engine has no
diacritics. We solve this issue by removing the diacritics from words
in the WordNet but with risk of polysemy issues. For example, a word
can have multiple meanings and therefore it is represented in different
diacritics specified for every meaning.
Another suggested solution is to automatically label ArTenTen words
with diacritics. However, this solution can generate incorrect diacritics
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and incorrect meaning. For example, the word h. ð 	P has multiple mean-
ings, such as (be couple, pair, partner or husband) or (to join in pairs,
to double, to geminate or to give in marriage). Thus, adding incorrect
diacritics leads to issues in representing the right sense.
7.4.3 Dataset Construction Output
We have extracted 3,000 unique word pairs from the ArTenTen corpus. We
use the OMW to label the semantic relation of the extracted word pairs. How-
ever, the labelling result is negative and it shows few automatically labelled
examples of antonym and non-antonym pairs (see table 7.4). To continue
our experiment, we have to manually label more examples of positive and
negative pairs. The total labelled pairs are 50 examples of the positive class
and 50 examples of the negative class.
Table 7.4: The labelled pairs output
W1 W2 OMW relation
ÉK
ZA liquid ø
 	PA
	« gas antonyms
ù

® 	¯

@ vertical ú
æ

@P horizontal antonyms
	J
K.

@ white Xñ

@ black antonyms
iJ
m right ù£A 	g wrong antonyms
ù£A 	g wrong I. K
ZA right antonyms
ÑêÓ important ú
æA

@ essential non-antonyms
ÉÒJm× potential 	áºÒÓ possible non-antonyms
ù

®J
®k true ù
 ª
¯ @ð realistic non-antonyms
ø
 P
	X atomic ø
 ð ñ
	K nuclear non-antonyms
Q
J» many X YªJÓ multiple non-antonyms
7.4.4 Pattern Induction and Selection
This section shows the application of the automatic pattern-based method
using Sketch Engine tools to generate patterns hosting opposite pairs in cor-
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pus texts.
The previous study on Arabic antonymy extraction by Alyahya et al.
(2016) uses a pattern-based approach to generate antonym pairs. The
antonymy extraction precision shows a score between 0.8% and 27%. Thus,
the reported performance of Arabic antonymy patterns was very low which
required a human evaluator to judge the generated pairs output.
In our work, we use the training seeds to generate patterns from ArTenTen
corpus automatically. The details of our extraction approach are explained
in chapter 5. The extraction result yields over 4,500 unique patterns which
co-occur more than twice with the provided example seeds. However, using
all these patterns as features creates a high-dimensional sparse vector as the
extracted patterns show variant co-occurrence frequencies. Therefore, we
use the Pattern Classifier presented in chapter 5 to select the most effective
pattern.
7.4.5 Pattern Classifier
Intuitively, a good or reliable pattern is that mostly generates the target
relation instances with high accuracy. However, measuring the precision is a
non-trivial task as it involves judging the relation of every generated instance
and then computing the fraction of correct instances to the incorrect instances
among the pairs extracted by the pattern. Pattern selection desires patterns
that are mostly associated with the correct relation instances and have a
good occurrence frequency in the corpus.
The proposed Patterns Classifier in chapter 5 computes the semantic
orientation of every pattern towards an association with either a positive or
negative pairs association. It aims to filter patterns that are more likely to
associate with negative pairs than positive ones. The pattern classifier takes
every extracted pattern pi as input and classifies it to be either a positive,
neutral or negative pattern. The classifier uses the equations 5.12 and 5.15 to
compute the average occurrence association between positive instances and
negative instances. To do so, we represent every pattern pi in the pattern set
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as a vector of positive and negative co-occurrence binary hits between the
pair set instances and pattern pi.
Table 7.5 shows the most positive patterns which have the highest associ-
ation log scores with the positive pair examples in the training set. In addi-
tion, comparing the automatic approach in pattern selection to the manually
approach which was used in Alyahya et al. (2016) shows that the automatic
approach generated more reliable patterns. In addition, many examples of
the manual selected patterns in table 7.3 are found automatically in the
selected patterns in table 7.5. Therefore, we conclude from our results that
using the Pattern Classifier to automatically extract and select patterns pro-
vides an accurate approach which is low-cost in terms of the time and effort
spent in the manual approach.
7.4.6 Antonymy Classifier Model Evaluation
We have extracted 4,500 unique patterns from the ArTenTen corpus, but
only used the top 200 patterns as the selected relation features (explained in
chapter 6). Table 7.5 shows examples of the extracted patterns and their log
association scores with positive and negative instances.
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Table 7.5: Examples of positive patterns extracted from ArTenTen corpus
Pattern Log Scores Pattern Log Scores
 ð

@  ©Ó 2.50  B ð  B 2.00
  Qå	J« 2.50  É¾ . ð

@  É¾ . 2.00
 	áÓ  	àñºK
 2.50  ñë AÓ ð

@  ñë 2.00
 ð  È 2.50  ð

@  ÈAÓ 2.00
  	­¯ñÓ 2.50  ñê 	¯ ú
Í  É¿ 2.00
  
Ë 2.40   éK. A  2.00
 ñë ÉK.  Zú
æ
. 2.00  YªK. ð  YªK. 1.50
 ¨ñ 	ñÖÏ  Im'. 2.00  ð

@  é	K

@ 1.50
 ð

@  ú

	¯
1.75   PðX 1.33
 	áÓ  	á« 1.75   	áªÓ 1.33
  	á
K. 1.75   éK. 1.29
  ñm 	' 1.75  ð

@  É¾ . 1.25
  Yg. ñK
 1.75   ð 1.09
 	áÓ  è 	Yë 1.67   ú

	¯
1.09
 ú

	¯  É¾ . 1.67   	à

@ 1.05
 ð

@  É« 1.67  	áÓ  @ 	Yëð 1.00
 ð

@  ú

	¯
1.67   @ 	Yëð 0.90
 ð

@  Q
 	« 1.67   É¾ . 0.89
 ð

@  ½Ë 	X 1.67   ½Ë 	X 0.89
  	àA¿ 1.60  ð  é	K

@ 0.50
 ð  ð 1.60  ð

@  	­ð 0.50
  QÓ

@ 1.60  ð

@  ÉÔ« 0.50
 É«  Bð 1.50  
Ëð  A 	Jë 0.50
 ð

@  	á
K. 1.50   	àðAªK 0.33
 ð

@  Y	J« 1.50  	á
K.  ñëð 0.33
  ú

	æÓ 	P 0.33   ÐA¾m'. 0.33
 ð

@  É®	K 0.33   	àñÒ 	Ó 0.33196
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We evaluated several machine learning algorithms in chapter 6 and con-
cluded that NB and NN outperform other algorithms. In this section we
apply NB and the NN on the extracted and labelled Arabic dataset. We
used the same implementation parameters presented in the English exper-
iment in chapter 6 for this experiment. We use the MinMax scale in the
feature vector normalization and the 10 fold for cross validation evaluation.
Table 7.6 shows the outputs of the classifiers compared to the previous re-
ported output for Arabic WordNet and Alyahya et al. (2016).
Table 7.6: Evaluation on Arabic pairs classification
P R F ACC
Baseline:
a. WordNet 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
Related work:
a. Alyahya et al. (2016) 0.27 - - -
Our Antonymy Classifier
a. NB 0.52 0.54 0.34 0.54
b. NN 0.37 0.49 0.41 0.53
Table 7.6 shows a low accuracy of 0.04 in using the WordNet relations to
label the extracted pairs. The labelling results show that only ten examples
out of 3,000 pairs have been labelled as positive or negative by the Arabic
WordNet OMW. Therefore, the accuracy of the Arabic WordNet labelling in
capturing canonical antonymy is very low despite the large number of Arabic
antonym examples.
In addition, Alyahya et al. (2016) evaluated their generated pairs and re-
ported a precision improvement of 0.27 based on a manually selected patterns
set. In contrast, our experiment uses an automatic approach in selecting pat-
terns and achieved an accuracy improvement of 0.54 using a NB algorithm.
However, we classified and validated 52 examples of antonymy captured from
the ArTenTen corpus as shown in table 7.7.
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Table 7.7: Examples of positive antonym pairs
Arabic Pair English Pair Arabic pair English Pair
Q
 	ª/Q
J.» (small/big) ú

¯Qå/ú
G. Q
	« (western/eastern)
ÕËA 	£/ÐñÊ 	¢Ó (oppressor/oppressed) QëA 	£/ù

	® 	k (implicit/explicit)
I. A 	JÓ/hPAg. (suitable/offensive) YJ
k. /Zú
æ (good/bad)
Q
 	ª/¡ñJÓ (small/medium) ø
 XAÓ/ø
 ñ
	JªÓ (physical/psychological)
	ák/Zú
æ (good/bad) ù
 ÖÞ
P/ÐA« (formal/informal)
ø
 ñÊ«/É
	®

@ (top/bottom) ú
Îm
×/XPñJÓ (imported/domestic)
ú
kðP/ø
 XAÓ (physically/spiritually)
Q
J»/ÉJ
Ê¯ (few/many)
ú
«@P
	P/ú
«A
	J (industrial/agricultural) Õç'
Y
¯
/YK
Yg. (old/new)
I¯ ñÓ/Õç'
Z @X (temporarily/permanent) ÐA«/A 	g (public/private)
ù
 Ò»/ù

	®J
» (quantitative/qualitative) ú
×ñºk/A
	g (government/private)
ø
 XAÓ/ø
 Qå
. (physical/human) éK
A¯ð/h. C« (treatment/protection)
ø
 XAÓ/ø
 Qº
	¯
(physically/mentally) l'
Qå/ú

	æÖÞ 	 (implicit/explicit)
ú

	æ£ð/Y 	¯ @ð (foreign/resident) QëA 	£/ 	á£AK. (inside/outside)
iJ 	® 	JÓ/ÈYJªÓ (Liberal/moderate) ú
Îm
×/ú
æ.
	Jk.

@ (foreign/national)
ø
 XQ
	¯
/ú
«AÔ
g. (individual/group) ú
G. Am.
'


@/ú
æ. Ê (positive/negative)
ÉJÓ/É 	® 	JÓ (connected/disconnected) H. ñJºÓ/ø
 ñ
	®  (verbal/written)
ú
¾Ê/ú
¾ÊB (wired/wireless) hñ
J 	®Ó/XðY Ó (tight/loose)
ú

GAJ. 	K/ú

	G @ñJ
k (vegan/non-vegetarian) ú
æ
	AÓ/Qå 	Ag (past/present)
ú
æ.ë
	X/ú
æ
	 	¯ (gold/silver) Õ» Ag/Ðñºm× (leader/follower)
ú
Îm
×/ú
ÍðX (national/international)
K. A/ kB (former/later)
ø
 ñ
Ó/ ñÊÓ (boiled/grilled) YK
 ñÓ/ 	PAªÓ (opposed/supporter)
ú

	æK
X/ø
 ñJ

	KX (religious/secular) ø
 Qå/ú

	æÊ« (confidential/private)
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7.5 Arabic and English Antonymy in Parallel
Corpus
We aim to bring both Arabic and English languages together by aligning
English and Arabic antonymy patterns and pairs. This alignment could be
used to extend antonymy relations in multilingual resources, for example the
OMW.
AlHedayani (2016) studied antonymy pattern classifications in English
and Arabic and compared them to the patterns found in Jones (2003) and
Davies (2012). Her conclusion was both languages have similar antonymy
functions with minor differences. She also used the Arabic TenTen corpus to
extract Arabic patterns hosting canonical antonymy from different parts of
speech. She concluded that antonymy in English and Arabic have a similar
behaviour.
In this section, we investigate using a parallel corpus to extract antonyms
from English and Arabic concordances. A parallel corpus is a bilingual cor-
pus which presents text in two languages in parallel alignment. In addition,
a parallel corpus can take many languages and present the alignment of sim-
ilar paragraphs in different languages. Hence, capturing antonymy patterns
and pairs in English and Arabic simultaneously provides a better bilingual
alignment. In addition, a parallel corpus can overcome the shortcomings in
generating antonyms in low-resource languages, such as the Arabic language,
by using English patterns.
A parallel concordance in the Sketch Engine can compare different lan-
guages and suggest translations. We aim to use this tool to find antonymy
patterns and pairs in English and Arabic and compare them and to see
how the pattern behaviour differs in English and Arabic text. To do this,
we used eight English antonymy patterns extracted from the SkELL corpus
(explained in chapter 5) to search for Arabic antonymy patterns and pairs.
Sketch Engine finds sentences in English and Arabic which have a similar
antonymy pattern. For example, the pattern (whether X or Y ) has been
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shown in the Arabic concordance as (. . . Ð

@ I	KA¿ . . .) or (. . . ð

@ . . . Z @ñ). Table 7.8
shows examples of matching Arabic patterns.
Table 7.8: A similar English and Arabic antonymy pattern obtained from
the OPUS2 parallel corpus
English Pattern Arabic Pattern
both X and Y  ð  	áÓ
whether X or  ð

@  Z@ñ
either X or Y  ð

@  AÓ

@
between X and Y  ð  	á
K.
from X to Y  úÍ@  	áÓ
X but not Y  
Ë ð 
X and not Y  Q
 	« ð 
from X and Y  ð  	áÓ
In addition, we use English patterns to extract Arabic antonymy. We use
the same search strategy but conducted manually to evaluate the matching
accuracy. We use one pattern (whether X or Y) and the captured Arabic
concordance size was 1,441 matching lines. Also, the captured English pairs
are equivalent to the aligned Arabic pairs. We show some extracted examples
in table 7.9 which indicates promising results.
One limitation in this approach is that parallel concordance results are
displayed and aligned next to each other in paragraph level. Sketch Engine
highlighted the patterns in both languages, but to get the results on pattern
level we had to extract the patterns manually.
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Table 7.9: Matching antonym pairs from English and Arabic concordance
generated by parallel concordance
English Pattern Arabic Pattern
whether true or false
éZ£A 	g Ð

@ I	KA¿ éjJ
m
whether governmental or non-governmental
éJ
Óñºk Q
 	« ð

@ éJ
Óñºk Z@ñ
whether local or foreign I. 	KAg.

@ ð

@ 	á
Êm× @ñ 	KA¿ Z @ñ
whether permanent or temporary AJ¯ ñÓ Ð

@ AÒZ @X 	àA¿

@
whether corporeal or incorporeal
éK
XAÓ Q
 	« ð

@ éK
XAÓ I	KA¿

@ Z @ñ
whether local or foreign I. 	KAg.

@ ð

@ YÊJ. Ë

@ Éë

@ 	áÓ @ñ 	KA¿ Z @ñ
whether ordinary or special
éA 	g ð

@ éK
XA« I	KA¿
whether regional or global ù
 ÖÏAªË @ ð

@ ù
 ÒJ
Ê
¯ B@ ø ñJÖÏ @ É« ½Ë 	X 	àA¿
whether religious or racial AK
Qå 	J« Ð

@ 	àA¿ AJ
 	K
X
whether theocratic or secular AJ
 	K AÒÊ« Ð

@ 	àA¿ AJ
 	K
X
Another similar tool in Sketch Engine is the Bilingual Word Sketch. The
tool is corpus-based which automatically displays a summary of the gram-
matical behaviour and collocations of the word input. It uses parallel corpora
and bilingual dictionaries to show word equivalences in two languages. Word
Sketch extracts a word’s contexts from a parallel corpus that match a prede-
fined set of grammatical relations in one language and the results show every
word’s collocations obtained from the corpus. The most important feature is
the Translation Button which expands the analysis on parallel and compa-
rable corpora1 to other chosen languages. The output of Translation Button
suggests up to ten candidates for the word input obtained from corpus-based
translation. For example the word hot has been translated to ten Arabic
words as shown in table 7.10.
1A comparable corpora is different to a parallel corpora as it consists of texts from the
same domain in more languages. For example, the Wikipedia is a comparable corpora as
it provides the same information in different languages
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Figure 7.2: Word Sketch screen output for the word rich
Studies have been conducted on using Word Sketch Translation Button in
language translation such as Baisa et al. (2014) and Kilgarriff (2013) but none
was made on evaluating Arabic translation via Word Sketch. We consider our
simple evaluation is positive and promising for future work. The majority of
the translation candidates suggested by the tool are valid but are attached
with determiners (e,g, È@ ) and not lemmatized as shown in table 7.10.
Another encountered problem is to choose the right antonym pair. Table
7.10 shows a list of unclassified canonical, non-canonical antonym, and non-
antonym pairs. Therefore, we need to classify these candidates into their
theoretical classes as described in chapter 2. We stopped at this point and
suggest this topic for future research.
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Table 7.10: Translation Button Arabic outputs for the word pair (hot/cold)
English Arabic translations
cold
èXPAJ. Ë @ cold èXPAK. cold éJ
 	K Ag. QÖÏ @ coral XPAK. cold
YK
Q. JË @ cooling H. QmÌ'@ war XPAJ. Ë @ cold XQ. Ë @ cold
hot
é 	J 	kAË@ hot é 	J 	kA hot PAmÌ'@ hot PAg hot
	á 	kA hot P ñJ. Ë @ focal èP@QmÌ'@ heat 	á 	kAË@ hot
7.6 Discussion
We conducted three experiments on extracting Arabic antonymy. First, we
applied our model in antonyms extraction and classification on Arabic Ten-
Ten corpus. Then, we experimented with the Arabic and English parallel
concordances by Sketch Engine to extract equivalents of Arabic and English
antonym candidates. The last experiment used the Bilingual Word Sketch
which suggests some valid translations candidates for English input.
Although the proposed antonymy model outperformed the previous at-
tempts for antonym extraction with an accuracy over 50%, the model per-
formance was affected by the poor representation and coverage of Arabic
antonyms in the OMW. The automatic training set labelling failed to gen-
erate enough examples of positive and negative instances and therefore we
used manual labelling to get enough examples.
In contrast, the parallel concordance output was positive and showed
matching between English and Arabic antonym pairs and patterns. The
limitation of this approach is that a parallel concordance displays the results
on paragraph level, and thus, we had to manually extract pattern and pair
candidates.
The last tool was Bilingual Word Sketch which displays translation can-
didates based on parallel corpus pattern analysis. The tool suggests some
valid Arabic translations but unlemmatized. Therefore, a selection strategy
is needed to choose the right translation and remove wrong candidates.
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7.7 Summary
In this chapter, we addressed several issues in Arabic WordNet and suggested
solutions to improve the antonymy representation. We also used a lemma-
tizer tool (MADAMIRA) and diacritics remover to match between extracted
pairs from the corpus and WordNets pairs. We showed that the majority of
antonymy examples in the OMW are non-canonical due to the poor relation
representation. Thus, the training set labelling was affected by the poor level
of antonymy representation in Arabic WordNet.
In addition, we evaluated several models for extracting Arabic antonymy
including antonymy classifier, parallel corpus extraction and bilingual Word
Sketch translation. Although the proposed antonymy classifier yielded a
prediction accuracy over 50%, the implementation has several limitations due
to insufficient training instances. Then, we investigated other approaches
called as parallel concordance and Word Sketch which both use a parallel
corpus to generate antonym equivalents in English and Arabic.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
This thesis aimed to capture antonym word pairs from English and Ara-
bic corpora. It presented a novel pair vector representation model based on
automatically extracted and classified symmetric antonymy patterns. The
generated pair vectors have been combined with a supervised machine learn-
ing algorithm to classify word pairs to be an example either of an antonymy
or non-antonymy relation.
This work also illustrated the lack of ability in vector space representation
to model antonymy. The current vector space models such as BOW and Word
Embeddings are designed for the purpose of capturing word similarity and
synonymy. However, till today, the vector space model can not distinguish
between synonyms and antonyms.
The underlying hypothesis in vector space models is based on the se-
mantic distribution of words which represents the co-occurrence frequency
between every pair of words in the corpus. To overcome the issue of captur-
ing antonymy, we proposed a pair vector space model which represents word
pairs instead of single words. It also represents co-occurrence frequency but
between a pair and a set of patterns. Our results showed that combining pair
vector representation with Naive Bayes or Neural Network models improved
predicting antonymy and obtained an average 80% accuracy on the classifi-
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cation tasks conducted on the BNC and the SkELL corpora, and an average
of 60% on TURN and LZQZ test sets.
We contributed in capturing novel antonym pairs from the English cor-
pora BNC and SkELL and the Arabic corpus ArTenTen. The proposed model
is able to find novel antonym pairs that are not found in the Open Multilin-
gual WordNet such as (input/output), (ancient/modern) (see tables 6.6,6.7
and 6.8). The model showed positive results on classifying corpus word pairs.
The results of SkELL corpus yielded 3011 word pairs. Our antonymy classi-
fier model has predicted 360 pairs a antonyms. Among the antonym list, 137
word pairs are new and not represented in the WordNet. Also, we use the
BNC corpus and the word pairs output yielded 838 word pairs and classified
188 pairs as antonyms; 71 antonym pairs are new and not represented in
the WordNet. In addition, ArTenTen corpus has also generated 3000 Arabic
word pairs. Only 52 pairs have been classified as antonyms and five antonym
examples are represented in the WordNet (see table 7.7).
We addressed in chapter 4 the problem of labelling our opposite rela-
tions in the training set. We yielded that WordNet labelled many examples
of antonym word pairs such as (international/national) but failed to label
opposite word pairs such as (internal/international). Chapter 4 illustrated
our opposite hypothesis which states that if there are two antonymy pairs,
(A/B), and (C/D), where A and C are semantically related, and B and D
are semantically related, then there are two pairs (A/D) and (C/B) that are
semantically opposite. The application output of opposite hypothesis showed
many correctly labelled opposite pairs such as (international/domestic), (na-
tional/global). Also, it showed few examples of incorrectly labelled opposite
pairs such as (subject/international). The main limitation we encountered in
labelling opposite word pairs was the absence of a gold standard dataset of
opposite examples to measure and compare the labelling accuracy.
Moreover, this work contributed in discovering new antonymy patterns.
Chapter 5 demonstrated the research model for extracting and classifying
textual patterns hosting antonymy and opposite pairs. The pattern model
contributed in extracting textual patterns that have been discovered by a
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manual extraction approach (Jones, 2003). In addition, it contributes in ex-
tracting novel antonymy patterns which have not been discovered in previous
studies such as (however X or Y, minimizing X and maximizing Y, what is
X and what is Y?).
In chapter 5, we presented our proposed pattern classifier which classi-
fies every extracted pattern into one of three classes based on the pattern’s
association with positive and negative word pairs. A classified pattern can
be either positive which shows more association with positive instances, a
negative pattern which shows more association with negative word pairs, or
neutral which shows similar association with negative and positive pairs. The
output reveals part of the extracted and selected patterns were discovered by
Jones (2003) and Davies (2012) and reported in their studies. The chapter
also shows part of the selected patterns are new and not yet discovered by
previous work.
We also contributed in constructing a language-adaptive antonymy
model. The proposed supervised Antonymy Classifier is a language-
adaptive model which can be applied on both high- resourced languages
such as English, and low-resourced languages such as Arabic. The model
contributed in enriching lexical resources in low-resourced languages with
antonymy examples that are captured from an unlabelled corpus but under
the distant supervision of the Open Multilingual WordNet.
In addition, we presented several experiments on extracting Arabic
antonyms in chapter 7. We used the vast corpus ArTenTen but the imple-
mentation had several limitations. First, the representation of antonymy
relations in the Arabic WordNet is different to the English WordNet which
caused labelling of a small amount of word pairs. Despite the huge amount
of antonym pairs available in the NLTK Arabic WordNet, only few examples
were used. This has a major impact on our model because we aimed to
adhere to an automatic approach in labelling the extracted word pairs.
Thus, we manually label a small number of positive and negative examples
to carry on model implementation.
Although the proposed antonymy model outperformed the previous at-
tempts in antonymy extraction with an accuracy over 50%, the model per-
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formance was affected by the poor representation and coverage of Arabic
antonymy in the Open Multilingual WordNet. The automatic training set
labelling failed to generate enough examples of positive and negative in-
stances and therefore we use manual labelling to get enough examples. In
contrast, the parallel concordance output was positive and showed matching
between English and Arabic antonym pairs and patterns. The limitation of
this approach is that a parallel concordance displays the results on sentence
level and thus we had to manually extract pattern and pair candidates.
Overall, we found that representing a vector space of pattern and pair
achieved an improvement in terms of predicting antonymy relation. However,
this work went through several challenges and limitations as summarised in
the following points:
• WordNet Limitations
This work relied on the WordNet’s lexical semantic relations. WordNet
has many issues in representing antonymy and opposite relations in
both English and Arabic WordNet. We can summarise these issues in
two points: first, the representation of antonymy in the WordNet has
affected the labelling output as the WordNet does not represent non-
canonical antonymy and opposite relations. Second, there are a large
number of antonymy word pairs extracted from the corpus that are not
found in the WordNet. Therefore, the limitations in opposite relations
or links and antonymy examples have mostly affected the performance
of our antonymy classifier.
• Insufficient co-occurrence of word pairs
The model is based on co-occurring word pairs and if two antonymous
or opposite words have not frequently occurred together in the corpus
sentences, then the chance of extracting useful features and patterns to
be classified is very low.
In this work, corpus size has the main impact on the classification
output. As table 6.5 shows, only 548 of high frequency pairs (14%) over
3849 extracted pairs have been classified as antonyms. The remaining
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3301 pairs have not been classified due to the insufficient instances of
the pairs in the corpus.
This is caused by the absence of word co-occurrence tendency due to
corpus size limitation. Unfortunately, this work is unable to predict
the relation of word pairs that do not have sufficient sentences and
patterns in the corpus. Therefore, some opposite word pairs which
show low co-occurrence frequency are classified as negative.
• Antonymy Evaluation issues
Another limitation of this work is the validation process for the classi-
fied antonyms. Part of the classified word pairs were found in the Word-
Net which gives a positive validation of the classifier. WordNet yielded
340 instances as antonyms, but 208 instances were new and not encoded
yet in the WordNet. A sample of the invalidated antonym pairs is pre-
sented in table 6.6. However, we manually validated these 208 instances
and found that many instances are correct such as (bright/dark), (clas-
sical/modern) and some results are incorrect such as (quick/easy) and
(due/unexpected).
In tables 6.7 and 6.8, we compared the classified antonyms and
their near-antonyms in the WordNet. For example, the pair
(ancient/modern) has not been found in the WordNet but their
members have already antonym pairs such as (ancient/present) and
(modern/non-modern). We also used our labelling method explained
in chapter 4 to label these pairs. For example, the labelling method
can infer that (ancient/modern) is opposite if there is a synonym
relation between the words (ancient/non-modern) and between
(present/modern). However, we still have encountered incorrect pairs
such as (deaf/blind), (quick/easy) and more.
It is important to validate the classification output, especially when us-
ing them in extending lexical resources such as the WordNet. However,
we stopped at this point and suggest the work of antonymy validation
for future. We suggest, for example, improving our proposed labelling
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heuristic to get better validation results. Also, it can be made auto-
matically through crowed sourcing systems, such as using a social game
to make the players choose the right opposite words.
8.2 Future work
One possible area for the future work is to use multilingual parallel corpora to
extract antonyms from different languages simultaneously. In fact, generating
antonym candidates from different languages is useful for the purpose of
extending multilingual resource such as the Open Multilingual WordNet.
Another future topic on antonyms is to capture ancillary antonymy oc-
curring between sentences. The studies by Jones (2003) and Davies (2012)
showed that some contrastive constructions can host canonical antonyms or
trigger opposition between non-opposite words. For instance, Jones (2003)
proposed ancillary antonymy pattern which hosts antonym pair and trig-
gers another non-opposite pair in the same sentence. For instance, the sen-
tence: (I love to cook, but I hate doing the dishes) hosts the antonym
pair (love/hate) and triggers the non-opposite pair (cook/doing the dishes).
Building a computational model to detect these types of opposition has many
applications in Natural Language Processing such as detecting contradiction
between phrases.
Also, finding trending antonym pairs used in social text has many ap-
plications in sentiment analysis. Such as extracting antonym pairs that are
used socially or obtained from twitter will generate novel pairs such as (brex-
iteer/remainers), (vegan/vegetarian) and (vegetarian/non-vegetarian) that
do not existed in the WordNet.
One more possible focus of research for future work is to enhance search
engines by making them aware of opposition and negation relations between
query tokens. In fact, te current Information Retrieval models match between
a query’s keywords and a document’s keywords (Baeza-Yates et al., 2011;
Page et al., 1999). For instance, today’s search engines are not aware of
negators such as (not/without) among the query keywords. For example,
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consider the query (hotel without swimming pool) in Google will fetch websites
ranked on relevance. The top three matched websites are titled with:
• The 10 Best United Kingdom Hotels with Infinity Pools of 2019 ..
• Top 10 Liverpool Hotels with a Swimming Pool 2018..
• hotels with swimming pools that will dazzle you..
Another example is the query (worst stand-up specials on Netflix) in
Bing retrieves a list of ranked websites containing opposites terms such as
the following titles:
• 50 Best Stand-up Comedy Specials on Netflix (April 2018)..
• Netflix: the 10 best stand-up specials — Metro News..
• The 25 Best Stand-Up Comedy Specials on Netflix Instant ...
• The best stand-up comedy specials on Netflix ...
In fact, we did not find related research or studies on the influence of
antonymy and negation on retrieving the relevant documents in s search en-
gine. Probably, it is a hard problem for search engines to combine query
antonym-detector system that works in different languages. But one sug-
gestion to maintain good matching and partly solve the problem is to apply
negation detection such as if the negator not is among the query tokens such
as (not X) then find its opposite Y. Therefore, we suggest this topic for other
PhD students and researchers in the field of Natural Language Processing to
work on.
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Appendix A
Tables
A.1 Pattern Classifier Results (BNC)
Table A.1: Pattern classifier output on BNC word pairs
Extracted Pattern Association scores Class
were X or Y 4.17 positive
of both X and Y 3.86 positive
X rather than Y 3.46 positive
X as well as Y 3.32 positive
any X or Y 3.17 positive
for both X and Y 3.17 positive
from both X and Y 3.17 positive
combination of X and Y 3 positive
differences between X and Y 3 positive
range of X and Y 2.81 positive
whether X or Y 2.75 positive
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A.1 Pattern Classifier Results (BNC)
Table A.2: Pattern classifier output on BNC word pairs
Extracted Pattern Association scores Class
either X or Y 2.74 positive
from X or Y 2.66 positive
between the X and Y 2.58 positive
mixture of X and Y 2.58 positive
distinction between X and Y 2.58 positive
no X or Y 2.52 positive
more X than Y 2.5 positive
bring X and Y -1 negative
showing a X and Y -1 negative
will be X to the Y -1 negative
including a X Y -1 negative
freely X to the Y -1 negative
perfectly X and Y -1 negative
have a X spread across the Y -1 negative
a X spread across the Y -1 negative
while a X or Y -1 negative
emphasise the X and Y -1 negative
centres of X and Y -1.58 negative
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A.2 Pattern Classifier Results (SkELL corpus)
A.2 Pattern Classifier Results (SkELL cor-
pus)
Table A.3: Pattern classifier output on SkELL word pairs
Extracted Pattern Association scores Class
of X versus Y 4.25 positive
in a X but Y 3.32 positive
corresponding X and Y 3.32 positive
necessarily X or Y 3 positive
the X principles to Y 2.81 positive
very X or very Y 2.58 positive
development of X and Y 2.58 positive
scores X or Y 2.58 positive
in the X rather than Y 2.58 positive
alternately X and Y 2.58 positive
between X versus Y 2.58 positive
affects X and Y 2.58 positive
more X and less Y 2.46 positive
of both X and Y 2.32 positive
simultaneously X and Y 2.32 positive
potential X or Y 2.32 positive
what is X or Y -1 negative
in the X way that Y -1 negative
the X rights as any Y -1 negative
the X category as Y -1 negative
working with X and Y -1 negative
questions of X and Y -1 negative
the many X and Y -1 negative
the X privileges as Y -1 negative
the X way as for Y -1 negative
along with X and Y -1 negative
their own X and Y -1 negative
the X term or the Y -1 negative
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A.3 A comparison between Arabic corpora available in Sketch
Engine
A.3 A comparison between Arabic corpora
available in Sketch Engine
corpus words size genera lemma PoS authors
Arabic
Learner
Corpus
(ALC)
362,712 written and
spoken Ara-
bic
x X Alfaifi et al.
(2014)
Arabic Web 150,282,522 MSA and di-
alects texts
x X Sharoff
(2009)
Arabic Web
2012
7,475,624,779 Crawled by
SpiderLing
in January
2012
x X Belinkov
et al. (2013)
KSUCCA 46,705,577 Classical
written
Arabic
X X Alrabiah
et al. (2014)
OPUS2 300,000,057 Parallel
with 40
languages
x X Tiedemann
(2012)
Quran 128,243 Unvowelled
Arabic
X X Abbas et al.
(2013)
Quran 128,241 vowelled
Arabic
X X Abbas et al.
(2013)
Time
Stamped
JSI web
corpus
1,743,895,700 news ar-
ticles in
the periods
(2014-2018 )
x X Minocha
et al. (2014)
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